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ABSTRACT 

This study was designed to capture and portray a 

teacher's classroom knowledge as curriculum script. The 

task framework suggested by Doyle (1980, 1983, 1986) was 

combined with the descriptions of the activity organization 

and materials used to convey the content, to examine 

activities embedded within classroom events in order to 

determine the patterns which might suggest the content and 

character of the teacher's knowledge for one content area, 

mathematics. The teacher taught two math groups each week: 

a second grade, homogeneous group three days per week, and 

her combination second and third grade homeroom group two 

days each week. 

Data were collected over a period of six months. Daily 

observations were made in two phases: all day every day for 

the first week of school and every day during the one-hour 

math period for the first half of the school year. Five 

interviews were conducted with the teacher: one before the 

school year began, three during the first half of the school 

year, and one six weeks after the last observations were 

made. 

The data for this study were analyzed in four stages. 

First, task descriptions were constructed daily from the 

field notes that were taken during classroom observations 

and expanded shortly thereafter. Second, task descriptions 
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for each unit of instruction were analyzed to generate 

summary statements which were used to compose letters to the 

teacher. Third, all task descriptions were analyzed to 

reveal patterns within and across the two math groups. 

Finally, the letters were sent to the teacher in advance of 

each interview, the interviews were audio-recorded and 

transcribed, then the protocols were analyzed to reveal 

themes in the teacher's dialogue about her classroom 

knowledge. This analysis resulted in the construction of a 

number of propositions which were then used in conjunction 

with the findings from the task description analysis to 

present the content, functions of, and influences on the 

teacher's curriculum script. 

The curriculum script model constructed from the 

findings of this study seems to account for both the 

complexity of teachers' knowledge and the complexity of the 

classroom context. 



CHAPTER I 

••. The teacher's business is simply to determine, 
on the basis of larger experience and riper wisdom, 
how the discipline of life shall come to the child. 

John Dewey, 1897 

INTRODUCTION 

statement of the Problem 

The field of educational research has traditionally 

studied the curriculum and pedagogy domains as separate 

entities (Doyle, 1990, in press). According to Doyle's 

account, curriculum has been viewed as the instrument by 

14 

which administrators wielded control over the profession of 

teaching, and pedagogy was the means by which teachers 

delivered knowledge (see also Morine-Dershimer, 1990; 

Richardson, 1990; Shannon, 1989). This created a chasm 

that has been reinforced and widened through the years. 

Just recently, however, researchers have begun to 

comprehend the relationship between curriculum and pedagogy 

(see, for example, Shulman, 1986) and the potential impact 

on teaching of the knowledge that will be gained by 

studying the places where they intersect (Doyle, 1990, in 

press). 

Doyle (in press) recommends taking a closer look at 

the "transformation of the content" which occurs in 

classrooms. This transformation is caused by teachers and 
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students enacting the curriculum, but Doyle proposes that 

"curriculum is not simply content but a theory of content, 

i.e., a conception of what the content is, what it means to 

know that content, and what goals one is accomplishing when 

one is teaching the content .. (1990, p. 71). 

The cognitive structure that teachers develop for 

teaching a particular topic, which is but one component of 

the teacher's theory of content, might be termed a 

"curriculum script ... Putnam (1987) has described a 

curriculum script as a loosely ordered set of goals and 

actions, the skills and concepts students are expected to 

learn, along with their likely misconceptions and 

difficulties, and the activities, strategies, and examples 

a teacher uses to teach. Doyle (1990) suggests that in 

"such knowledge structures [i.e., the curriculum script], 

curriculum and pedagogy are clearly intertwined" (p. 26). 

While the term script has been used to suggest that 

teachers do, indeed, possess such knowledge structures, 

little has been accomplished in the way of attempting to 

present an external representation of a teacher's 

curriculum script. 

Purpose of the study 

The purpose of this study is to ascertain and describe 

one teacher's curriculum script for teaching second and 
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third grade mathematics, and to determine what funct~on(s) 

it serves for the teacher and how the script influences and 

is influenced by the enactment of the curriculum and by 

external forces such as district guidelines or workshop 

information (what Erickson, 1986, has called "local" and 

"non-local" influences). 

Background and Significance 

Background 

The term "script" has been borrowed from the field of 

cognitive science. In 1977, Schank and Abelson defined 

script as: 

• • • a structure that describes appropriate sequences 
of events in a particular context. A script is made 
up of slots and requirements about what can fill those 
slots. 

The structure is an interconnected whole, and 
what is in one slot affects what can be in another. 
Scripts handle stylized everyday situations. They are 
not subject to much change, nor do they provide the 
apparatus for handling totally novel situations. 
Thus, a script is a predetermined stereotyped sequence 
of actions that defines a well-known situation. 
(p. 41) 

While scripts "are not subject to much change," Shank and 

Abelson do suggest that they are constantly "elaborated" 

with each successive, similar experience. That is, new 

slot-fillers may be acquired when encountering new 

experiences. For example, a child who had only been to 

fast-food restaurants would need to learn new procedures 



and a new sequence of events (about waiting to be seated, 

ordering from a menu, and being served) when she visits a 

different type of restaurant. 
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Additionally, scripts are goal-oriented (Schank and 

Abelson, 1977; Nelson, 1986) and organized around 

activities (Nelson, 1986). For example, the goal of a 

grocery shopping script might be to purchase food for a 

household for one week. However, within that broad goal 

are several sub-scripts and sub-goals. One needs to go to 

the grocery store (whether by car, bicycle, bus, etc., each 

of which is an "alternate track" of the script, Schank and 

Abelson, 1977), enter the store, find a cart, choose the 

food, wait in line, and check out. Each sub-goal must be 

accomplished before the next can be initiated. Some 

scripts, such as the grocery shopping script described, 

require a particular sequence in order to be completed, 

while others may have variation within them. To illustrate 

this point, Schank and Abelson (1977) use a children's 

birthday party script. This script contains several sub

scripts (i.e., opening gifts, eating cake and ice cream, 

playing games), but the order in which they are completed 

is not crucial to the overall goal of the script. This 

information is important in the ways one acquires scripts. 

The acquisition of scripts, according to Schank and 

Abelson (1977), is based on the premise that memory is 
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episodic. In other words, information is acquired and 

stored in the form of episodes or events. How one comes to 

"know" something is based on personal experiences and 

consequently scripts are written from one's own 

perspective. Scripts, then, are learned (Nelson, 1986) 

through participation in events and are mental 

representations of those culturally defined events. 

Moreover, the script provides a cognitive context for a 

familiar situation. The context is part of the script 

itself and allows for interpretation of the actors and 

actions in the newly encountered event. That. is, the 

script allows one to know what to expect and how to respond 

in any given, familiar situation. 

It was this attention to and acceptance of the study 

of cognition in the social sciences, according to Carter 

(1990), that provided the impetus for research on teacher 

knowledge and cognition. Therefore, studies on these 

topics in the field of education are relatively recent and 

knowledge from them emerging. For example, Carter and 

Gonzalez (1990) studied the "event knowledge" of student 

teachers and their cooperating teachers. What they have 

begun to uncover is that while many of the student

cooperating teacher dyads remembered the same events, their 

interpretations of and understandings about the events were 

quite dissimilar. The disparity would seem to be 
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attributable to the elaboration of the senior teachers 

"scripts" due to the nature and number of previously 

encountered events and, conversely, the student teachers' 

limited experiences and/or perspectives about classrooms as 

teachers. This is only one of many studies Carter (1990) 

reviewed in coming to the conclusion that teacher knowledge 

is "experiential, procedural, situational, and 

particularistic" (p. 307) or event-structured. 

Nelson (1986) claims that the functions of these 

event-structured scripts include the ability to interpret 

new experiences, to understand stories, and to make plans 

and predictions. In the classroom, then, a teacher's 

script, based on an accumulation of like experiences, 

presumably allows her to interpret new or surprising 

classroom events, to listen to and understand children's 

stories in adding to her knowledge of her students, 

particularly with regard to the students' previous 

experiences with the content, and to plan for and predict 

the likely configuration of activities and interactions. 

The script functions of interpretation, planning, 

prediction, and reflection are addressed by this study. 

Significance 

The findings from this study will contribute to the 

field of research on teacher thinking in terms of subject 
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matter knowledge for elementary teachers, the emerging 

conception of pedagogical content knowledge, and developing 

understandings about the interpretive skills of preservice 

teachers. 

Research accomplished to date in the area of subject 

matter knowledge has largely been based on studies of 

secondary teachers (i.e., Ball & Noordhoff, 1985; Grossman, 

1987; Gudmundsdottir, 1990; Leinhardt & Smith, 1985; 

Shulman, 1986; Wilson & Wineburg, 1988). The study 

described herein looked at one elementary teacher and just 

one of the content areas she teaches. First, it revealed 

her knowledge of mathematics and methods appropriate for 

second grade students and where second grade math fits in 

the scheme of elementary mathematics. Second, it revealed 

her conception of appropriate sequencing of topics and 

depth of student understanding required for advancement to 

the next level and the ways she transformed the content to 

match student abilities. The value of this information 

rests in its potential for informing teacher educators 

about what new teachers need to know about elementary 

school mathematics in order to make sUbject-matter 

transformations for their students. 

Second, the study can provide information to teacher 

educators about the value of developing interpretive skills 

in preservice teachers (Doyle, 1990). That is, teacher 
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education students can be informed about what aspects of 

classroom events to focus on as they observe teachers and 

students and how to interpret that information in powerful 

ways. This type of information will come, in part, from 

knowing the features of classroom that the teacher in the 

present study deems salient to her understanding of 

classroom events and in the tasks she designs for students 

to accomplish. In other words, learning to teach may 

include coming to understand teachers' knowledge from 

studying classroom events and tasks, in the context where 

it develops. 

Research Questions 

This study was designed to address the broad question 

"What is a teacher's curriculum script for one content 

area, mathematics?" within that broad question, however, 

several specific questions were considered: 

1. What is the content of the teacher's curriculum 

script for second and third grade math? 

a. What are the specific slots and sub-slots 

that make up the script? 

b. What is the nature of the information 

contained in the slots? 

c. In what ways does the information within and 

across slots interact? 
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2. How does the script allow the teacher to: 

a. Plan for instruction? 

i. identify, devise, and use examples and 

strategies? 

ii. anticipate students' problems? 

iii. facilitate external influences? 

b. Predict enactment and outcomes? 

c. Interpret classroom events in progress? 

d. Reflect on classroom events? 

Terms 

Following is a list of terms and their definitions as 

they are used in this study: 

content representation, as defined by Doyle (1986) is 

comprised of "the ways in which the curriculum is made 

concrete in the classroom tasks teachers define for 

students" (p. 365). In other words, with respect to some 

subject matter, the teacher assigns work to the students, 

provides resources to complete the work, assigns value to 

the product of the work, and through the design of the task 

establishes the cognitive operations the students must use 

to accomplish the task. The content as it is represented 

by the teacher, then, can be an indicator of the teacher's 

knowledge about the content and the students who interact 

with that content. 
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While this study does not employ a typical task 

analysis (see Carter, 1980; Doyle, 1980, 1986b; and 

Sanford, 1984 for more complete descriptions of the 

traditional task analyses using Doyle's typology), the 

combination of the task components and the activity 

descriptions seemed to provide a complete picture of the 

events that were enacted and observed in the classroom. 

These elements, when subjected to analysis, also seemed to 

portray the information included in the curriculum script 

that allowed the teacher to design and introduce the tasks 

in the classroom. 

Events "involve people in purposeful activities, and 

acting on objects and interacting with each other to 

achieve some result" (Nelson, 1986). For the purposes of 

this study, the terms event and classroom event will be 

used interchangeably and will refer to activities in 

classrooms involving teacher and students doing the work of 

teaching and learning mathematics. 

Pedagogical content knowledge describes what a teacher 

knows about the content being taught and how that knowledge 

is transformed into classroom activities for students 

(Carter, 1990). Pedagogical content knowledge also equips 

the teacher with examples and strategies that will be 

helpful to students as well as knowledge about what aspects 
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of the content will be problematic for the students. This 

knowledge is included in the teacher's curriculum script. 

A procedure defines the method for some action. Once 

the procedure has been learned through repeated experience 

and can be accomplished without direction, it becomes a 

routine. Both terms are used frequently in descriptions of 

classrooms, and in this study are based on these 

definitions. The term script has been defined earlier in 

this chapter, and Putnam's (1987) definition of curriculum 

script as a loosely ordered set of goals and actions, the 

skills and concepts students are expected to learn, along 

with their likely misconceptions and difficulties, and the 

activities, strategies, and examples a teacher uses to 

teach, will be used as a foundation for this study. 

Doyle (1986, p. 399) has identified four "structural 

levels" that appear to account for 'most classroom events: 

1. class session, the unit of time beginning with 

the assembly of the students in the classroom and ending 

with student dismissal for break, lunch, etc.; 

2. lesson, a set of activities, or as defined in 

this study, the unit of instruction; 

3. activity, the pattern that organizes students for 

tasks; 

4. routine, defined above as an established 

classroom procedure, and defined by Doyle as a 
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"supplementary program of action for handling housekeeping 

matters." 

For the purposes of this study, unit of instruction 

will be described as that set of content-related classroom 

events that occur around a particular mathematics concept 

(i.e., pattern, geometry, addition with regrouping, etc.). 

This unit also includes the teacher's plans and the 

materials the teacher and the students use through their 

interaction with the content. 

Procedures 

The teacher selected for this study has completed 11 

years of teaching, six at the first grade level and five at 

the second grade level. During the time she was observed, 

she was teaching a combination second-third grade class 

which consisted of 10 second grade students and 15 third 

grade students. The school in which she teaches is located 

in a small district (three elementary and two middle 

schools) in a large city in the Southwest. 

Data collection procedures for this study included 

classroom observations and interviews. The teacher was 

observed every day, all day for the first week of school 

and then every day during mathematics instruction for the 

remainder of the first semester. Interviews (based on 

Mishler, 1986; Richardson, Anders, Tidwell, and Lloyd, in 



press; Richardson & Hamilton, 1988; Spradley, 1980), were 

conducted before school started, after each unit of 

instruction, and at the end of the observation period. 
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Data analysis was completed daily, at the end of each 

unit of instruction, and after all observations and 

interviews were completed. Each day, field notes were 

expanded (Spradley, 1980) and task (Doyle, 1986) components 

from each lesson were extracted along with the activity 

organization and materials used to engage the students in 

the content and the teacher's goal(s) for the lesson (see 

Appendix B for an example). From the daily task 

descriptions, an interpretation of the teacher's content 

representation (Doyle, 1986) was constructed as summary 

statements. After each unit of instruction, a letter was 

prepared from the summary statements and delivered to the 

teacher (Connelly & Clandinin, 1986). This letter 

contained the investigator's interpretation of the 

teacher's representation of the content to her students. 

The letter provided the focus for the unit interviews. 

Finally, the task and activity analyses and interviews were 

subjected to a taxonomic analysis to expose the content of 

the curriculum script and examined to locate specific, but 

illustrative, examples of the script's functions. 
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Limitations 

The nature of this study is descriptive rather than 

experimental or treatment. However, the mere presence of 

the investigator in the teacher's classroom and the 

interview "conversations" between the teacher and 

investigator would seem to have a potential "effect" on 

either the teacher's thinking or actions or both. However, 

if one accepts that teachers' classroom knowledge is event

structured (i.e., constructed in the classroom) and that to 

come to understand that knowledge, the data must be 

collected where the knowledge originates, then the 

effect(s) are unavoidable. Care was taken by the 

investigator to be as inconspicuous as possible when 

entering, leaving, and while in the classroom and to avoid 

initiation of contact with either the teacher or her 

students during instructional time, although this, too, was 

unavoidable at times. The investigator recognizes and 

accepts responsibility for this limitation. 

Another limitation of this study may be that it is of 

a single subject and even more limiting in that it is 

confined only to her curriculum script for one subject. 

However, to accumulate the amount of data required to 

answer the study's questions, it was logistically feasible 

only to study one teacher in depth. And, as Doyle (1990) 

has suggested, teacher knowledge is "case knowledge." 



Additionally, Donmoyer (1990) argues that there are 

distinct advantages to the use of case studies: 

1. Accessibility - "case studies can take us to 

places where most of us would not have an opportunity to 

go" (p. 193); 

2. seeinq throuqh the researcher's eyes - "to see 

things we otherwise might not have seen" (p. 194); and 

3. Decreased defensiveness - on the part of the 

reader is less likely to produce resistance to learning. 

Readers who possess developed, or even developing, 

curriculum scripts, will posses the context necessary to 

understand this teacher's case and may begin to identify 

the components of their own scripts with the knowledge 

gained from this study. 

Summary 
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This chapter has provided an overview of the study 

itself, the brief summary of the relevant literature, the 

research questions asked and the terms used, data 

collection and analysis methods, and the potential 

significance of the findings. A more thorough review of 

the literature can be found in Chapter II and a detailed 

description of the methods of data collection and analysis 

are contained in Chapter III. 



CHAPTER II 

AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE ON TEACHER COGNITION 

Introduction 
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The road of research that led to the current study of 

a teacher's knowledge as curriculum script has been short 

but illustrious. It began less than twenty years ago, at a 

place described by Schank and Abelson (1977) as "an-ill 

defined field at the intersection of psychology, artificial 

intelligence, and linguistics" (p. i). What evolved from a 

workshop at Quissett Harbor, Massachusetts, in 1971 came to 

be known as the field of cognitive science. According to 

Schank and Abelson, the participants at that workshop were 

"commonly interested in the representation of large systems 

of knowledge." One theory developed by Schank and Abelson 

as a result of that early gathering, and the foundation for 

this study, is that of "scripts," which is one type of 

schema or knowledge structure. 

Scripts have been studied in various ways by various 

investigators (i.e., Bower, Black, and Turner, 1979; Fivush 

and Slackman, 1986; Mandler, 1984). The subjects of these 

studies have been adults as well as children. The methods 

employed have included observations, interviews, and 

segmenting story scenes. But script investigation was only 

one part of a larger interest in the study of cognition by 
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cognitive scientists. And it was this attention to 

cognition by the cognitive scientists that sparked the 

interest of researchers in education and encouraged them to 

begin looking systematically at teacher and student 

cognitions. 

At first, teacher behaviors were the focus of many 

studies on teacher knowledge because behaviors were 

observable, therefore, measurable (see, for example, the 

work of Brophy, 1973, 1979; Gage, 1963, and Rosenshine, 

1976). Also, some of these same investigators were tied to 

the process-product paradigm and believed that because 

behaviors could be counted and linked to student outcomes 

they were studying teacher thinking. Next, researchers 

began talking to teachers about what they did and why they 

did it (i.e., decision-making research), but these studies 

necessarily had to be conducted outside of the classroom 

using techniques such as stimulated recall, simulations, 

and self-reports, all of which cast serious doubt on 

whether teaching thinking was being studied. More 

recently, teacher cognitions have been studied using a 

combination of observations and interviews as an attempt to 

locate teachers' knowledge in the classroom. 

This chapter follows the historical road from the 

early days of cognitive science and studies of scripts and 

events, through the beginnings of teacher knowledge 



research and its tie to cognitive science, past the 

findings from studies of teacher planning and decision

making, and finally to the growing body of literature on 

teachers' classroom knowledge, where the study under 

consideration ('teachers' curriculum script) finds its 

place. 

studies in cognitive science and Implications 

for the study of Teacher Knowledge 

The following section lays the foundation for 

understanding teacher knowledge by explicating Schank and 

Abelson's (1977) script theory and extending that 

foundation to Nelson's (1986) description of event 

knowledge. Periodically, implications for studies of 

teacher knowledge and classroom events will be discussed, 

and recent work in educational research on teacher 

knowledge will be specifically examined later in the 

chapter. 

Script Theory 

Schank and Abelson. In their seminal work on 

"scripts," Schank and Abelson (1977) reported that their 

theory of memory organization is based on the notion of 

episodic memory rather than abstract categories. The 

episodes represent personal experiences or events. When 
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several similar events have occurred over time, "they are 

remembered in terms of a standardized generalized episode 

which we will call a script" (po 19). When a script is 

instantiated, only the general context of the situation is 

called up, not every specific occurrence of that particular 

type of event. Moreover, when each successive similar 

event is encountered, only items specific to that 

particular occurrence that are distinctive from the general 

script will be stored (see also, Nelson, 1986). Schank and 

Abelson suggested that this theory provides for "economy of 

storage" but admitted a "side effect of poor memory for 

detail." Their objective in developing this theory was to 

enable computers to understand like humans, but, as will be 

seen, it has had important implications for the field of 

teacher knowledge and, in particular, classroom knowledge. 

To reiterate, Schank and Abelson (1977) defined script 

as a knowledge structure that stores representations of 

sequences of events in context. Each script contains 

"slots" and specifies what can fill those slots. Because 

the structure is interconnected, what is in one slot 

affects what is or can be in any other slot. scripts allow 

one to anticipate, interpret, and predict the occurrences 

of a particular event. Some scripts are sequence-bound 

(i.e., the restaurant script) and others are not (i.e., the 

birthday party), but familiarity with these events allows 
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one to "understand" and participate in them. within each 

script are found scenes, or subgoals, which are 

hierarchial. A sub-goal of the restaurant script is 

eating, which assumes using the silverware to cut the food 

and lift it to the mouth, chewing, swallowing, etc. 

Another sub-goal is ordering which assumes picking up the 

menu, choosing a selection, and telling the waitress. Both 

sub-goals are assumed under the restaurant script. 

Schank and Abelson were very specific about the 

functions of scripts, types of scripts, interactions of 

scripts, and what affects scripts. For example, Schank and 

Abelson claimed that one important function of the script 

is to provide a background for carrying out activities (p. 

49). Another function of the script 'is that is allows one 

to tell or listen to stories in which many "boring details" 

have been left out because the script fills them in 

automatically. People have many "common" scripts which 

permit not only communication but also understanding of 

events. 

Schank and Abelson (1977) describe three types of 

scripts. In the situational script the situation is 

specified (for example, the restaurant script), the players 

follow their roles (the customer, the cook, the waitress), 

and they share an understanding of what should happen. The 

personal script is much more particularistic and is usually 
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known only by the individual involved in it. To use Schank 

and Abelson's example in the above mentioned restaurant 

script, the customer's personal script may be that he wants 

to make a date with the waitress. Finally, instrumental 

scripts involve those events that might be described as 

ritualistic; that is, the actions they describe have 

little variability and each step in the event must be 

completed in order to reach the goal of the script. 

Usually, instrumental scripts have only one participant, 

the actions are typically uninteresting (for example, 

cutting one's meat at dinner), and the predictive powers 

called up for a situational script are unnecessary because 

of the rigidity and lack of unpredictability of the 

instrumental script. 

All three types of scripts could be involved in a 

single episode, particularly in a classroom event. For 

example, the teacher and students are involved in an 

activity (the situational script) which the teacher has 

designed to illustrate a concept for the students to 

understand (the personal script) involving some routine 

familiar to all the participants (the instrumental script). 

Script interactions can occur in at least three ways. 

First, two players in a situational script may have 

instantiated personal scripts unknown to each other. 

Second, "scriptal ambiguity" occurs when two scripts have 
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been activated simultaneously but it is difficult to 

discern to which script incoming information belongs. And 

third, "indeterminacy in script-endings" occurs when the 

observer/participant does not recognize that one script has 

ended and another has begun. 

These interactions can also have powerful implications 

for understanding classroom events. For example, either 

the teacher or students may have instantiated a personal 

script that allows each to proceed through the classroom 

event but at a minimal level. Either participant may be 

just trying "to get through the day" without any cognitive 

effort. Or the teacher may be collecting information about 

a particular student for some purpose such as referral for 

special services. In either case, other participants may 

not be aware of the instantiation of this personal script. 

A script interaction that may too often occur in 

classrooms is that of indeterminacy in script endings. 

This happens when students do not realize that one lesson 

or activity has ended and another has begun. This 

situation poses management problems, especially for the 

beginning teacher who does not recognize the cues that all 

the students are not "with me" (Pinnegar, 1988). 

Another feature of scripts described by Schank and 

Abelson (1977) that seems to have significance for 

understanding how teachers know about classrooms is 
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interruptions, broadly classified into two groups: 

interferences and distractions. Interferences are defined 

as "states or actions which prevent the normal continuation 

of a script," and there are two kinds of interferences, 

"obstacles, where some enabling condition for an impending 

action is missing, and errors, where an action is completed 

with an unexpected and inappropriate result" (p. 52). 

Distractions are defined as "unexpected states or actions 

which initiate new goals for the actors, carrying him 

temporarily or permanently out of the script" (p. 52). 

Schank and Abelson (1977) suggested that in some 

scripts interferences and distractions occur frequently 

enough that they are learned along with the rest of the 

script. Responses to the interferences and/or distractions 

are termed "alternative paths" and it is through 

acquisition of alternative paths that scripts grow. 

Teachers' scripts grow as they encounter and take 

alternative paths for classroom events, some of which Doyle 

(1986) has termed "alternate or competing vectors." These 

are occurrences within events which pull teachers and 

students away from the primary vector, or "program of 

action," which specifies participation rules and activities 

for teachers and students to achieve some goal (see also 

Scarborough, 1990). 
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To summarize, Schank and Abelson have defined scripts 

as knowledge structures which store mental representations 

of events in slots that are interconnected. Scripts allow 

for prediction and interpretation of events, and function 

by providing context, or background information. There are 

three types of scripts (situational, personal, and 

instrumental) which can interact in several ways. 

Interruptions such as interferences and distractions can 

change the path of an instantiated script, and can occur 

frequently enough to be learned. The next section 

describes research related to Schank and Abelson's (1977) 

original script theory. 

Bower. Black. and Turner. Just two years after Schank 

and Abelson (1977) published their work on the script 

theory, Bower, Black, and Turner (1979) reported a series 

of experiments they designed to examine the role of script 

knowledge in text memory. Through their seven experiments, 

Bower et al investigated "the organization of people's 

knowledge about stereotyped activities," the ability to 

remember parts of the script not mentioned in the text, 

memory of script order, influences of actions early in a 

script on comprehension of later actions, and effects of 

"occasional events" which interfered with or deviated from 

the script as instantiated. Experiments and results that 
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would seem to have implications for understanding teacher 

knowledge are described below. 

In the first experiment, groups of stanford 

undergraduates (total N=161) were asked to write "scripts" 

for five different situations: attending a lecture, going 

to the doctor, grocery shopping, dining at a fancy 

restaurant, and getting up in the morning and ready for 

school. Bower et al. (1979) provided an example of the 

instructions given for writing the lecture script: 

write a list of actions describing what people 
generally do when they go to a lecture in a course. We 
are interested in the common actions of a routine 
lecture stereotype. start the list with arriving at 
the lecture and end it with leaving after the 
lecture. Include about 20 actions or events and put 
them in the order in which they would occur. (pp. 180-
81) 

The data were coded and tabulated according to frequency of 

cited actions, along with "associated roles and props." 

Bower et al. found high levels of agreement in the basic 

actions described for each event. Additionally, they found 

"considerable agreement" in the ways events were described. 

That is, subjects more often used summary statements to 

describe an action ("He ate his soup.") rather than an 

action-by-action account which might suggest the general 

level of abstraction reported by Schank and Abelson (1977) 

in reporting the function of scripts which allows for the 

comprehension of a story without all the details. 
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In the second experiment, Bower et al. attempted to 

sUbstantiate Schank and Abelson's claim that scripts are 

hierarchial and contain scenes. The subjects (N=30) were 

asked to read ten short stories and mark natural segments 

within the stories. The researchers then tabulated the 

frequency of marks at each site indicated by the subjects. 

The results of this experiment suggested to Bower et al. 

that scripts do have scenes and they "represent actions 

organized around the subgoals involved in achieving the 

main goal of a script" (p. 187). Thus, the script is not a 

"linear chain of events," but a hierarchical "tree" 

consisting of several levels of subgoals. Bower et al. 

suggested that the hierarchial nature of the goals serves 

two functions: l)they are useful for answering questions 

about specific actions and events; 2)they can aid the 

generation of summaries of events or paraphrasing. 

Experiments three and four sought to explain the 

ability of the subjects to "fill in gaps of intervening 

actions not explicitly mentioned in the text" (p. 188). In 

each experiment, subjects were asked first to read 

unrelated texts, then to read the scripts prepared for the 

experiment (the same scripts were used for both). In the 

third experiment, subjects were asked to recall as much of 

the scripts verbatim as possible and in the fourth 

experiment, subjects were given recognition tests of 16 
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statements which they rated as to whether they recalled 

reading the sentence in the texts. Findings from these two 

experiments suggested that the subjects recognized related 

but unstated actions, supporting again the theory that 

scripts store events in general terms that allow one to 

comprehend all the actions, explicit and implicit, of each 

event. This discussion becomes important later in the 

chapter when the literature on the differences between 

experts and novices is examined. 

In the final experiment Bower et ala (1979) reported, 

they attempted to gather evidence for their prediction 

"that interruptions will be remembered better than script 

actions and that irrelevancies will be remembered less than 

either" (p. 200). The investigators wrote six "script

based stories" which the' subjects (N=24) read and then were 

asked to recall in writing. The predictions were 

SUbstantiated when the subjects remembered the obstacles 

and distractions in the stories better than the errors, or 

irrelevancies. Bower et ala reported that the errors 

merely caused different endings to the stories while the 

obstacles "stopped the flow of events and had to be dealt 

with" (p. 212). This information also becomes relevant to 

the work recently undertaken by Carter (1990) and her 

colleagues around the notion of "well-remembered events" in 
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the learning to teach process, to be discussed later in the 

chapter. 

While Bower et al. raise several issues around the 

notion of script as a knowledge structure, they conclude by 

offering "scripts as a powerful and potentially valuable 

theoretical approach" (p. 218) and suggest the problem 

issues (i.e., how to elicit script knowledge, level of 

detail in scripts, accounting for novel contexts, etc.) 

should give direction to further research. 

Abelson. Although Schank turned away from script 

theory because of what he perceived as inadequacies 

(Nelson, 1986), Abelson (1981) continued to promote its 

usefulness for unifying "central notions in learning" (p. 

715). In addition to the characteristics of scripts 

described by Schank and Abelson (1977), Abelson described 

two features that seem important to the study of teacher 

knowledge: l)the concept of weak and strong scripts; and 

2)the notion that there are scripts in understanding and 

scripts in behavior. 

Simply stated, in weak scripts '''the order in which the 

events occur is immaterial" (p. 717), and in strong scripts 

the order of occurrence is as important as the events 

themselves. In this later work, Abelson (1981) suggested 

that scripts organize "comprehension of event-based 

situations," and the weak script might imply the possible 
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order of occurrences in an event while the strong script 

includes "expectations about the order as well as the 

occurrence of events" (p. 717). Thus, as teachers 

experience classroom events, they might develop weak 

scripts about the order in which subjects are presented 

throughout a day, and strong scripts about how to present a 

lesson for a particular subject. 

Abelson (1981) proposed that a script for 

understanding simply means the cognitive act of retrieving 

the appropriate script for the current situation. This 

script will then prescribe the behavior called for in the 

present situation. For that scripted behavior to occur, 

Abelson suggested three necessary conditions: l)a script 

must be available for the situation; 2)an "evoking 

context" must occur; that is, some event must provide the 

need to call up the script; and 3)the individual must make 

a decision to enter the script. As an example, for the 

restaurant script to be instantiated, one must have a 

restaurant script to call up', a need to call it up (i. e. , 

hunger), and then make a decision to go to the restaurant 

to eat. 

Abelson (1981) also proposed that scripts do not 

necessarily imply "total automaticity." Often, he 

suggested, thinking is explicitly called for in scripts. 

For example, in the restaurant script, the customer must 
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choose a restaurant and then, once inside, choose food from 

a menu. Additionally, as in the case of the obstacles 

described above in the Bower et al. (1979) experiments, one 

must engage in "thoughtful processing" in order to 

successfully negotiate either around the obstacle or to a 

new ending of the script. 

Also described by Abelson (1981) were eight elements 

that he suggested "embody script variations." These 

elements appear to have some importance in the work on 

teacher knowledge. They were: 

1. equifinal actions - several different actions may 

accomplish the same result; 

2. variables - devices that endow scripts with their 

predictive power; 

3. paths - points in the script which offer 

alternatives; 

4. scene selection - in weak scripts that do not 

require much action sequence; 

5. tracks - different script variants (i.e., types of 

restaurants); 

6. interferences - obstacles and errors 

7. distractions - an event that interrupts but does 

not interfere with completion of the script; 

8. free behaviors - acceptable behaviors that can 

occur simultaneously with the script in progress. 
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The first five factors usually are expected within a script 

and the last three are unexpected sources of variation. 

Abelson suggests that it is these elements that cause one 

encounter with an event to be different from another. 

Mandler. In a continuation of the theoretical work on 

scripts, which Mandler (1984) refers to as a type of event 

schema, she stated that while scripts are "generic 

knowledge structures," they are concretely tied to a 

specific content (the restaurant script is always about 

restaurants) and they resemble other scripts only in their 

hierarchial structure. She suggested that the structure is 

horizontal "among the units in addition to the vertical 

part-whole connections" (p. 76). Therefore, an external 

representation of the restaurant script according to 

Mandler's model (in abbreviated form), would look like this 

(see also Shavelson, 1985): 

Entering-
J, 

open door 
b 

walk in 
} 

find table 
V 

sit down 

- - - >Ordering-
,t 

look at menu 
:~ 

choose food 
f 

tell waiter 

- - ->Eating- -
~ 

spread napkin 
j' 

pick up fork 
} 

fork to mouth 
·i, 

chew 

- ->Exiting 
~ 

ask for check 
J; 

go to cashier 
,~ 

give money 
,/I 

go out door 

Mandler suggests the script has at least two levels. Above 

is a representation of the "action level" of the script. 

The knowledge representation level contains information 

about the components of the event (Mandler, 1984). For 
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example, in the restaurant script one has knowledge of the 

people, the furniture, the food, etc. It is the knowledge 

representation level of a teacher's classroom script that 

is being studied here. The action level of a classroom 

script would seem to be available to most readers. 

Event Knowledge 

Because scripts are event-structured, it is important 

here to describe the work Nelson (1986) and her colleagues 

have accomplished on event knowledge. Though the research 

reported deals exclusively with children, if the term 

"learner" is substituted for "children" then the empirical 

findings would seem to have important implications for 

understanding teacher knowledge. 

Nelson. Nelson (1986) provides the basis for the work 

on event knowledge by outlining the underlying theory of 

events as mental representations. Events embody both 

objects and their relations, previously studied separately, 

into a whole structure that is at once "complex and 

dynamic." This holistic view, according to Nelson, 

provides a window to both the structure and the content of 

a cognitive system. Events are defined as involving 

"people in purposeful activities, acting on objects and 

interacting with each other to achieve some result. 

Because these events are organized around goals, they 
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usually have been given conventional labels and are 

conceived of within boundaries" (p. 11). Additionally, 

events are organized temporally, spatially, and 

hierarchically, containing "smaller segments of 

activities." Nelson also distinguishes in her research the 

difference between the event, its mental representation, 

and its verbal representation; this, she says, is not 

important to the script theory used to analyze the program 

of research reported by Nelson and her colleagues, because 

the computer model the script theory was originally 

developed for is faithful in its representation, both 'in 

and out, of events. The distinction does appear to have 

important implications for the study of teacher knowledge, 

particularly in regards to making claims about what and how 

a teacher comes to know about classrooms. 

In Nelson's (1986) theory, cognition includes both the 

mental representations and the processes operating on those 

representations. Thus, the cognitive operations allow one 

to produce higher levels of representation which mayor may 

not reflect the actual first experiences. What Nelson 

argues for, then, is a conception of cognition that is 

event-structured, but not totally event-based. 

Another important element of Nelson's (1986) event 

schema theory is that she does not dismiss other work in 

the cognitive science arena that proposes knowledge 
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structures involving categorization. What she does 

suggest, however, is that concepts within scripts (a type 

of schema) may be organized categorically and "may 

participate in other representational structures besides 

the schemas in which they are originally embedded" (p. 9). 

Two of Nelson's colleagues were interested in the 

acquisition and development of childrens' scripts and their 

work will be discussed in the next section. 

Fivush and Slackman. Fivush and Slackman's work on 

scripts is based on two theoretical assumptions: 1) scripts 

reflect shared cultural knowledge that is socially and 

cognitively constructed1 and 2)there are no "novel" events, 

rather a continuum along which events can vary. In the 

first assumption, Fivush and Slackman argue that scripts 

are acquired and develop within the "context of social 

interactions," and are influenced by those interactions 

before, during, and after the event occurs. They also 

suggest that, in a cultural sense, scripts can be learned 

vicariously, and these scripts will differ significantly 

from in their representation. Acceptance of this notion 

has, and will continue to have, important implications for 

teacher education and the process of learning to teach 

through the use of cases and micro-teaching. The second 

assumption comes from two propositions. The first is that 

people have general knowledge about events (i.e., the 
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actors and their roles, props, etc.). And the second is 

that new events are interpreted through the filter of prior 

experience. This second assumption becomes relevant in the 

discussion later of teachers' curriculum scripts and the 

notion that learning teachers may come to their experiences 

with a personal history that filters incoming information. 

Discussing the acquisition of scripts, Fivush and 

Slackman (1986) offered some tentative propositions about 

how experience influences the acquisition of scripts. 

First, the authors suggested, event representations appear 

"to be constructed on the basis of the first encounter with 

an event" (p. 94). This first representation then becomes 

increasingly organized hierarchically, spatially, and 

temporally with repeated experiences of the event. 

However, what is little known, according to Fivush and 

Slackman, is how previous, unrelated experiences and 

expectations affect the formation of a new script. 

Second, in reported differences between younger and 

older children, the research indicated that the older 

children were able to use their event knowledge more 

explicitly and flexibly. That is, they were able to 

"transcend the here and now" of a particular task and 

manipulate their knowledge in more productive ways than the 

younger children who seemed to be bound by the 

"organization of the underlying representation" (p. 95) of 
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the event. Thi~ might suggest that more experienced 

teachers have accumulated a larger number of alternate 

tracks from which they might choose when presented with an 

interference or obstacle; whereas a novice teacher, in the 

face of a surprising turn of events, may carryon with the 

intended program due to a lack of available alternative 

choices. 

Third, while Schank and Abelson (1977) proposed that 

scripts are goal-oriented, Fivush and Slackman (1986) noted 

that in their research with children, the goals of the 

activities were set by adults and suggest "the degree to 

which children [learners] share these goals may influence 

their acquisition of the script" (p. 96). This leads to a 

larger question in the preparation of new teachers of 

"Whose goal is it?" in terms of the process and content to 

be learned by preservice teachers. 

Nelson (1986) summed up the work on event 

representations in the following way: 

The event representation is general and structured, 
but it is also specific to particular times, places, 
and people. Inasmuch as it serves as the basis for 
further structural abstraction. 0 0, these are 
abstracted across particulars. That is, abstractions 
never emerge without content. (p. 247) 

Summary 

Scripts are based on commonly occurring events, are 

goal-oriented, and allow one to plan for and predict each 
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new instance of the event with reasonable accuracy. The 

work accomplished in cognitive science on the study of 

scripts, a representative sample of which is reported here, 

along with Nelson's conclusion of event representation as a 

likely structure for scripts, have contributed to the 

impetus for the study of teacher knowledge, and in 

particular "classroom knowledge" (the way and what teachers 

know about classrooms). However, early work on teacher 

knowledge continued the process-product focus on teachers' 

observable behaviors that could be measured or counted. 

These early studies will be reviewed in the next section. 

Teacher Knowledge 

The First Ten Years 

According to L. Shulman (1986), the "new emphasis on 

teacher cognition developed from several sources" (p. 23). 

The work in cognitive science, reported above, was preceded 

in the field of psychology by an increasing dissatisfaction 

and critique of behaviorism. Additionally, suggested 

Shulman, American psychologists were "discovering" the work 

of piaget on cognitive development. It would seem that 

investigators of teacher knowledge would have rejected the 

behavioristic focus of research on teaching up to that 

time, but through these early years of revolution in 

psychology (1950's and 1960's), research on teaching 
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"remained immune" and continued to ignore the "mental life 

of the teacher" (Shulman, 1986, p. 23). Therefore, while 

the cognitive science field moved forward in studying 

cognition, the research on teaching field continued to 

focus on teacher behaviors (see, for example, Brophy, 

1979). 

Teacher planning. interactive thought. and decision

making. However, from the mid 1970's until the mid 1980's, 

the field of research on teacher cognitions blossomed. 

Shulman (1986) described three types of research which 

presuppose(s) a different form of task for teachers and a 

different type of research method for investigators" (p. 

24). The first major area of research, on teacher 

planning, was studied through think-aloud techniques 

employing either the teacher's own plan book or simulated 

materials. Ten years of research on teacher planning, 

which focused on what teachers thought about while they 

planned for classroom instruction, suggested that teachers 

attended to the content to be covered and the activities 

they would use (elements of script) rather than focusing on 

objectives and specific students. 

In an intense study of one elementary teacher, Yinger 

(described by Clark and Yinger, 1977) used observations, 

interviews, and "think-aloud" planning sessions to develop 

two models of planning. The "structural model of preactive 
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planning" describes planning levels: yearly, term, unit, 

weekly, and daily. The "theoretical model" describes the 

three stages or processes of "problem finding and problem 

formulation as well as problem solving" (p. 285). The rich 

description of these stages bears significance in the 

discussion of a teacher's curriculum script. Clark and 

Yinger describe problem finding as "a discovery cycle," 

where the teacher's goals, experience, and materials come 

together to suggest "an initial problem conception worthy 

of further exploration" (p. 285). They describe the second 

stage, problem formulation, as the "design cycle," which 

involves three phases: elaboration, investigation, and 

adaptation. In other words, teachers develop plans which 

are revised, used, tried again, revised again - a process 

rather than a product. The final stage, report Clark and 

Yinger, "emphasized the contribution of evaluation and 

routinization to the teacher's repertoire of knowledge and 

experience which in turn play a major role in future 

planning deliberations" (p. 285). 

Two features of planning also described by Clark and 

Yinger (1977) which appear to have a fundamental impact on 

teachers' planning decisions are activities and routines. 

It appeared that the teacher Yinger studied used activities 

as "the basic structural units" in planning for instruction 

and routines were used to provide a more stable 
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environment. Four types of routines were identified 

(activity, instructional, management, and executive 

planning) which Clark and yinger suggest "develop as a 

result of experience" (p. 284). This finding lends strong 

support to the notion that teachers' knowledge is event

structured, a concept to be discussed later in this 

chapter. 

The second major area of research described by Shulman 

(1986) involved the use of video tapes of classroom 

instruction to prompt teachers to talk about why they did 

what they did. The study of "interactive thought" 

attempted to uncover the techniques teachers used to solve 

the daily problems of classroom life. Early research in 

this area focussed on the content of teachers' thoughts 

during teaching reported by teachers to be concerned with 

learners, processes of instruction, content, and objectives 

(Clark and Peterson, 1986; Thomas, 1990) and the cognitive 

processes teachers employed included perception, 

interpretation, anticipation, and reflection (Clark and 

Peterson, 1986). Decision-making research was undertaken 

to ascertain the kinds and amounts of information teacher 

used to make judgments and decisions about teaching, the 

antecedents to those decisions, and alternatives considered 

by the teacher during teaching (Clark and Peterson, 1986; 

Thomas, 1990). 
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A case recently developed by Erickson and MacKinnon 

(1991) describes the efforts of one supervising teacher, 

Colin, to assist his student teacher, Rosie, by planning 

and modelling lessons he felt demonstrated "good science 

instruction." The data used ·to construct the case included 

videotapes of actual classroom lessons, transcripts of 

lesson dialogues, and transcripts of supervisory dialogues 

between Colin and Rosie, suggesting a kind of "on the job 

training" in interactive thought and decision-making. 

Throughout the case Colin is observed explaining to Rosie 

what was going through his mind (while viewing the 

videotapes), then modelling for her the techniques he used 

to "give over more responsibility for learning to the 

students" (one of Colin's principles consistent with his 

notion of constructivist teaching), and finally, 

questioning Rosie about the content, the procedures, and 

the students actions and reactions. He also reveals some 

of his own personal beliefs about teaching, and those are 

clearly contrasted with Rosie's neophyte comments and 

answers to Colin's questions. Erickson and MacKinnon argue 

that Colin helped Rosie to "see" classrooms in a more 

functional way. 

Shulman (1986) proposed two "serious problems" that 

plagued the early research on teacher cognitions. First, 

he suggested, the research studied a very narrow range of 
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activities that teachers might think about and those that 

were studied were closely tied to the behavior variable of 

process-product research (see also carter, 1990; Clark and 

Peterson, 1986; Richardson, 1990b). Second, Shulman 

reported a widening gap between the investigation of 

teacher cognition and the work being done on student 

thought processes. He proposed that the study of teacher 

thinking as it relates to student understanding and/or 

misconceptions would prove fruitful. Erickson and 

MacKinnon's (1991) case would seem to be one answer to 

Shulman's charges. 

The "missing program" in teacher cognition research 

outlined by Shulman (1986) would uncover teachers' 

understanding of subject matter and its representation to 

students. He reported three types of content knowledge: 

(a) subject matter knowledge which indicates "comprehension 

of the subject appropriate to a content specialist in the 

domain" (p. 26); (b) pedagogical knowledge is the 

understanding of how content is typically understood and 

learned or misconstrued; and (c) curricular knowledge of 

the organization of instructional materials. These strands 

of research on teacher cognitions, Shulman declared, 

remained "an area of immense promise" (p. 26) and the 

findings would contribute to the reform of teacher 

education. 
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Teacher thinking. Clark and Lampert (1986) reviewed 

research on teacher thinking, drawing on studies of teacher 

planning, interactive decision-making, and dilemmas, in 

order to suggest specific ways that findings might impact 

teacher education; that is, how it might "provide a 

framework for teacher educators and researchers to decide 

what sorts of information, advice, and support will be 

usable in the classroom" (po 29). The types of knowledge 

Clark and Lampert report teachers need include contextual 

knowledge about the immediate situation, the sequencing of 

events, the social environment of the classroom and school, 

and knowledge of learners; knowledge that is interactive 

and allows the teacher to "maintain a productive social 

system;" speculative knowledge the provides the ability to 

predict and anticipate the unknown entities of classroom 

life; and subject matter knowledge which they suggest 

includes not only an understanding of the content but also 

what it means to learn the subject matter. The types of 

knowledge suggested by Clark and Lampert are related to the 

thinking a teacher does as s/he "turns curriculum into 

instruction," and will be important for understanding the 

place of curriculum script in the literature on teacher 

cognition. 

Importantly, Clark and Lampert (1986) note that 

research on teacher thinking has contributed information on 
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methods of inquiry such as stimulated recall, think aloud 

procedures, journal keeping, and ethnographic methods which 

produce "rich data" about teachers and classrooms. One 

side effect of these methods, reported Clark and Lampert 

(1986), is that teachers who have participated are 

influenced in the ways they think about their work. 

Moreover, the tools for looking in classrooms that develop 

from the studies can be implemented by teachers and teacher 

educators to "record and make sense of what teachers think" 

(p.30). However, Richardson (1990b) has criticized the 

value of the techniques, both as tools for inquiry and as 

pedagogical techniques. 

Teacher thought processes. Clark and Peterson (1986) 

reviewed the research on "Teachers' Thought Processes" 

conducted from 1975 through the mid 1980's that followed 

the report of Panel 6 of the National Institute of 

Education's planning conference on Studies in Teaching 

(NIE, 1975). Panel 6's report, Teaching as Clinical 

Information Processing, projected a view of the teacher as 

a "professional," and this conception led to different 

questions, different methods of research, and different 

frameworks for reporting results of research on teaching. 

According to Clark and Peterson (1986), "a major goal 

of research on teacher thought processes is to increase our 

understanding of how and why the process of teaching looks 
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and works as it does" (p. 256). The categories the authors 

chose to frame their chapter are quite similar to Shulman's 

(1986), with one important addition. They are: (a) teacher 

planning (includes thinking before and after instruction); 

(b) teachers' interactive thoughts and decisions (which 

occurs during instruction); and (c) teachers' theories and 

beliefs (which drive planning and interactive thoughts and 

decision-making and at the same time may be developed from 

classroom experiences). The research accomplished in these 

three areas utilized, for the most part, five methods of 

inquiry: thinking aloud, stimulated recall, policy 

capturing, journal keeping, and repertory grid technique 

(all apart from actual classroom events). 

In their summary of the research on teacher planning, 

Clark and Peterson (1986) suggest that we have been 

provided with "a direct view of the cognitive activities of 

teachers as professionals" (p. 267). These cognitive 

activities include many different types of planning 

(generally temporal), which create curriculum 

transformation through additions, deletions, and changes, 

along with subject matter time allocations and meeting 

accountability requirements. Clark and Peterson tied these 

findings to several of the process-product research 

variables, such as time-on-task. They recommend that 

future research concentrate on producing a "cognitive-
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than merely accumulating more descriptions of individual 
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teachers planning. (See, also, Clark and Yinger, 1977, and 

Erickson and MacKinnon, 1991, described above.) 

The discussion on teachers' interactive thoughts and 

decisions focussed on the content of teachers' interactive 

thoughts, the definition and frequency of teachers' 

decisions, alternative courses of actions (including the 

Peterson and Clark and Shavelson and Stern models), 

antecedents of teachers' decisions, and "effective" 

teachers' decision-making strategies. The presentation of 

studies of less successful versus more successful and less 

experienced versus more experienced teachers' interactive 

decision-making processes led Clark and Peterson (1986) to 

a discussion of using the notion of "schemata" to describe 

differences in teachers' knowledge structures. (This notion 

caught the attention of several researchers and will be 

discussed shortly.) Clark and Peterson report that 

experienced teachers posses "better developed knowledge 

structures or 'schemata' for phenomena related to classroom 

learning and teaching" (p. 280), including knowledge about 

children, information about what happens in classrooms, and 

knowledge of events, that affect perception, enhance 

understanding, and aid the more experienced teacher in 

problem solving and decision-making. 
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Finally, Clark and Peterson (1986) suggested that work 

on teachers' theories and beliefs is based on the premise 

that teachers possess another kind of knowledge, 

propositional knowledge, that is separate from their 

schemata and represented as beliefs or theories. They 

reviewed work on teachers' beliefs about students 

(attribution theory) and teachers' tacit theories about 

teaching and learning. Because beliefs and theories are 

basically implicit, research in this area prompted 

investigators to invest enormous energy in assisting 

teachers to explicitly describe their "frame(s) of 

reference" and then "inventing or discovering appropriate 

language to describe teachers' implicit theories in ways 

that remain faithful to the teachers' own felt sense of 

what they believe" (p. 287). 

Clark and Peterson (1986) reported difficulty in 

summarizing the "small and eclectic collection" of studies 

they reviewed about teachers' beliefs and theories. 

Basically, the findings suggested that teachers do hold 

implicit theories that can be made explicit and the 

theories are based on a relatively small number of 

"principles of practice." The authors also claimed that 

the information about teachers' theories and beliefs might 

account for the tradi tji.onal difficulty of implementing 

educational innovations, particularly when teachers' 
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beliefs and theories do not match the underlying 

assumptions and premises of the innovations. Additionally, 

Clark and Peterson recommended employing Elbaz's (1981) 

"forms of practical knowledge" as an organizational 

framework "for future research and modeling of teachers' 

implicit theories and belief systems in use" (p. 292). 

Since Clark and Peterson's review (1986), Richardson 

and Anders (1990) and their colleagues have reported 

findings from a "staff development experience which was 

designed to help teachers inquire into their beliefs and 

practices in the teaching of reading comprehension, and to 

experiment with new practices" (Richardson, 1991, p. 1). 

The staff development experience included both individual 

and group processes which allowed the participants to work 

alone with the staff developers in "articulat(ing) ideas 

and beliefs that, until then, may have been tacit" (p. 3) 

and to explore their beliefs in a group environment. 

One set of findings that emerged from this study 

revealed differences in the processes between the two 

schools involved. Richardson (1991) offers several 

possible explanations for the differences. First, 

Richardson and Anders designed an experience that was not 

the typical "top-down" staff development imposed by 

outsiders. Rather, it was a "reflective" process in which 

the researchers and participants shared the content and 
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processes of the experience. Second, some teachers in one 

of the schools were uncomfortable declaring their beliefs 

in front of others, while the teachers in the other school 

welcomed "the opportunity to talk with each other about 

teaching" (p. 10). Third, in each school there was at 

least one individual who had an impact on the staff 

development process, despite the literature that suggested 

the school context as one of the more important aspects of 

the process. And finally, the location of the 

conversations, according to Richardson, may have 

contributed to the differences across schools because one 

group of teachers met in their school and the other met on 

the university campus. 

Richardson (1991) concludes that their "critical 

inquiry process" was designed to give control of the 

experience to the teacher and allowed the "power of the 

individual" to be pronounced and the school context can 

have a positive or negative effect. Also, Guskey (1986) 

proposed a model of change to explain and inform staff 

development, based on studies he had conducted and his own 

personal experiences. Because participants in his studies 

expressed a change in beliefs after they implemented the 

staff development innovations, Guskey concluded that first, 

teachers participate in staff development processes, then 

they make changes in their classroom practices. If the 



changes in practice result in enhanced student learning 

outcomes, finally the teachers changed beliefs (Peterman 

and Anders, 1991). However, Richardson, Anders, Tidwell, 

and Lloyd have provided contrary evidence that suggests 

that "changes in beliefs preceed or accompany changes in 

practice." Richardson and Anders' (1990) suggestions for 

teacher inquiry and conclusions offered by Richardson, 

etal, and Guskey would seem to be responsive to Clark and 

Peterson's call to use teachers' practical knowledge as a 

frame for examining beliefs, either before, during, or 

after a staff development experience. 
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In broad terms, Clark and Peterson (1986) recommended 

"more comprehensive" studies of teachers' thought 

processes; more longitudinal studies of how teachers' 

planning, thinking, and belief systems develop over time; 

and studies that parallel teachers thought processes with 

the tasks of teaching. The hope was that the accumulated 

findings would not only inform the field of teacher 

education but also continue to advance the power of the 

teacher effectiveness literature. 

At least one researcher claims to have taken seriously 

Clark and Peterson's (1986) charge to develop more adequate 

models of teachers' interactive decision making. Thomas 

(1990) proposed a model of teachers' knowledge structures 

related to the "kinds of judgments teachers make during 
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interactive teaching situations" (p. 2). Drawing heavily 

from the field of cognitive science (i.e., Schank and 

Abelson, 1977), Thomas suggests three functions of 

teachers' knowledge structures: guiding perception, 

guiding interpretation, and guiding action. She contends 

that these three functions can be found in the research on 

teachers' interactive decision making, particularly in 

regards to decision antecedents, effectiveness, theories 

and beliefs, and the content of teachers' thoughts. Thomas 

also suggests that the evidence that more effective 

teachers may have knowledge structures different in nature 

from less effective teachers might be explained by the 

knowledge structure theory she reports. 

The method employed in the study reported by Thomas 

(1990) are based on "theory and research evidence that the 

same knowledge structures used in formulating one's own 

actions are also used in understanding another person's 

actions" (p. 8). Therefore, she used videotaped vignettes 

to attempt to elicit subjects' judgments about the actions 

of the teachers appearing in the vignettes. Subjects were 

asked to view fourteen situations and after each situation 

was presented to rewrite a paragraph written by the 

researcher which contained judgments about the teachers' 

actions so that the paragraph reflected the subjects' own 

judgments. After writing, the group shared judgments and 
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discussed their reasons for changes made. The sessions 

were taped, transcribed, and analyzed first for conclusions 

and reasons, and then the reasons were further analyzed for 

attention, considerations, and knowledge involved in the 

reasons. 

Thomas' (1990) findings suggest that "different types 

of knowledge structures were associated with different 

types of judgments" (p. 10). The types of judgments she 

found include: judgments of fact, judgments of 

compatibility, judgments of priority, and judgments of 

consequence. The judgments related to knowledge structures 

(in the same order) are: organization of task environment, 

structures of goals and associations between goals and 

actions, decision rules, and theme levels. Thomas argues, 

in defense of her findings, that while teachers' thinking 

may be inferred from their interpretations of other 

teachers' actions, it may be safe to say that the knowledge 

structures exhibited reflect those available to the teacher 

rather than those utilized in a given interactive teaching 

situation. Thomas' model, derived in part from the field 

of cognitive science, shares in part some of the structure 

that may be found in a teacher's curriculum script. 

Teacher cognitions as schema. Shavelson (1985) agrees 

with Fenstermacher (1980), Shulman (1986), and Clark and 

Peterson (1986) on their recommendations to employ schema 
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theory to describe teacher knowledge. In fact, he proposed 

three types of schema that might be useful in 

characterizing what teachers know: scripts, scenes, and 

propositional structures. scripts, according to Shavelson, 

"summarize information about typical teaching activities 

and routines" (p. 3). Scenes manage information about the 

interaction of teachers and students in events. And 

propositional structures hold the factual knowledge 

teachers possess about students and content. 

Shavelson (1985) claimed that once research on teacher 

cognitions as "schema" was underway, (because the work 

accomplished up to that time was clearly in its early 

stages), "the training and policy implications (would be) 

substantial" (p. 1). 

At the same time that Shavelson (1985) suggested 

scripts could be "powerful tools for studying teaching," he 

offered four cautions for further investigations. First, 

because scripts have been defined as "knowledge structures" 

(an entity difficult to examine), they must be carefully 

studied. Second, he suggests, scripts are highly specific 

representations of concrete events (i.e., restaurant 

scripts are only about restaurants, Mandler, 1984) and must 

be presented as such. Third, the conneption between 

scripts and pedagogical content knowledge needs to be 

proposed and examined because "subject matter is the medium 
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of exchange in classrooms" and how that knowledge gets 

played out during instruction is important. And finally, 

he argues, there is a close link between teachers' planning 

and their scripts, but this link needs to be analyzed 

thoroughly. Once the details have been systematically 

studied and reported, Shavelson proposed, teachers will 

have a "framework for thinking about teaching," that allows 

them to examine their own practices in terms of their 

teaching contexts (i.e., the classroom) and the needs of 

their students. 

The Last Five Years 

Teachers' classroom knowledge. In the first edition 

of the Handbook of Research on Teacher Education, Carter 

(1990) reviewed the literature pertaining to "Teachers' 

Knowledge and Learning to Teach," a field finding its way 

to the forefront in educational research. Carter confirms 

what has been established here; that is, the study of 

teacher knowledge is in its early stages. In addition to 

the factors that might account for this phenomena already 

listed, Carter (1990) suggests the "appearance in the late 

1960s of qualitative or interpretive studies of classroom 

teaching" had an impact on the development of the field (p. 

295) • 
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Carter (1990) framed the chapter by focussing on three 

broad categories of teacher knowledge: information 

processing, practical knowledge, and pedagogical content 

knowledge. The basic assumption of Carter's review is that 

what teachers know and how they come to know it is "related 

to or grounded in classroom practice" (p. 291). 

The studies reviewed around the topic of information 

processing include those on teacher planning and decision

making (see Clark and Peterson, 1986, reviewed above; also 

Clark and Yinger, 1977; Erickson and MacKinnon, 1991; and 

Thomas, 1990) and expert-novice research. The expert

novice studies, again drawing from cognitive-psychology, 

attempted to discern the differences between experts and 

novices in their thinking, planning, analysis of classroom 

situations, post-lesson reflections, and other cognitive 

processes. In particular, the findings from these studies 

suggested that experts are able to look below the surface 

of classroom activity, they possessed a sense of 

"typicality" about classrooms and more complex 

understandings of "underlying structures" which indicate 

schema for classroom events that allows them to interpret 

and predict the classroom situation more accurately and 

more quickly (Peterson and Comeaux, 1985). 

Additionally, Yinger (1987) summarized the research 

findings on expert performance as follows: 
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1. Experts are more likely than novices to recognize 

and represent problems using large-scale functional units 

that focus on the crucial underlying structure and 

components of the problem. 

2. Experts are more likely than novices to employ 

skills of search, evaluation, generation of alternatives, 

etc., in the form of condition-action pairs that are 

compiled into sophisticated working methods and procedures. 

3. Experts are more likely than novices to 

incorporate global and often qualitative reasoning to plan 

complex actions and procedures at a low level of detail 

before working out a problem in all its detail and 

complexity. 

4. Experts are more likely than novices to mentally 

simulate action prior to its execution by means of 

incorporating complex and detailed representations of 

action within a particular environment (p. 69). 

Yinger's analysis again points to the differences between 

novices and experts leaving one wanting an explanation of 

how the experts acquire that information or how the 

information about what experts do can help beginners. 

Borko and Livingston (1988) also investigated the 

differences between expert and novice teachers using two 

conceptual frameworks: teaching as a "complex cognitive 

skill," and teaching as "improvisational performance." 
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Three cooperating teachers (the experts) and three student 

teachers (the novices) were observed teaching math for five 

consecutive, and were interviewed before each lesson about 

planning and after each lesson about the teachers' 

reflections on the lessons. Borko and Livingston found 

patterns across both expert and novices within their 

planning, interactive teaching, and post-lesson 

reflections. They explained the differences between the 

novices and experts by suggesting that the expert teachers 

have more knowledge of the content they teach contained in 

knowledge structures that are more elaborate, 

interconnected, and accessible. The knowledge structures 

allow the expert teachers to plan and predict more 

efficiently, and to improvise when appropriate during 

lesson enactment. However, argue Borko and Livingston, 

information is still lacking on how the experts acquired 

the information that enabled them to teach more 

successfully. 

Rather than look at the differences between expert and 

novice teachers, Winitzky and Arends (1991) tested their 

assumption that more structured interactions between 

experts and novices would help the beginners in the 

learning to teach process. They used a schema-theoretic 

approach with two groups, treatment and control, of 

preservice teachers who were enrolled in a general methods 
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course. The treatment group was provided with instruction 

about cooperative learning that included the research and 

purposes of the method and several versions of the model. 

The instruction was presented in a cooperative learning 

format led by an experienced instructor. The students 

viewed four videotapes demonstrating the use of cooperative 

learning. After viewing the tapes, the groups worked 

together to produce concept maps and theory-practice 

wheels. The control group was given the same information 

but with only two videos and no structuring activities. 

The schematic principles in operation for this study 

were (1) students were given multiple examples: (2) new 

material was explicitly linked to students' prior 

knowledge: and (3) the structure of the information was 

explicitly examined. Winitzky and Arends (1991) found that 

incorporating these principles into instruction had the 

potential to "render beginners' schemata more like those 

produced by experts" (p. 61), demonstrated by the products 

generated for the study and based on the "expert 

instruction" received by the treatment group. They also 

found that the videos used, because they were carefully 

orchestrated, were successful representations of live 

demonstrations and suggested that these videos could, in 

some cases, replace field experiences for preservice 

teachers. In thinking about how new teachers' curriculum 
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scripts develop, this finding might have powerful 

implications for teacher education. On the other hand, 

Lampert and Clark (1990) suggest that the reason novices 

learn from experts is not due to the experts' articulation 

of their schema or because they have been identified as 

experts, but because "the novices construct their own 

schemata for making sense of what works in classrooms where 

they interact with people they assume to be experts" (p. 

22, emphasis in original). 

More generally, Carter (1990) proposed, the expert 

teacher's knowledge is "event-structured" (see also Doyle, 

1988, 1990) and "derived from classroom experience" (p. 

299). In a discussion of knowledge for the learning 

teacher, Carter and Richardson-Koehler (1987) suggested 

that experienced teachers know teaching in the form of 

classroom occurrences which "enables them to relate new 

information meaningfully to recognizable classroom events" 

(p.97). Event-structured knowledge allows the teacher to 

make connections between proposed plans and likely 

outcomes, and then to anticipate obstacles and resolutions. 

This analysis suggests the differences between novices and 

experts is largely due to a lack of classroom experience 

for the novices and the early development of a knowledge 

structure which allows them to interpret events as they 

occur from a teacher's perspective. 
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Carter and Gonzalez (1990) have recently reported two 

studies designed to capture student teachers' acquisition 

of "event-structured knowledge." In the first study, 

Carter and Gonzalez conducted interviews with fourteen 

student teachers every four weeks during the student 

teaching experience. The interviews were analyzed to 

locate "well-remembered events" (see carter, 1991) which 

were categorized according to source, focus, and positive 

or negative reaction. Additionally, the cooperating 

teachers evaluations were examined and the university 

supervisor's rating on the student teachers' teaching 

experiences were recorded. The study reports the growth of 

event-structured knowledge for 2 of the 14 student 

teachers, Ricardo and Janelle. 

Ricardo was a successful student teacher based on 

supervisor and cooperating teacher evaluations. 

Additionally, according to Carter and Gonzalez (1990), he 

seemed to "learn well from the opportunities he had to 

practice his teaching" (p. 5). The analysis of the events 

Ricardo "remembered" suggested that he learned some things 

about teaching: (a) understanding the curriculum as enacted 

in classroom events; (b) learning to gauge student reaction 

during the enactment of lessons; (c) learning to learn 

valuable lessons from his own teaching lessons; and (d) 

making time to carry out arguments with himself about his 
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teaching. In sum, Ricardo learned about the complex nature 

of teaching and the factors that shape classroom events. 

In contrast, Janelle seemed to be preoccupied with her 

problems and learning about teaching from others. 

Janelle's problems included being a student teacher and 

"new," falling on her face, adjusting to noisy kids, 

humbling herself and being funny to gain student 

cooperation. Janelle also thought she could learn "the 

right way to teach" by copying her cooperating teacher. 

According to Carter and Gonzalez (1990), what Janelle 

learned would seem to "serve her well in the short-run," 

but her lack of general classroom knowledge probably caused 

more problems for her as time went on. This study seems to 

suggest that learning from events does occur, but the 

difference in these two student teachers' comprehension of 

events led them to come to different understandings of the 

tasks of teaching. 

The differences in understandings of classroom events 

between student teachers and their cooperating teachers was 

also studied by Gonzalez and Carter (1990). The data set 

for this study consisted of structured interviews with 

fourteen student teaching dyads. The transcribed protocols 

were analyzed for salient events remembered by both members 

of each dyad and the differences and similarities of the 

events that were remembered along with the explanations of 



those events. The results were presented in the form of 

propositions supported by interview excerpts: 

Proposition 1 - Dyads remembered the same teaching 

events and though about them differently. 

Proposition 2 - Dyads differed in the verbal 

descriptions of teaching events. 

Proposition 3 - Dyads remembered the same "visible" 

students in teaching events, but viewed the import and 

impact of these students differently. 
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Gonzalez and Carter (1990) noted that while both 

members of a dyad might have remembered the same teaching 

events, the interpretation and reports of those events were 

quite dissimilar. The student teachers appeared to focus 

on the diversity of students, managing whole class 

instruction, and confrontations with particular students. 

On the other hand, the cooperating teachers appeared to 

focus on "pacing, student ability, curriculum, and tasks" 

(p. 17). Importantly, the investigators suggest that 

student teaching dyads need to engage in conversations that 

allow the cooperating teacher and student teacher to convey 

important "understandings to one another." These important 

studies begin to communicate the way experts acquire 

knowledge about classrooms and teaching through repeated 

encounters with similar events, following Carter's (1990) 

recommendations that future studies focus on the processes 
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by which expert knowledge is acquired, what it is that they 

know, and how that knowledge is organized. 

Grimmett and MacKinnon (in press) have also generated 

a framework they believe begins to answer the question of 

how teachers develop "craft knowledge." Drawing on three 

categories of research (reflective practice, narrative/ 

story-telling, and teacher research), these researchers 

propose that teachers' craft knowledge "forms around the 

specific purposes that some teachers pursue in their 

classroom practice; around the particular themes they 

associate with a positive work context of inquiry and the 

sentiments derived therein; and around teachers' moral, 

critical, and political voices" (p. 49). Grimmett and 

MacKinnon suggest the value of craft knowledge lies in the 

role it might play in the development of "skillful, 

reflective, and empowered teachers," through the 

demonstration of good practice by excellent teachers (see 

also Winitzky and Arends, 1990). They also contend that 

the principles assumed by craft knowledge will stimulate 

discussions among preservice and inservice teachers about 

classroom practice and the interpretation of classroom 

events, promoting the growth from novicity to expertise 

(Wilkes and Anders, 1990). 

Additional research reported to be studies of the 

sUbstance and organization of what teachers know, according 
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to Carter (1990), comes under the rubrics practical 

knowledqe and pedaqoqical content knowledqe. ·These two 

types of teacher knowledqe focus more on the kind of 

"knowing-in-action" (Russell, 1989) that teachers might 

express when asked "What do you think about when you are 

teaching?" Russell and Munby (1991) developed a case about 

two experienced teachers, Roger and Diane, and the 

"puzzles" of their practice that lead to "reframing." In 

the case, Roger confronts three puzzles: the puzzle of 

inquiry-based learning; the puzzle of inquiry versus 

traditional teaching; and the puzzle of students' 

understanding. Roger's "knowing-in-action" reflects his 

ability to listen to and learn from the backtalk from his 

students. Russell and Munby suggest that when Roger "steps 

back" to more closely observe his students and their 

understanding of the content (in this case, science), he is 

reacting to the students' backtalk. By working out the 

three puzzles described above, Roger is able to "reframe" 

each as it related to his practical knowledge of teaching. 

The types of practical knowledge described by Carter 

(1990) are personal practical knowledge and classroom 

knowledge. Personal practical knowledge has generally 

emerged from longitudinal studies of teachers in their 

classrooms doing the work of teaching. This knowledge has 

contributed to our understanding of how teachers develop 
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theories about teaching and learning, the rules or 

principles they teach by, the frames teachers use in 

solving classroom problems or dilemmas, and the effects of 

personal, life experiences on teachers' acquisition of 

teacher knowledge. Carter argues, however, that while 

certainly important to understanding teacher knowledge, 

this line of research reveals little of what teachers know. 

For example, Bullough (1991) reported his use of 

"exploring metaphors" with a group of secondary, 

preservice, post-baccalaureate teachers during the student 

teaching seminar. In his first attempt, he considered 

students' responses to be "superficial" and restructured 

his second attempt so that the students' first assignment 

was to write an educational life history which revealed 

factors influencing their desire to be teachers and then 

they connected the metaphors to these factors. 

Bullough (1991) traces three student teachers over the 

course of the seminar, tracking their changing metaphors, 

discoveries and frustrations. One teacher described 

himself as a "husbandman," nurturing the life of his 

students, and clung tenaciously to this notion even though 

tapes of his teaching revealed him as "teacher as teller." 

He did eventually come to understand "teaching as 

conversation." 
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The second student teacher described herself as 

"devil's advocate," always challenging the taken for 

granted. She experienced extreme frustration due to time 

constraints, large numbers of students in her classes, and 

the diversity of those students. She wanted to ask more 

questions and be more creative in her questioning, but 

didn't find classroom life conducive to her desires. 

At the beginning of the study, the third teacher 

idealistically believed herself to be the "teacher as 

butterfly," having lived in a cocoon throughout her school 

experiences, waiting to emerge as beautiful, "delicate and 

fragile on the outside, yet ••• strong-willed and enduring on 

the inside" (p. 46). This novice teacher appeared to be 

uncomfortable, unsatisfied, throughout student teaching and 

eventually described her metaphor as "teacher as 

chameleon," ever-changing to meet classroom and student 

demands, still searching to find her teaching self. 

Bullough (1991) found these three new teachers' 

metaphors to be closely tied to their personal educational 

histories, but one still gains little sense of what it is 

the new teachers have learned about the tasks of teaching 

through the examination of their personal teaching 

metaphors. 

On the other hand, classroom knowledge, a product of 

the union of an ecological perspective of classrooms and a 
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schematic portrayal of knowledge (Carter, 1990), offers an 

understanding of teacher knowledge that is "situated •.. and 

by conceptions grounded in the common experience of 

classroom events" (p. 302). Knowledge of classrooms is 

gained by accomplishing tasks (Doyle, 1983), and the tasks 

of teaching are (a) creating and maintaining order, and (b) 

instruction with respect to some content (Doyle, 1988). 

Consequently, research on classroom knowledge has 

concentrated on locating knowledge within the classroom 

while the teacher and students are engaged in the 

curriculum. 

Carter and Doyle (1987) have suggested that 

"knowledge of classrooms consists of schema or scripts 

(emphasis added) that permit them to interpret instances of 

behavior and predict the likely configuration of events in 

a particular context" (p. 149). These researchers 

recommended using a task framework to locate and describe 

teachers' knowledge structures and obtained their data from 

extended classroom observations. Carter and Doyle then 

proposed construction of cognitive models, such as 

metaphors, to "account for the teacher's pattern of action" 

in managing classrooms. For example, Carter (in press) 

used metaphors to describe the comprehension of two 

teachers who differed in their abilities to effectively 

manage their classrooms. The successful manager was seen 



as a "driver navigating a complex and often treacherous 

route," while the less successful manager viewed her 

classroom role as that of "defender of a territory or 

commodity." 
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Considerable work studying "effective managers" has 

been accumulated and analyzed (Doyle, 1986). Carter (1990) 

summarized this body of knowledge by describing successful 

managers and their "role in management." First, successful 

managers conceptualize and plan work systems for students, 

including rules, routines, and procedures. Second, the 

work systems are clearly explained to and practiced with 

the students. And third, teachers monitor the system 

carefully to ensure its success. When successful work 

systems are in place, instruction becomes the focal point 

of classroom events. 

Studies of classroom knowledge involving instruction, 

according to Carter (1990), typically involve looking at 

the tasks students are asked to perform (Doyle and Carter, 

1984; Nespor, 1987, sanford, 1984). Familiar, everyday 

tasks are easily put into place, require little explanation 

by the teacher, and require that students use low level 

cognitive processes to complete them. More complex 

assignments often involve repeated explanations by the 

teacher due to student confusion or misunderstanding, less 

work involvement and more off-task behavior, negotiations 
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in which the teacher caved in to students' demands and 

reduced the complexity of the task as well as higher level 

cognitive processes on the students part. 

The basic assumption of the study under consideration 

here is that by looking backwards through the academic 

tasks (Doyle and Carter, 1984) the teacher has designed and 

the activities in which they are embedded, as they are 

enacted in the classroom, one can infer the nature of the 

teacher's representation of the content (Doyle, 198Gb) and 

thereby capture the knowledge a teacher has stored around 

similar classroom events (Carter and Doyle, 1987). 

Studies of teachers' comprehension (defined by Carter 

and Doyle, 1987), as "how teachers use their knowledge to 

'make sense' of or come to understand classroom events and 

their actions with respect to these events" [po 147]) and 

learning to teach processes have utilized extensive and 

intensive classroom observations and interviews to uncover 

the ways teachers took cues from students to direct their 

own actions, to develop interpretive frameworks such as 

metaphors to account for teachers' understandings of 

classroom events, to trace coping processes of student 

teachers, to examine development of teachers' knowledge of 

students, and to identify the effects of "well-remembered 

events" on student teachers' comprehension of classroom 

life (Carter, 1990). 
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Carter (1991) has just embarked on a program of 

research designed to study the content and character of 

preservice teachers' developing classroom knowledge by 

examining their "well-remembered events." This early study 

reported by Carter focussed on the events chosen and 

described by eight teacher education students enrolled in a 

course early in the teacher preparation sequence. The 

secondary students in the study were placed, as part of the 

course requirements, in a local high school to observe and 

assist teachers for two and one half hours each week. From 

their observations or teaching, the students chose an event 

to record each week. The write-ups of the events are 

structured to include a "detailed description of the 

event," the student's analysis of the issue embedded in the 

event, and the implications from the event for their own 

teaching. Twelve to thirteen events were collected for 

each student and analyzed to discover the weekly focus and 

the change in focus, if any, over time; the students' 

interpretations (positive or negative) of the chosen 

events; and finally, "the content and character of their 

developing knowledge" (p. 11). 

Individual cases of each student in the group were 

presented to relate themes and sequences of preoccupations, 

students' analyses of the events, and the content and 

character of each students' knowledge, or what they came to 
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know. For example, Tom, a secondary Spanish major, seemed 

to be preoccupied with issues of curriculum and diversity, 

and he exhibited an analytical "stance" in his writing, 

finding applications for his own teaching, questioning 

classroom processes, and "successfully integrate(ing) 

course content into his discussion. Carter (1991) 

summarized the content and character of Tom's developing 

knowledge by suggesting that he learned about "how culture 

and curriculum are entangled in his content area" and 

linked to the context of classroom events (p. 43). 

Across group analyses for these eight students 

revealed a general preoccupation with management issues and 

more negative than positive instances were recorded. 

However, Carter (1991) argues, student teachers learn from 

both positive and negative well-remembered events. Carter 

reports several patterns beginning to emerge from this line 

of inquiry. First, novice teachers can be reflective and 

analytical about their learning to teach process. Second, 

well-remembered events provide important information about 

new teachers' stories, preoccupations, personal and 

practical theories, and stance toward classroom events. 

Third, analyses of well-remembered events reveal the extent 

to which teacher education course content is integrated 

into preservice teachers' knowledge and allow an 

examination of the content and character of that knowledge. 
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From this extensive review of personal knowledge and 

classroom knowledge, Carter recommended that future 

investigators of the learning to teach process would do 

well "to tie knowledge to situations" in order to 

understand the nature and influence of context and events 

in developing a clear picture of the substance of teachers' 

knowledge. 

An important piece of the teacher's script (the one 

that describes what it means to know the content, what 

likely misunderstandings will surface, what strategies and 

examples the teacher will use, and how this information 

determines what kinds of tasks the teacher will design to 

represent the content) is described in the literature as 

"pedagogical content knowledge" (Shulman, 1986). The 

concept emerges from studies of subject matter knowledge in 

teaching and because of its salience in understanding a 

teacher's script, it will be given attention here. 

Pedagogical content knowledge. The majority of the 

work done in the areas called subject matter knowledge and 

pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) has come from L. 

Shulman's Knowledge Growth in a Profession Project located 

at Stanford University. Shulman and his colleagues, 

Grossman, Gudmundsdottir, Richert, Wilson, Wineburg, and 

others, have studied expert and novice teachers in 

mathematics, social studies, science, and English, and for 



the most part have concentrated on teaching at the 

secondary level. Most of the reporting of their findings 

has been in the form of case studies, either individually 

or in groups of two, three, or four, for contrast. 

Often teacher educators assume that preservice 

teachers come to teacher education programs with the 

breadth and depth of knowledge necessary to teach a 

particular content to students (Carter, 1990; Grossman, 

Wilson, and Shulman, 1989). This assumption has led 

teacher educators to use the little time they have to 

prepare future teachers to concentrate on management and 

general instructional methods. 
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The lack of knowledge in the content areas on the part 

of many teacher education students led Grossman, Wilson, 

and Shulman (1989) to propose five "reasons why an 

examination of subject matter knowledge of teachers is 

important to teacher educators" (p. 24). First, all 

teacher education students, even in the same discipline, 

probably have not had the same undergraduate experiences 

due to major and minor requirements, differences in 

instructors and texts, and their own disposition toward the 

subject matter. Second, the quality of those early 

experiences leads to the assumption that each student will 

acquire different levels of knowledge. Third, the content 

of college courses has little overlap with the content of 
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the same subject matter taught in elementary and secondary 

schools. Fourth, subject matter knowledge for teaching may 

vary significantly from the same subject matter knowledge 

in the discipline, often due to the goals for studying the 

subject. And finally, prospective teachers have been 

exposed to the subject matter over a long period of time 

and by different people in different ways. The perspective 

on subject matter that future teachers bring to 

undergraduate education from elementary and secondary 

experiences needs to be addressed, accounted for, and 

sometimes challenged. 

According to Grossman, Wilson, and Shulman (1989), the 

earliest work on subject matter knowledge "attempted to 

find statistical relationships between what teachers know 

and the achievement of their students" (p. 25). The early 

studies found no relationship, possibly due to inadequate 

conceptions of teacher knowledge and ways of expressing 

student knowledge that are difficult to capture with 

statistical research. 

Following the work that attempted to compare what 

teachers know with what students learned, Leinhardt and 

smith (1985) reported an early study that explored the 

relationship between teacher behavior in the classroom and 

subject matter knowledge. The data collected for their 

investigation consisted of interview protocols, card-
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sorting tasks, and transcriptions of videotaped lessons. 

From the data, semantic nets were constructed and compared 

for three expert teachers. According to Leinhardt and 

smith, the nets reflected the teachers' knowledge of 

fractions and revealed wide variations among the teachers 

"in the details of their presentations to students" 

(p. 269) which included the level of conceptual information 

presented, the approach to the topic, and the use of 

representational systems. These authors believed that the 

planning and semantic nets they employed to represent 

teachers' knowledge were more empirical than theoretical 

and permitted "both a behavioral and goal-driven 

description of actions" (p. 270). However, Loef and Lehrer 

(1990) argued, the use of semantic nets as a "formalism" 

require too much data reduction and interpretation. Loef 

and Lehrer suggested adopting a method from personal 

construct psychology with the repertory grid technique to 

describe teachers' knowledge. Unfortunately, both 

techniques pull teachers' knowledge out of the classroom 

for examination. 

More recently, researchers have examined what teachers 

know and how they organize their subject matter knowledge 

(Carter, 1990; Grossman, Wilson, and shulman, 1989). By 

studying preservice, novice, and expert teachers in social 

studies, mathematics, science, and English, this group of 
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researchers found that subject matter knowledge influences 

all aspects of teacher life. That is, it affects their 

planning, what they choose to teach and how they teach it. 

The teachers' knowledge of their content area also 

influenced how they acquired new knowledge of the field, 

which is enhanced by interactions with students and 

curriculum. 

Grossman, Wilson, and Shulman (1989) have divided 

subject matter knowledge into "four dimensions" that they 

believe have direct impact on the ways prospective teachers 

teach and learn. They are l)content knowledge: the 

"stuff" of a discipline, facts, principles, and concepts: 

2)substantive knowledge: the frameworks that are used to 

guide inquiry and interpret data: 3)syntactic knowledge: 

canons of evidence in the field, or ways in which new 

knowledge is introduced and accepted: and 4)beliefs about 

teaching and learning. Addressing all four dimensions is 

important not only for preparing new teachers but also for 

understanding what experienced teachers know. 

content knowledge, as described by Grossman, Wilson, 

and Shulman (1989), is more than the algorithms or surface 

features of a subject. It is the understanding of the 

concepts of the subject and their relationship to each 

other as well as to other disciplines. It is a depth of 

knowledge that allows a teacher to understand new material 
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and transform it for student consumption. It is a 

familiarity that seeks to anticipate and answer student 

questions and comments in accurate ways. However, content 

knowledge does not stand alone. It works with sUbstantive 

and syntactic knowledge of the subject matter to provide 

the teacher with the tools to study, understand, critique 

and analyze, and incorporate these aspects of the field 

into their teaching. 

Grossman (1987) studied two novice English teachers 

and found that their differing "orientations" to the 

subject matter along with distinct reasons for entering the 

teaching profession had profound influences on "the ways 

they thought about teaching English" (p. 1). For example, 

one of the teachers, Colleen, chose to be a teacher because 

of her love of English as subject matter, and the other 

teacher, Martha, wanted to teach because of her love of 

children. These orientations had powerful effects on what 

Colleen and Martha chose to teach from the content and how 

they presented information to their students. 

In a similar project, Wilson and Wineburg (1988) 

studied four beginning social studies teachers using 

observations and interviews. The investigators found that 

the social studies teachers' approaches to teaching varied 

widely due to their conceptions of the roles of different 

aspects of the subject matter (i.e., facts, interpretation, 
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event chronology, etc.). Because each of the four teachers 

had different disciplinary backgrounds, what they chose to 

teach was influenced by the "structures" of the disciplines 

as were their goals for instruction. This accounted for 

problems the teachers' encountered, such as misrepresenting 

the content or failing to understand different 

interpretations of historical events. Wilson and Wineburg 

argue that for new teachers, learning discipline knowledge 

is not just a matter of acquiring information, but also a 

process of examining what is already known and what beliefs 

are held within the context of teaching that discipline. 

In a massive study of preservice teachers' prior 

knowledge of mathematics, Ball (1990) challenged three 

assumptions about preservice teachers and learning to teach 

(see also McDiarmid and Wilson, 1991). First, it has been 

assumed that the content of "school math" is not difficult 

to learn and is based on the notion that "doing" math is 

the same as "knowing" math. Second, as previously 

reported, some teacher educators assume that preservice 

teachers either do acquire or are supposed to acquire math 

knowledge elsewhere during undergraduate education. This 

leads to the third assumption that majoring in math ensures 

a sufficient depth of knowledge to teach math. Ball stated 

that the underlying theme of this research is that the goal 

of teaching math should be understanding the meaning of 
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math rather than accumulating algorithmic skills. She 

reiterates that teachers must understand math themselves in 

order to teach it and be flexible enough to accept and 

assess students' ideas and questions. And what teachers 

should know (i.e., subject matter knowledge) , as 

previously discussed, includes the correct concepts and 

procedures, the underlying principles and meanings and 

their connections to each other, and an understanding of 

the nature of math and the field. 

If content, substantive, and syntactic knowledge form 

the core of subject matter knowledge, then adding to it the 

layer of pedagogy completes the picture for pedagogic 

content knowledge (Grossman and Gudmundsdottir, 1987). 

Shulman (1987) described PCK as a teacher's unique 

understanding of the content she teaches, as a special 

"amalgam of content and pedagogy." However, all the 

studies described thus far have investigated subject matter 

knowledge, truly an important contribution to the study of 

teacher knowledge. But it appears the case studies have 

stopped just short of describing the process of 

transforming "knowing into telling" (Gudmundsdottir, 

1990a); that is, that the nature of pedagogical content 

knowledge is to transform content in meaningful ways for 

students. 
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Beyond what a new teacher needs to know about any 

subject and how to transform that knowledge for teaching, 

she also needs to know about students, their age and 

interests, their preconceptions and likely difficulties, 

what motivates them. Additionally, the new teacher must 

develop a rich store of the examples and strategies that 

will lead to student comprehension. Thus, pedagogical 

content knowledge allows the teacher to design tasks that 

are appropriate, accurate, interesting, and sometimes 

challenging. Moreover, pedagogical content knowledge 

appears to be a synergistic construct that, when carefully 

studied, will inform the field of teacher knowledge in 

powerful ways. To this point in time, however, it remains 

an descriptive construct, or has been used as a theoretical 

framework (Gudmundsdottir, 1990a). 

Five years after completing her dissertation on the 

subject matter knowledge of four student teachers, 

Gudmundsdottir (1990a) reported that in the case of one of 

the teachers she studied, it was unclear where the 

teacher's story and the researcher's story began and left 

off. Gudmundsdottir stated that this confusion was due to 

a lack of a theoretical framework for analysis, along with 

her own inexperience as a researcher and her admiration of 

the subject's "excellence as a teacher and informant" 

(1990a, p. 5). However, when she reanalyzed the case using 
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pedagogical content knowledge as a framework for "seeing 

and knowing," she was able to tell Nancy's story more 

accurately and more powerfully. Additionally, 

Gudmundsdottir asserted that the concept "pedagogical 

content knowledge" as a unit of analysis is one that 

"practitioners consider relevant for their practice" (p. 

13) and has the potential to bridge the gap between theory 

and practice. 

Teachers' theories and beliefs about subject matter. 

Most recently, researchers who study subject matter 

knowledge have begun to examine the role of teacher beliefs 

and values (Grossman, Wilson, and Shulman, 1989; 

Gudmundsdottir, 1990a), which includes their orientation to 

teaching. Gudmundsdottir (in press) has argued that "one 

of the differences between novices and experts is that the 

novices' values do not seem to have achieved the influence 

in the reorganization of their pedagogical content 

knowledge that characterizes experienced excellent 

teachers" (p. 10) which is important because values play a 

"central role" in all aspects of teaching. Gudmundsdottir 

also suggested that values hidden in teacher education 

curricula need to be "lifted out and examined" so that 

teacher education students are provided the opportunity to 

make conscious choices about their orientations to subject 

matter and recommends using case studies of teachers, both 



successful and unsuccessful teachers, to facilitate the 

process. 
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From another perspective on values, Grossman (1987, 

1990) and Richardson and Valdez (1991) argue that beliefs 

about subject matter are reflected in the classroom through 

instructional practice. They include beliefs about what it 

means to know in a particular subject, what is most 

valuable to know, and what practices to use in teaching the 

content. Grossman suggested that beliefs about subject 

matter can define a teacher's role in the classroom. For 

example, she describes a teacher who believed that math was 

boring for students, therefore it was his role to make math 

fun. Additionally, Grossman stated that teaching a 

particular content can, for some teachers, become a vehicle 

for expressing values and meeting their own personal goals. 

Like Gudmundsdottir (in press) and Hollingsworth 

(1989), Grossman (1990) believes this issue should be 

addressed in teacher education programs. Because prior 

beliefs about subject matter and teaching can influence 

what teacher education students learn during their 

professional sequence, those beliefs must be examined to 

understand their implications for teaching. Importantly, 

Grossman also contended that beliefs can be subject

specific, not only for secondary teachers but also for 

elementary teachers. For example, in a study of the 
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context of teaching, wood, Cobb, and Yackel (1990) found 

that although the elementary teacher they followed (she was 

also a part of the research team) was able to "reorganize 

her beliefs and practices" for teaching mathematics from 

traditional to a constructivist perspective, the context 

for teaching reading was different for her and thus 

unaffected by her change in beliefs for teaching math. 

Additionally, the teacher saw the roles of the students and 

teacher differently within each context, and concomitantly 

"different beliefs about the nature of learning and 

teaching" (p. 507). 

Summary. Carter (1990) summarized her chapter on 

teachers' knowledge and learning to teach by declaring that 

the research accomplished to date in these two areas has 

revealed that teachers' knowledge "is not highly abstract 

and propositional. Rather it is experiential, procedural, 

situational, and particularistic. It will be necessary, 

therefore, to develop forms of representation that capture 

these essential features of what teachers know with a high 

degree of situation and task validity" (p. 307). Doyle (in 

press, 1990) has suggested that one framework for beginning 

the task of teacher knowledge representation is to search 

for the answers at the "intersection of curriculum and 

pedagogy." 



curriculum and Pedagogy 

The discussion in Chapter I of this document began 

with the notion that curriculum and pedagogy have 

historically been treated and studied separately. The 

institutionalized view of curriculum (Doyle, in press, 

1990b) as the means by which teaching was controlled (see 

also Morine-Dershimer, 1990, and Richardson, 1990) and 

teaching as the "delivery" of that curriculum afforded 

little opportunity to study either teachers' curriculum 

knowledge or the "enacted curriculum" (Carter and Doyle, 

1987). Moreover, Doyle argued, "this framework implies 

that curriculum stands outside classrooms as a definition 

of the purposes and contents of schooling" (p. 9). 
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"The curriculum is what teachers and students 

experience" asserts Doyle (1990b), not merely a district 

document, but a "set of enacted events in which teachers 

and students jointly negotiate content and meaning" (p. 

10). Doyle suggests that this view of curriculum has led 

to important studies of teachers' knowledge at the 

"intersection of curriculum and pedagogy" and discussed 

five programs of research which address this issue: (a) 

textbook use in classrooms; (b) content pedagogy and 

pedagogical content knowledge; (c) social context; (d) 

lesson structures and knowledge production processes; and 

(e) classroom tasks structures (Doyle, in press). Doyle's 
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conclusion drawn from these five areas of research suggests 

"that it is possible to study the curriculum in motion" (p. 

70), however difficult it may be to keep both curriculum 

and pedagogy in focus. 

Theory of content 

Doyle (in press, 1990) then proposed a framework that 

will allow for "an integrated conception of curriculum and 

pedagogy" (p. 71). Central to this framework is the notion 

that curriculum, at every level, means transforming the 

content in some way. Thus, inquiry into curriculum issues 

needs to determine and examine those transformations. 

Doyle contends "curriculum is not simply content but a 

theory of content, i.e., a conception of what the content 

is, what it means to know that content, and what goals one 

is accomplishing when one is teaching the content" (p. 71). 

Another important piece of the framework is the 

understanding that curriculum is fundamentally a process 

whereby classroom events are "authored" by both teacher and 

students and the "content is produced and transformed 

continuously" (see also Grimmett and MacKinnon, in press). 

Doyle (in press, 1990) suggested studying the "codes and 

conventions" of the authored classroom events in order to 

construct an understanding of teaching and learning based 
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on interpretation (by both teacher and students) within the 

classroom itself. 

The piece of Doyle's framework upon which this study 

focusses is that of "teachers' theories and knowledge." 

The research Doyle (in press) reviewed on textbook use, 

pedagogical content knowledge, and classroom production 

processes led him to state "that teachers have very robust 

theories of content that they use to author and direct 

curriculum events in their classrooms" (p. 76); theories 

that are based on event-structured knowledge of content and 

students. Additionally, teachers' knowledge structures 

might include "situational clues" and "a curriculum script" 

(Putnam, 1987, already defined and to be discussed further 

shortly) that allow teachers to pace the curriculum flow 

and monitor students' progress as they enact the 

curriculum. In summary, Doyle recommended that further 

research on "the study of teaching and curriculum must be 

grounded much more deeply than it has been in the events 

that students and teachers jointly construct in classroom 

settings" (p. 78). The study described herein attempts to 

accomplish that task using "curriculum script" (Putnam, 

1987) as the framework for teachers' knowledge. 
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Curriculum Script 

The final piece of this literature review focusses on 

Putnam's work with curriculum script (1987; Putnam and 

Leinhardt, 1986; Leinhardt and Putnam, 1987). Curriculum 

script is a concept Putnam developed when working with 

experienced teachers who were tutoring individual students 

on addition in order to ascertain the teachers' diagnostic 

strategies and lesson adjustments. Putnam's assumption for 

his study was that teachers focussed on individual students 

diagnostically and interacted with students for the purpose 

of correcting some difficulty. However, he was unable to 

separate the diagnosis from the teaching and "(t)he result 

was a shift in the study's focus from describing specific 

diagnostic strategies to examining how the teachers 

structured and sequenced subject matter for their students" 

(p. 15). 

Putnam's (1987) definition for curriculum script has 

been previously noted as "an ordered set of goals and 

actions for teaching a particular topic - the skills and 

concepts students are expected to learn and activities and 

strategies for teaching this material II (p. 39). He 

suggested that the curriculum script provides the overall 

structure for a lesson and can be thought of as the 
, 

foundation upon which lessons are built. Importantly, 

Putnam asserted that curriculum scripts, while retaining 
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the same hierarchial structure, vary for different subject 

matter. Moreover, the script becomes a part of 

"pedagogical subject-matter knowledge." Putnam also 

contended that a teacher "moves through" the curriculum 

script, presenting information, checking students' 

understanding, and correcting errors as they occur, thus 

making adjustments to the script as the lesson progresses. 

Putnam (1987) suggested two reasons why teachers have 

knowledge structures such as curriculum scripts. First, 

for a teacher to retain specific information about all the 

students in a class would create a "cognitive overload," so 

instead the "information needed for teaching a topic may 

consist largely of subject-matter knowledge organized as a 

curriculum script" (p. 42). The second reason suggests 

that teachers conserve cognitive resources by focussing on 

the structure of the content (transformation) and adapting 

that instruction to the "typical" student. Clearly, 

Putnam's own focus for curriculum script has been to 

explain how teachers "diagnose" the students they teach and 

what effects the diagnosis has on instruction, and has come 

to realize that teachers focus on the content to be taught 

rather than on individual students. 

A study reported by Putnam and Leinhardt (1986) used 

"a large data base of expert instruction we have collected 

over the past few years" (p. 3), consisting of videotapes, 
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fieldnotes, and interviews transcripts based on stimulated 

recall. Through their examples of several teachers 

encountering difficulties in teaching lessons, Putnam and 

Leinhardt came to the conclusion that teachers make 

"microadjustments and macroadjustments" which meet the 

needs of individual students and the class. The 

adjustments were made "within the content of the curriculum 

script." That is, the lesson is based on the subject 

matter to be covered rather than a teacher's knowledge of 

the abilities of individual students. Putnam and Leinhardt 

also argued that the notion of curriculum script is 

consistent with work on teacher planning, teachers' thought 

processes, models of interactive teaching, and decision

making, but sharpens the focus on content. Thus, 

curriculum script has the potential to be a powerful lens 

for "knowing and seeing" (Gudmundsdottir, 1990) teachers' 

knowledge. 

Summary 

It is hoped that through this review of related 

literature, the reader acquires a sense of the history from 

the beginnings of cognitive science through the early 

studies of teachers' behaviors to the current focus on 

teacher knowledge as it is situated in classroom events. 



CHAPTER III 

PROCEDURES FOR COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 

Introduction 
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This chapter provides a description of the teacher 

who was studied and how she was selected. Information is 

presented about the school and district in which she 

taught and the population of her classroom. The major 

portion of the chapter contains a detailed description of 

the procedures for collection and analysis of data. 

sample 

The teacher was selected from a group of teachers who 

attended a staff development workshop on gifted education 

and curriculum writing during the summer of 1990. This 

teacher was described by the staff development leader as 

very verbal, very bright, interested in learning more 

about her own thinking, and willing to have an observer in 

her room and share the discovery process with the 

investigator. Additionally, this teacher was rated 5 (on 

a five-point scale) by her previous principal on all items 

of an instrument designed for the Cooperating Teacher Pool 

at the local university. 

The teacher sele9ted for this study was beginning her 

twelfth year of teaching, all in the same district, but 
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the last four in the school in which the study was 

conducted. She had taught first grade for five years, 

second grade for six years, and this year she was assigned 

to a second-third grade combination class. The teachers 

in the classrooms on either side of her in the pod also 

had second-third grade combination classes and they 

considered themselves "a team" which they named the "2-3 

C's" (second-third grade combination classrooms). The 

three member team planned together each week for some but 

not all subjects, and they grouped all the children in 

their three classes for science, social studies, and 

spelling by grade level. For math and reading, the 

children were ability-grouped across all the second, 

third, and combination classrooms (total of eight teachers 

involved) in the school. The students left their rooms 

for art, physical education, and music, and these classes 

were conducted by specialists according to grade level. 

The school where the observations took place had just 

begun its fourth year of operation. It was one of three 

elementary schools in a small district located on the edge 

of a large city in the Southwest, in an upper-middle to 

upper class community. The school did not have a lunch 

program, therefore information on numbers of students who 

might have been eligible for assistance were unavailable 

although the nature of the community suggested that very 
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few students might have been in this category. The school 

served grades K-5 and had a population of approximately 

600 students, with a faculty and staff of 43, including 

art, physical education, and music teachers, a full-time 

librarian, and an additional 14 educational assistants 

(aides) • 

The teacher's classroom was a combination second

third grade classroom composed of 15 third grade students 

and 10 second grade students. Of the total 25 students, 

15 were boys and 10 were girls, 100% Anglo. The teacher 

studied was also Anglo as were all the teachers in the 

school. Of the 43 faculty and staff, 41 were female, and 

2 were male, the principal and the P.E. teacher. 

Procedures for Collection and Analysis of Data 

Data for this study consisted of field notes from 

classroom observations and transcribed interview protocols 

(see Appendix E). Observations were conducted in two 

phases: all day, every day during the first week of 

school in the Fall of 1990; and daily observations of 

mathematics instruction through the holiday break which 

began the third week of December. Field notes were 

expanded and task descriptions written from them on a 

daily basis. From the task descriptions, summary 

statements regarding components of the tasks were 



constructed. This analysis provided the information 

presented to the teacher in a letter at the end of each 

unit of instruction. 
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Formal, audio-taped interviews were conducted with 

the teacher before the school year began, after the 

completion of each unit of instruction, and at the end of 

the observation period. Informal conversations were held 

throughout the semester as needed for clarification by 

either the teacher or the investigator. All interviews 

were transcribed for analysis which consisted of an 

examination of teacher statements in response to the 

'research questions outlined in Chapter I. Each stage of 

data collection and analysis will be considered in detail 

in the next section. 

Procedures for Collection of Data 

Observations. Classroom observations for this study 

were completed in two stages: (a) all'day, every day 

during the first week of school (four days), and (b) every 

day during mathematics instruction for the remainder of 

the semester (63 days). 

The first week of school. During the first week of 

the school year, the investigator arrived at the building 

approximately one half hour before the students arrived in 

prder to observe and talk with the teacher as she prepared 
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for the day. During this time, the teacher was organizing 

materials, writing the daily schedule on the board, and 

finalizing plans with her team teachers. Throughout these 

first days, notes were taken which served as a reminder of 

particular events or specific comments made by the teacher 

and/or students, but the purpose of being in the classroom 

during the first week was to gain a general sense of how 

rules and procedures were set in place, how the teacher 

and students talked about getting their work done, and to 

pay particular attention to the students' first encounters 

with the math content. In other words, how was the stage 

being set for the school year by this teacher and these 

students? (See Emmer, Evertson, & Anderson, 1980, for a 

discussion of the establishment of order in elementary 

classrooms at the beginning of the school year.) 

At the end of each day during the first week, the 

investigator reconstructed the events of the day in 

narrative form using the broad terms noted above and 

relying on the notes taken in the classroom throughout the 

day. These descriptions provided a "context map" for 

this particular classroom, its teacher, students, and 

activities, and will be used to set the scene for the case 

constructed in Chapter IV. 

Before leaving the classroom after the first 

interview (held the week before school began), the 
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investigator sketched a map which indicates the positions 

of the students' desks, chalkboards and bulletin boards, 

windows and doors, bookshelves and storage, extra 

furniture (tables and chairs), and the teacher's office 

space, which she shared with the teacher next door (see 

Appendix A). Also a seat for the investigator was chosen 

which allowed for optimal visual and auditory acuity 

without causing disruption to classroom activity. 

Daily observations. For daily observations, the 

investigator arrived in the classroom approximately 15 

minutes before mathematics instruction was scheduled to 

begin. During this time, notes were made about the 

general tone of the classroom, absent students, 

assignments and schedules on the boards, and the teacher's 

plan for the day. 

Field notes were taken during the time delineated by 

the teacher on the white board as "Math Groups," 12:45 to 

1:45 p.m. each day. Spradley (1980) offers five criteria 

for choosing a focus of observations. First, an 

investigator may choose a particular focus based on 

"personal interest" resulting from previous research or 

reading. Second, the subject of study may make 

suggestions about topics they feel are important to study. 

Third, often social situations like classroom events, are 

chosen because of "theoretical interest." Fourth, 
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"strategic ethnography" might be used because of a desire 

to help others by describing cultural problems. And 

fifth, Spradley suggests that "a large domain" will 

organize the "cultural meaning of a particular scene" (p. 

106). For this study, theoretical interest in 

understanding a teacher's knowledge structures led to 

classroom events and observations focussed on the 

teacher's presentation of the content (i.e., task 

components), teacher-student interaction, student-student 

interaction regarding the content, and particularly those 

events which illustrated the teacher's and students' 

understanding, or misunderstanding, of the topic 

presented. 

Structural questions (Spradley, 1980) helped the 

investigator focus the observations. For example, how 

does the teacher respond to students' questions? What are 

the tasks for this lesson? What are the teacher's 

behavioral expectations for the students? Also, the time 

was noted in the field notes at regular intervals during 

each observation to provide a sense of the progression of 

each lesson. 

Each day, the investigator collected copies of the 

materials distributed to students and when possible 

completed student work was collected and photocopied to 

add to the data base. These materials included workbook 
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pages, teacher-made and commercial worksheets, textbook 

pages, and sketches of boardwork as needed. This 

information provided a sense of the students' 

understanding of their work and added another dimension to 

the task description. 

Additionally, any changes in seating arrangements 

were noted and the teacher's plans for the day/week were 

copied from her plan book. Notes were also kept on the 

content and purpose of any informal conversations between 

the teacher and the investigator. 

As soon as possible after each observation, but 

within twenty-four hours, the field notes were reread and 

details filled in which were not recorded while in the 

classroom. From the expanded field notes (Spradley, 

1980), components of the day's task (Doyle, 1986) were 

extracted and recorded separately. (See Appendix B for an 

example of one day's task description.) The components 

included date, time, activity, materials, instruction, 

directions, students' cognitions, product, significance or 

value of assigned work, and teacher's goal for the lesson. 

Summary statements (see Appendix C) constructed from the 

task descriptions provided the foundation for the letters 

delivered from the investigator to the teacher (see 

Appendix D) and became the focus for the end of unit 

interviews. 
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Interviews. Mishler (1986) has argued for a 

conception of interviews as speech events jointly 

constructed by the interviewer and respondent. He opposes 

the research view that promotes interviews as behavioral 

with a reliance on a "stimulus-response paradigm." He 

also argues that a behavioral view of research 

interviewing requires that each interview, and within each 

interview each question, be isolated from the context of 

the culture. Mishler refers to the behavioral, stimulus

response, survey-type interview as the "standard 

approach," and reports a conflict among researchers who 

prefer the structured interview of the standard approach 

and researchers who choose the unstructured interview for 

data gathering. There are researchers in the field, he 

states, who believe that the investigator who has a 

hypothesis and a "well-thought-out research plan" will 

choose the structured interview and the less experienced, 

less knowledgeable researcher will opt for the 

unstructured interview because it allows for more 

flexibility, suggesting less focus, less rigor. 

However, Mishler's premise for an alternative 

approach to structured interviews "centers on a view of 

the interview as a discourse between speakers and on the 

ways that the meanings of questions and responses are 

contextually grounded and jointly constructed by 
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interviewer and respondent" (pp. 33-34), and he offers 

suggestions for using unstructured interviews in rigorous 

ways. 

Supporting Mishler's view, Spradley (1979) has also 

defined the ethnographic interview as a "speech event" 

which provides the participants with culturally defined 

rules for "beginning, ending, taking turns, asking 

questions, pausing, and even how close to stand to other 

people" (p. 55). Spradley goes so far as to compare this 

type of interview with a "friendly conversation" to 

identify features or elements which facilitate 

understanding the research interview. 

Spradley (1979) also supplies the investigator with 

steps for conducting productive interviews which 

incorporate the elements mentioned above. The most 

important of these elements for an ethnographic interview 

are "its explicit purpose, ethnographic explanations, and 

ethnographic questions" (p. 59). The inclusion of these 

elements in the interviews of the present study will be 

noted when relevant. 

The interviews conducted for this study were designed 

to capture the teacher's explicit knowledge about the math 

content, her students' abilities and difficulties, and her 

goals for instruction; in other words, her curriculum 

script. To facilitate this effort to uncover the 
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teacher's knowledge, unstructured interviews (Mishler, 

1986) were chosen for their flexibility. The end of unit 

interviews were similar in nature to the first interview 

in that they began very generally (i.e., Tell me about the 

unit you just finished on "pattern."). Questions were 

asked, using the teacher's language (suggested by 

Spradley, i979) , when the investigator needed further 

explication or wanted to pursue a specific concept. All 

interviews were audio-taped and transcribed for analysis. 

Five interviews were conducted with the teacher over 

the course of the study: one before school began, three 

during the observation period, and one when th,e 

observations had been completed. 

The first interview was held one week prior to the 

beginning of the school year and lasted approximately 40 

minutes. The teacher and the investigator met in the 

teacher's classroom at her request as it was a day when 

she was getting ready for school to begin. The 

investigator opened the interview by asking, "What have 

you been thinking about in getting ready for this school 

year to begin?" As the teacher responded, questions were 

asked by the investigator for clarification, using the 

teacher's own language as often as possible, or to pursue 

a line of thinking which seemed to be an indicator of her 

curriculum script. For example, the teacher was talking 



about using "uniting themes" with both grades and the 

investigator asked, "Can you give me an example of what 

one of those themes might be that you've come up with?" 

(1.4). 
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Over the course of the semester, interviews were held 

at the end of each unit of instruction. The timing for 

each interview was determined by the investigator with 

information from the teacher and observations. For 

example, the teacher administered a test or announced to 

the class or the investigator that a new topic would be 

introduced during the next math class. 

Prior to each end of unit interview, the investigator 

prepared a letter (see Connelly & Clandinin, 1986, 1990, 

1991) to the teacher which contained the investigator's 

interpretation of the teacher's representation of the 

content based on the field notes of classroom 

observations, task descriptions, and summary statements 

constructed from the task descriptions. (See Appendix D 

for an example.) The letter was delivered to the teacher 

in advance of the interview to allow her time to read and 

reflect about its content. The letter then became the 

focus for the interview. There were three end of unit 

interviews based on the topics pattern, logic problems, 

and geometry, units completed with the homeroom math 

group. 
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The final interview was conducted upon completion of 

the classroom observations and preliminary analysis of the 

data. The original purpose of the interview was to 

discuss the process of the study over the course of the 

semester and any changes that occurred as a result of the 

study, either for the teacher or the investigator. But 

because of the way in which the teacher "cycled in and 

out" of topics with the second grade math group, the final 

letter to the teacher could not be written until the 

observations ended and thus was also discussed during the 

last interview. Additionally, because as Sevigny (1981) 

states, "the triangulated approach asks whether other 

plausible interpretations are allowed from differing 

participant perspectives, while allowing for cross

validation measurement" (p. 73), the data and analyses in 

the form of letters, were shared with the teacher for her 

comments and confirmation or denial of the investigator's 

interpretation. The procedures for analysis of the 

collected data will be described in the next section. 

Procedures for Analysis of Data 

The data set collected for this study was analyzed in 

three stages: daily analysis of observations, end of unit 

analysis of task descriptions, and analysis of interview 

protocols. Each process will be described in turn. 
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Daily analysis. Each day, within 24 hours of the 

observation, the field notes were expanded (Spradley, 

1980) by filling in details to provide a more complete 

description of the events observed. From the expanded 

field notes, a task description (based on Doyle's task 

model, 1986) was extracted and recorded separately. The 

components of the task which were noted were date, time, 

teacher, activity (a general statement of what the 

students did), materials (i.e., worksheets, paper, 

pencils, crayons, blocks, etc.), instruction (the ways in 

which the teacher introduced the task), directions (how 

the teacher told the students what they were to do), 

students' cognitions (mental operations required to 

complete the work), products, significance (the weight, or 

value, of the students' work), and the teachers goal(s) 

for the lesson (see Appendix B for an example of one day's 

task description). The task descriptions were attached to 

the field notes for the day and then filed by week. 

unit analysis. At the end of a unit of instruction 

(by topic), the task descriptions and field notes for the 

topic were collected and summary statements were 

constructed about the types of activities the teacher 

employed to present content, her instructional techniques 

for engaging the students in the content, the nature of 

the directions she used to inform the students about their 
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work, the types of thinking skills required of the 

students, the products the students generated and their 

value in the classroom work system, and some general goals 

the teacher expressed or the investigator interpreted for 

the particular topic. 

The summary statements were then used to draft a 

letter to the teacher which contained the investigator's 

interpretation of the teacher's representation of the 

content to her students. The letter described information 

contained in the components of the teacher's curriculum 

script: goals, actions, skills and concepts students were 

expected to learn, students' misconceptions and 

difficulties, and the teacher's activities, strategies, 

and examples used to present content. The letter was 

delivered to the teacher at least one week before the 

interview was scheduled so that she would have time to 

read and reflect about its substance. Additionally, these 

letters were analyzed to determine patterns across the 

homeroom group units of instruction and between the two 

math groups. 

Interview analysis. The analysis of the transcribed 

interview protocols added another dimension to the 

description of the teacher's curriculum script, that of 

her explicit statements about her goals for instruction, 



actions in the classroom, and information about the 

students. 
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The data set comprised of the interview protocols was 

analyzed in three stages. First, the protocols were 

carefully read and each chunk (divided by the interviewers 

comments and/or questions) of dialogue was marked in the 

margin with a pre-coding symbol that indicated the 

dialogue topic. The topics and symbols emerged during the 

protocol readings. For example, when the teacher was 

talking about students, the symbol in the margin was "ST." 

If the dialogue chunk included more than one topic, more 

than one symbol was made in the margin. The protocols 

were then read a second time, remarking dialogue as 

needed, adding symbols as needed. All the interviews were 

then reread five times, highlighting dialogue with a 

different color (Erickson, 1986) during each reading for 

each broad topic above and a fifth category called 

"personal history (i.e., blue for content, pink for 

students, green for classrooms, orange for community, and 

yellow for personal history). 

Second, the teacher's statements highlighted in the 

first stage of analysis were transferred to index cards 

(Wolcott, 1990) in order to facilitate the categorization 

of the dialogue. This method simplified the analytical 

process because many times the dialogue would contain 
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references to more than one of the slots; therefore, 

during the reporting process, the cards could be 

reshuffled by topic. It also underscored the complexity 

of the information contained in the slots of the teacher's 

curriculum script. 

Finally, from the sets of index cards premises were 

constructed which reflected the teacher's explicit 

knowledge about teaching mathematics. Spradley (1980) 

calls this process "discovering cultural themes" and 

defines a cultural theme as "any principle recurrent in a 

number of domains, tacit or explicit, and serving as a 

relationship among subsystems of cultural meaning" (p. 

141). These premises, ·or cultural themes, were then 

compared to the task description analysis and to 

propositions collected in a separate notebook by the 

investigator during the course of the study. This 

additional set of premises developed as the investigator 

began to notice patterns across classroom events and in 

the teacher's comments. Both sets of statements and 

categories were subjected to a taxonomic analysis 

(Spradley, 1980) and were used as a foundation from which 

the content, functions of, and influences on the teacher's 

curriculum script were reported in Chapter V. 

Wolcott (1990) has recently questioned the salience 

of assessing validity in qualitative research. However, 
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when pressed, he describes nine procedures he follows that 

he claims would answer questions of validity in some of 

his work. His nine "points" will be listed and described 

here to offer support for the methods used in this study. 

1. Talk little, listen a lot. This is related to 

the notion of friendly conversation espoused by Mishler 

(1986) and Spradley (1980), although Wolcott suggests the 

investigator play the role of "being inquisitive without 

being a talker" (p. 127), an examination of the interview 

protocols reveals that the teacher's discourse comprises 

the majority of the dialogue. 

2. Record accurately. Wolcott suggests taking notes 

during observations and interviews or at the very least, 

as soon as possible afterwards to avoid analysis or 

interpretation before the event is actually recorded. 

Daily observations for this study were made and recorded 

in the form of scripting as the events unfolded. 

3. Begin writing early. Writing a rough draft at 

the beginning of the field work, according to Wolcott, has 

given him the opportunity to get feedback early in the 

process. First impressions, he says, can serve two 

purposes: providing a baseline for further work and as a 

resource for later writing. In the study reported here, 

the letters to the teacher served both purposes. 
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4. Let readers "see" for themselves. Using primary 

data "not only to give readers an idea of what my data are 

like but to give access to the data themselves" (p. 130) 

is another procedure Wolcott uses frequently. In the 

reporting process of this study, direct quotes from the 

teacher are used when possible and appropriate to provide 

a window to her thinking. 

5. Report fully. Wolcott recommends including data 

that do not fit the interpretation being developed, much 

like what Erickson (1986) calls "disconfirming evidence." 

6. Be candid. In other words, Wolcott suggests 

leaving the author's voice in the report, being careful 

not to impose judgments. In the past, he has begun his 

report writing by listing his own personal biases. In 

this study, the author has chosen to write as objectively 

as possible, reporting her version of the teacher's story, 

refraining from judgement and bias as much as possible. 

7. Seek feedback. Wolcott states that he shares his 

early writing with informed readers, in order to help him 

"get things right." This author has shared the present 

work with local colleagues and in presentation/discussion 

formats at other institutions. Reactions and responses 

during these conversation have contributed, at least to 

some degree, to the author's thinking about different 

aspects of the study. 
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8. Try to achieve balance. Wolcott states, "I 

reread my current draft to assess the extent to which the 

account I have created squares with the setting and 

individuals on which it is based" (p. 133). The balance 

he seeks to achieve is between the reality and his 

interpretation. The letters sent to the teacher in 

advance of the interviews seemed to offer her the 

opportunity to confirm or reject the investigator's 

interpretations. 

9. write accurately. There are two parts to writing 

accurately. The first is staying close to the data and 

being consistent within the reporting. The second is 

"technical writing," what Wolcott also refers to as 

"wordsmithing," or making sure verbs are accurate as well 

as the meaning conveyed. 

In a time when the field of education research is 

still ensconced in an argument over appropriate methods 

for conducting qualitative research, Wolcott (1990) makes 

a case for "subjective rigor." This investigator 

attempted the same. 

Summary 

This chapter describes the procedures that were used 

in this study for the collection and analysis of data. 

For each procedure that was used and described, an attempt 
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was made to ground the procedure in the literature 

concerned with qualitative methods of research. The 

procedures for collecting the data were suggested by the 

nature of the research questions. From the analysis of 

the data emerged the structure for reporting the findings 

which can be found in the next two chapters. 



CHAPTER IV 

MRS. G.'S CLASSROOM AS CONTEXT 

Introduction 
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The purpose of this chapter is to provide a look 

inside Mrs. G.'s classroom as the school year began, to 

watch as the rules and procedures were set in place, to 

observe the ways in which Mrs. G. and her students began to 

approach and accomplish their work, to follow as events 

began to connect to one another, and to look for patterns 

beginning to emerge in the teacher's behavior which might 

account for what she understands about classroom life. As 

will be seen, these patterns seem to offer a window to Mrs. 

G.'s classroom knowledge. Findings from this case, which 

consist of the patterns in the classroom that emerged 

during the first week of school, will be combined with 

findings from subsequent data analysis to present Mrs. G.'s 

curriculum script in Chapter V. 

The data for the case consist of expanded field notes 

(Spradley, 1980) obtained through the daily observations in 

Mrs. G.'s classroom. The first section of the case 

presents, in great detail, the events of the first week of 

school which were derived from full day observations the 

first four days. Because the focus of this study is 
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Mrs. G.'s curriculum script for teaching mathematics, the 

second section of the case describes a typical lesson 

conducted with the homogeneous second grade group. This 

lesson was constructed from the daily task descriptions and 

summary statements analyzed in preparation for the letters 

sent to Mrs. G. before interviews. Mrs. G. also teaches 

math two days per week to her heterogeneous homeroom group, 

made up of 15 third grade students and 10 second grade 

students. Therefore, the third section offers a comparison 

with a lesson encountered by the homeroom math group, taken 

from the field notes. Further, even though the description 

offered in the first section is not limited to math 

instruction, it appeared from the beginning of the study 

that the events of the first week "set the stage" for the 

whole school year, including math lessons. 

Every ,effort is made to offer a descriptive and 

analytical look inside Mrs. G.'s classroom, because as the 

script "provides the individual with the capability of 

establishing cognitive context within a familiar situation" 

(Nelson, 1986, p. 16), this chapter furnishes the reader, 

familiar with any number of classrooms, the specific 

context of Mrs. G.'s classroom. One important note: This 

is not Mrs. G.'s story in the sense of a personal narrative 

(e.g., Connelly and Clandinin, 1990, 1991), nor is it a 

"shared narrative construction," composed of the 
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participant's and researcher's stories; rather, it is the 

author's interpretation and story of Mrs. G. 

The Case of Mrs. G. 

The First Week of School 

The first day. During the first day of school, 

Mrs. G. introduced and practiced with the students the 

procedures that were to become classroom routines. She 

also introduced and practiced with the students the 

classroom rules. The students were given tasks to complete 

on the first day, which gave Mrs. G. the opportunity to 

establish a work system which included procedures for 

completing and submitting finished products. The 

transitions between activities were quick and smooth, 

illustrating Mrs. G.'s ability to organize. These are the 

beginnings of patterns that emerged during the first week 

and illustrate what Mrs. G. appeared to understand about 

"setting the stage." These patterns seem to indicate that 

information stored in Mrs. G.'s curriculum script is based 

on what she has experienced in past years during the first 

week of school. 

The first day of the 1990-91 school year was a bright, 

sunny Tuesday, the day after Labor Day. The students' 

desks were arranged in groups of five (see Appendix A) and 

each had a color coded name tag on the top right corner. 
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Mrs. G. stood near the door to the room, and greeted each 

student as slhe entered the room. She told them to put 

their lunches in the refrigerator and snacks in the blue 

tub on the long table near the refrigerator, and then to 

find their seats by looking for their names on the desks. 

Mrs. G. repeated these directions several times as more 

students entered the room, even moving into the proximity 

of the refrigerator to point to both it and the· table as 

she gave the directions. 

As soon as the bell rang, Mrs. G. showed the children 

a chart on the front board that listed students' names and 

the times for music and physical education. Half the class 

left the room: five second grade students went to P.E., 

and seven third grade students went to music class. Mrs. 

G. checked, through questioning, to see that the students 

remembered from last year where to go and then sent them on 

their way. 

Mrs. G. directed the remaining students to sit on the 

carpet at the front of the room as she sat on a small 

chair. During the next half hour, she reviewed the first 

of the weekly letters the students took home to their 

parents that described class routines and schedules, asked 

for volunteers to assist in the classroom, and provided 

dates and information for parents on upcoming school 

activities. Her format for this activity, repeated each 
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week during the semester, included reading for the students 

some of the items in the letter and having the students 

read others. Then she either told the students more about 

what would happen or she asked them questions to be sure 

they understood what was in each letter, telling them they 

might have to answer questions from their parents. Mrs. G. 

distributed one letter to each student to follow along with 

her and when she finished, she practiced with them the 

procedure for putting their papers, starting with this 

parent letter, into their "mailboxes II (a large wood 

construction with 24, each with a studentls name taped to 

the inside). Mrs. G. called on students by table color 

(indicated on their desk nametags) to walk to the mailbox, 

put the letters in their own mailboxes, and return to their 

seats on the· floor. 

When the students returned to the carpet at the front 

of the room, Mrs. G. read and discussed with the students 

the rules that were written on a large chart hanging on the 

wall just above and to the right of the mailboxes. The 

classroom rules read as follows: 

1. Show respect. 

*Leave people and their property alone. 

*Look at and listen quietly to person speaking. 

*Use quiet voices. 



*If you can't say something nicely, don't say 

anything. 

2. Give your BEST effort. 

*Follow directions the first time. 

*Be prepared: Have books, paper, and pencils 

ready. 

*Use your time wisely. 
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After Mrs. G. read through the list she told them these are 

"good old baseball rules. Three strikes and you're out." 

The consequences for breaking the rules were: first, a 

reminder; second, sit away from the group; and third, lose 

break and make a phone call home. Mrs. G. then had the 

students repeat back to her the three consequences. 

Finally, she asked them several true/false questions to 

check the students' understanding of the classroom rules 

and consequences. For example, she said, "You need to 

follow directions the first time," and the students replied 

"True!" Then she said, "You can come to class without your 

pencils and papers," and the students replied in unison, 

"False!" The next item on Mrs. G.'s agenda was the 

description of the job charts which hung on the wall just 

below the chart of classroom rules. The colors on the job 

chart corresponded with the name tags on the students' 

desks and one color (either blue, yellow, green, red, and 

white) was assigned to each group. The job charts were 
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made of half pieces of color paper (see colors above) with 

five small, library pockets glued to each. On the front of 

each pocket was written a job: captain, lunches, milk, 

paper, or supplies. Every students' name was written with 

a marker on a small clothespin and "clipped" to a pocket on 

his/her group's job chart. Mrs. G. read aloud each 

student's name and his/her job, explaining the 

responsibilities of the jobs for that week and explaining 

that she would move the clothespins at the beginning of 

every week so everyone would have a chance to do all five 

jobs. Then students were directed back to their desks as 

Mrs. G. called each color (i.e., the white group, etc.). 

Once the students were seated, Mrs. G. distributed, to 

each student present (and placed on the desks of students 

who were out of the room), what she called the "green 

packet," which consisted of 10 pages of activities, printed 

on green paper. These activities included crossword 

puzzles, seek and find puzzles, story starters, math games 

and the like. (The green packet was only present as an 

activity during the first week of school.) Mrs. G. told 

the students that they may choose any page in the green 

packet to work on, which they did, quietly. It appeared 

Mrs. G. chose work for this packet that was familiar to the 

students and required little explanation from her or 

questions from the students in order to proceed as the 
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students began the work without questions. Throughout the 

first week, the students were often reminded to work on 

their green packets if they finished other work early. 

Mrs. G. reminded the students about the green packets by 

asking, "What can you do if you finish early?" to which the 

students responded, "Work in our green packets." 

From the first day, then, Mrs. G. has established, 

implicitly, that there will rarely be "down time" in her 

classroom. That is, when work is finished early, students 

are expected to engage in some work-related activity rather 

than sitting and doing nothing or bothering other students 

who are still working. The green packet filled that time 

during the first week while she assessed the students' 

abilities, to be described shortly. During that first week 

of school, not one student completed all the activities in 

the green packet, nor was the packet turned in to be 

graded. It was taken home by the students at the end of 

the week. This finding seems to indicate that Mrs. G. has 

had experiences in the past when students finished work 

early and had nothing to do; therefore, the green packet 

serves as a time-filler during the first week. This 

pattern continued with the second grade math group in the 

form of the folder work to be described later in this 

chapter. 
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Next the students, individually and in small groups of 

two or three, began to return from music and P.E., and Mrs. 

G. simply told them to get out a pencil and begin working 

in the green packet that they found on their desks. This 

kept the students in the room engaged until all the 

students had returned. Once everyone was back in the 

classroom, Mrs. G. told the students to put the green 

packets in their desks, and while they did that she 

distributed packets for reading evaluation. The reading 

evaluation packets consisted of comprehension tests related 

to the reading textbook series, and each student was given 

the grade appropriate packet (either second or third 

grade). Mrs. G. read through the directions (the same for 

both sets of papers) with the students, checked for 

understanding by questioning, asked the students what they 

might do if they finish early ("Work in our green 

packets."), and then instructed the students to begin. 

This they did without noise or hesitation. 

While the students worked individually at their desks, 

Mrs. G. walked around the room, looking over the students' 

shoulders. As she walked by the observer, she was asked 

what she was looking for as she monitored the students, and 

she replied that she looked for speed, the amount of ease 

or difficulty each student had while working, the students' 

tolerance or stamina for completing two sets of evaluations 
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that day (they had math evaluations after lunch), and their 

ability to accomplish transitions (more than one-step 

directions). That is, were the students able to complete 

this lengthy task and then remember what they had been 

directed to do next? She said this gathering of 

information gave her a "barometer reading" of the work 

habits and abilities of her students. It might have been 

her curriculum script, which contained information about 

past students, that allowed her to interpret the students' 

behaviors as she watched them work. 

In the middle of the reading evaluation activity, the 

fire drill alarm sounded. Mrs. G. had just stepped out of 

the room, but the students appeared to know the procedure 

and went out the back door of the classroom and lined up on 

the playground away from the building where she met them. 

Even though an announcement was made from the office over 

the public address system that the alarm was set off in 

error and should be ignored, Mrs. G. seized the opportunity 

to practice the fire drill routine with her students and 

commended them for leaving the room quickly and quietly. 

The students and Mrs. G. returned to the room; the 

students went quietly to their seats and continued to work 

on their reading evaluation packets. When the time for 

completing reading evaluations had expired, Mrs. G. told 

the students to stop, put down their pencils, and give 
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their papers to the person at each table whose job it was 

to collect papers, practicing with them the procedure she 

wanted them to follow daily. She then directed the paper 

collectors from each table to bring the papers to her (she 

was seated on a short chair at the front of the room), and 

called all the students to sit on the floor around her 

chair. 

Mrs. G. introduced a chapter book titled Incognito 

Mosquito to the students. She told them she chose this 

book because the theme for many of the activities in which 

the students engaged for the first few weeks was insects. 

Mrs. G. read the first chapter of the book to the students, 

asking questions as she read, and practicing with the 

students the procedure of raising their hands before they 

were called on to give answers. When the story was 

completed, Mrs. G. dismissed the students from the group by 

table color to get their snacks from the blue tub on the 

long table and go outside for break. 

The teachers did not have to supervise the students 

outside during break as this was done by the educational 

assistants (aides), so Mrs. G. stayed inside and was 

visited by several students from last year's class. When 

these students were sent back out to the playground by 

Mrs. G., the observer asked how she was feeling so far 

about the morning's events. She hesitated for just a 



moment, and said she really likes to get into the 

activities and does not really like all the "routines 

stuff." 
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After break, the students returned to their seats in 

the classroom, and the half that did not go to P.E. or 

Music first were shown their names on the chart, questioned 

by Mrs. G. about where they were to go, and left the room. 

For the next half hour, Mrs. G. repeated the activity of 

going over the newsletter with the students and practiced 

with them how to put the papers in their mailboxes as she 

did with the other half of her class earlier in the 

morning. At one point during this time, the principal came 

in the room, watched Mrs. G. for a few minutes, wrote 

something on his yellow pad, tore the bottom of the page 

off, and left it on the horseshoe table for her. 

(Apparently the principal went to every teacher's room on 

that first day and left a positive note for each of them. 

Mrs. G. said she was impressed that he made this effort and 

appreciated his visibility around the school.) 

When half the second graders returned from P.E. and 

half the third graders returned from Music, Mrs. G. 

introduced a name game she called "Getting to Know You." 

Mrs. G. said her name, then the first student said his or 

her own name and Mrs. G.'s name. The second student said 

his or her own name, the first student's name, and Mrs. 
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G.'s name. In succession, then, each student said his or 

her own name and repeated the names of as many of the 

students who had gone before as they remembered and 

Mrs. G.'s name. During the game, Mrs. G. practiced one of 

the classroom rules with the students by saying "Who's 

speaking? Think about that," referring to the rule that 

said "Look at and listen quietly to the person speaking." 

By the time all the students in the class had an 

opportunity to play the game, it was time for lunch. Mrs. 

G. told the students it was time to get ready, and she 

would wait until they showed her they were ready before she 

started, suggesting to them that they needed to be quiet 

and attentive, again introducing a procedure that would 

become a daily routine. When ready, the student assigned 

at each table went to the refrigerator, retrieved his/her 

tablemates' lunches and distributed them. The milk person 

at each table asked "Who gets milk?" and went to the 

refrigerator for that number of cartons of milk then 

distributed them. When all the students had their lunches 

and milk, they were dismissed by table color to line up at 

the door in preparation for walking to the multipurpose 

room to eat. This is a routine that is repeated daily 

throughout the school year, and Mrs. G. practiced it 

carefully so that the students understood the procedure. 

Finally, Mrs. G. walked with the students to the 
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multipurpose room which was supervised by the educational 

assistants, and then she proceeded to the teachers' 

lunchroom which is located in the building that housed the 

school office, the principal's office, the nurse's room, 

and the photocopy room. 

At lunch the three combination classroom teachers sat 

together, still planning and working out logistics for 

activities yet to come. Mrs. A. said she would take all 32 

second grade students for spelling and split her third 

grade students between Miss C. and Mrs. G. for spelling. 

The three teachers laughed about the fire drill saying, "It 

wasn't on our schedule!" After lunch, the three 

combination class teachers walked backed to their rooms 

together and arrived at their pod just as the bell rang. 

The students in Mrs. G.'s class came in from the 

playground and returned to their seats and, at her 

suggestion, began working in their green packets. Mrs. G. 

asked the observer to put bus passes in the students' 

mailboxes (remarking how crazy this new bus pass system was 

and how confused the students would be) and she passed out 

the packets for math evaluation. At the same time, she 

called the students by table to get drinks from the 

fountain in the room. 

When all the packets were distributed and students 

returned to their seats, Mrs. G. told the third graders to 
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take a purple packet from the center of the table, 

practicing yet another procedure observed several times 

each day in this classroom. That is, Mrs. G. placed papers 

for an activity in the center of the students' "tables," 

and the students were not to touch the papers until she 

directed them to do so. She told the third graders to get 

started because it was work they were familiar with and 

then told the second grade students to take their white 

packets from the center of the table and went over the 

directions with them saying, "You probably haven't done 

anything like this before. Give it a try. This gives me 

information about what you know and what I should teach." 

Many times over the course of the semester, Mrs. G. 

explained explicitly to the students the purpose of their 

activities. This technique might be explained by Mrs. G.'s 

curriculum script in that it contained information about 

students and what she had found to motivate them. 

One of the students asked, "How long are we going to 

do this?" Mrs. G. replied, "We have about 40 minutes. 

That's plenty of time, so just give it your best." As 

the students began working, Mrs. G. encouraged them all by 

saying aloud, "You can expect to be a little rusty after 

the summer, but it won't be long before you're right back 

in the routine." Next, she put five math facts timed test 

papers in the middle of each table. When the papers were 
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all distributed, she told the students to stop what they 

were doing and take a paper from the center of the table, 

put their names and the date on the top. The students had 

10 minutes to complete the test, then they were to bring it 

to her and go back to the math evaluation packets. If 

those were finished, then students were to work in their 

green packets. After all directions were given, Mrs. G. 

had three students, seated in different areas of the room, 

repeat the directions so that everyone had a chance to hear 

them. This practice of having students repeat directions 

also was used frequently by Mrs. G. during each school day. 

Finally, she told the stUdents to begin "when the big red 

hand on the clock reached the 12" and said, "How many 

automatic starters will we have?" Most of the children in 

the class started before Mrs. G. had the chance to say, 

"Begin. II As students finished and gave their papers to 

Mrs. G., she marked the number of minutes elapsed on the 

top and then after 10 minutes collected the remainder of 

the papers. She then reminded the students to work on 

their other math papers for 10 to 15 more minutes or to 

work in their green packets. 

When math time ended, Mrs. G. sent her second graders 

to Mrs. A.'s class (next door) and told her third graders 

to stay in their seats. The empty seats were filled by 

third graders from Mrs. A.'s class, and Mrs. G. spent the 
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next 15 minutes explaining to this group of third graders 

the procedures they would follow for spelling for the 

coming year. She explained that on Mondays, each student 

would receive a packet of worksheets to be completed and 

turned in by Friday. The first page of the packet listed 

the spelling words in the sentences that were tested on 

Friday. The spelling time on the days in between was 

filled by activities using the spelling words. Mrs. G. 

distributed the first spelling packet to each child and 

went over the directions on each page with them. When 

finished, she asked the students what the procedures were 

for completing their spelling work and on what day they 

would be tested so that she was sure they understood and 

then sent Mrs. A.'s students back to their classroom. This 

activity illustrates that some of what Mrs. G. understood 

about her task of teaching, like practicing procedures with 

the students in order to establish the routines, was not 

subject specific. 

Very often, over the course of the semester, Mrs. G. 

assigned projects for the students to make. One example is 

the "3-D Birthday Balloons." Mrs. G. made a balloon at the 

same time the students made theirs. In this way, while the 

directions for the projects were often quite explicit, Mrs. 

G. usually did not have a model for the students to copy. 

Thus, completed projects following the same directions 
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could be unique for each student. Mrs. G. again took her 

seat on the low chair at the front of the room, called the 

third grade students to sit on the floor around her where 

they were joined by the second graders returning from Mrs. 

A.'s room. Here, Mrs. G. gave the students step by step 

directions for making "3-D Birthday Balloons" which were 

eventually hung on the walls around the room. Students 

were to pick one piece of colored construction paper for 

the background, a manila colored piece on which to draw 

their own faces, and yarn which matched the color of their 

own hair. After Mrs. G. gave all the directions, she gave 

a "review quiz" by asking students questions about the 

directions and calling on students seated in different 

parts of the group to respond, again offering the 

opportunity for each student to hear. Mrs. G. wrote 

abbreviations for each month of the year on the board and 

also drew a balloon with an oval that resembled what they 

were to make, and wrote her name and birthdate on the 

balloon as an example of what the students were to do with 

their balloons. Students were called again by tables to 

pick up their materials and begin their work. Mrs. G. made 

a balloon for her birthday at the same time the students 

worked on theirs. 

Before all the balloons were completed, Mrs. G. asked 

the students to stop working and put their projects on the 
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round table at the back of the room. As they cleaned off 

their desks, Mrs. G. distributed worksheets to each table 

which required the students to copy words and sentences. 

This transition was accomplished quickly and with ease. 

She gave directions to the students and told them the 

purpose of this worksheet was to collect samples of their 

handwriting, again making them aware that there was a 

reason for their work. One third grade student asked 

whether the third graders should write in cursive and she 

answered by asking what he thought would be best. Mrs. G. 

usually answered students' questions with questions, rarely 

giving them a direct answer, always encouraging them to 

think for themselves. 

As students completed the handwriting worksheets, they 

gave them to Mrs. G. and returned to their green packets. 

Fifteen minutes before the final bell rang, Mrs. G. said, 

"AII eyes on me. Almost 100%! Almost everybody stopped 

what they were doing and looked at me (reminding the 

students of the rule that says to look at the person who is 

speaking). That was great! Thanks, Lonnie, for looking at 

me, that was helpful." For the next 10 minutes, Mrs. G. 

read another chapter from Incognito Mosquito while some 

students sat on the floor near the chair where she was 

seated, some students still worked at their desks, and some 

students left to use the restroom. 
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When Mrs. G. finished reading, she said, "Nice job 

today, guys!" and directed the students to put their chairs 

up on the desks, collect the papers from their mailboxes 

and backpacks from the hooks near the door, and pack up 

their things. As the students finished, they left the room 

to go home and Mrs. G. stood at the door telling each 

student goodbye, practicing for the last time on the first 

day a routine that was repeated daily during the first week 

of school. 

Summary. As has been illustrated, Mrs. G. worked hard 

to introduce and practice procedures that became daily 

routines. Transitions between activities were short and 

smooth, there was little opportunity for students to engage 

in other than planned activities. Mrs. G. introduced, 

practiced, and modelled her classroom rules, checking the 

students' comprehension of procedures and rules by asking 

questions that required the students to repeat the rules 

and her directions. In other words, she did not assume 

that the students heard and understood the rules and 

procedures. Mrs. G. carefully explained the purpose of 

several of the first day activities and gave step-by-step 

directions for each activity that left little doubt about 

what the students were to do. From the first day, then, 

the students were given work to complete. It appeared that 
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Mrs. G. was well-planned and well-organized. These efforts 

seemed to be repeated on the second day of school. 

The second day. On the second day, Mrs. G. continued 

to practice rules and procedures that were introduced on 

the first day. She also introduced a management technique 

that she used to gain the students' attention and another 

technique to keep their attention. She continued to gather 

evaluative information from the students, to present 

directions for tasks in a step-by-step fashion, to 

establish the classroom work system, and to questions the 

students' comprehension of her directions and their tasks. 

Procedures and rules began to develop into routines as 

early as the second day of school. 

For the last 15 minutes of the morning before the bell 

rang to announce the beginning of the school day, Mrs. G. 

and the other two combination class teachers continued to 

discuss and plan the day's activities. 

When the bell rang, Mrs. G. stood at the door to greet 

her students, showed them where to put their homework, 

boxes of tissues, and notes from home (the last two in 

response to the newsletter that went home the first day). 

It only took a few minutes for all the students to enter, 

dispose of their belongings, and be seated. Mrs. G. 

pointed again to the chart on the board and named the 

students who were to go to P.E. and Music and dismissed 
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them. The other students were called to sit on the carpet 

around her chair for an introduction to "problem solving." 

(Problem solving appears over and over again during the 

semester. For example, one whole bulletin board on the 

back wall was devoted to depicting, through print and 

picture, problem solving strategies, and Mrs. G. referred 

to these often as students described the strategies they 

use to accomplish their work.) 

As the students took their seats on the floor, the 

principal made announcements on the public address system 

to the teachers and students using a ,very positive tone and 

praising everyone for a very successful first day. When 

the principal concluded these announcements, Mrs. G. split 

the students (the remaining half of the class) into two 

groups composed of boys and girls, second and third grade 

students, and told them a story about a used car lot dealer 

who needed help in arranging different color and model cars 

and trucks on his lot. The students were to follow the 

directions and use colored paper to find solutions to the 

car dealer's problem. with this assignment, Mrs. G. 

introduced to her homeroom group the first of many tasks 

which were high in ambiguity (more than one solution to 

this type of logic problem) and low in risk (students 

worked together and could rely on one another's help). 

This kind of activity reflects information that might be 
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contained in Mrs. G.'s curriculum script about tasks that 

promote her two goals of encouraging the students to think 

and at the same time be very successful. 

As the students solved the problem, they called to 

Mrs. G. (who was moving between the groups to monitor the 

students' work and also gathering materials for the next 

activity) and she asked if they could come up with another 

solution, again in line with her efforts to encourage their 

thinking. This activity lasted for about 30 minutes. 

When the students returned from P.E. and Music, Mrs. 

G. read through the daily schedule written on the white 

board (as it was every day throughout the semester). It 

was as follows: 

Wednesday, September 5, 1990 

9:15 P.E. and Music 
Problem Solving 

10:00 Scavenger Hunt 
10:45 Break 
11:00 P.E. and Music 

Problem solving 
11:30 "positive Me" 
12:00 Lunch 
12:45 story 

1:00 Library computers 
1:45 Homeroom Math 
2:15 Science - Insects 
3:00 story and Dismiss 

This schedule informed the students about the activities of 

the day, and was particularly helpful because their 

schedule included different events each day (ie., library, 

computers, etc.). While Mrs. G. read through the list, 
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Susie (a second grader) came in from Music, walked near the 

group seated on the floor, turned and began to walk away. 

Mrs. G. said to her, "Susie, notice where everyone is and 

think what you should do." Again, Mrs. G. encouraged the 

student to think rather than giving explicit directions or 

reprimanding her. Susie looked at Mrs. G. and the 

students, then sat on the floor with them. 

The next activity of the day was one that Mrs. G. 

planned with the other two combination class teachers. 

Rather than taking the students on the typical tour of the 

school grounds, the teachers designed a scavenger hunt. A 

school map, with all markings deleted, was given to each 

group of students along with a list of ten items to find. 

Over the summer, some of the teachers changed classrooms, 

and several of the items on the list had to do with finding 

the new classroom locations. Other items required the 

students to find unusual features (like the checkerboard 

sidewalk) and all were to be marked on the students' maps. 

Mrs. G. read through all 10 items on the list, answered 

students' questions (by asking more questions), and then 

sorted the students so that each group contained second and 

third graders. 

All three teachers took their students outside to 

begin the hunt. Each teacher stationed herself in a 

different position on the school campus so that they could 
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both monitor the students' movements and answer questions 

or give help. The observer stood with Mrs. G. and asked if 

she was pleased about the activity as it had developed to 

which she replied, "It's good to do things that are 

educational, but better when the kids go home happy." 

When the students returned to the classroom, Mrs. G. 

led a short discussion about the scavenger hunt, asking the 

students how they felt about it, what was hard and easy to 

find, how the groups got along, and then collected the 

students' papers. At the end of the discussion, Mrs. G. 

distributed social studies homework for the students to 

complete with their families and then dismissed them for 

break by calling table colors so five students at a time 

put their homework in their mailboxes, went to the blue tub 

for their snacks, in the same manner as the previous day, 

and then went out the door to the playground. 

When break was over, the second group of students 

located their names on the chart and left for P.E. and 

Music. Mrs. G. introduced the same problem solving 

activity (the car dealer and his parking lot) and again 

divided the students into groups to solve the problem. 

During the introduction, Mrs G. was heard to say, "It's a 

little bit confusing, isn't it? You might want to listen 

to or read it several times. sometimes it helps to look 

and listen to the problem. sometimes if you can see those 
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pieces, it helps." This seemed to demonstrate a desire to 

help the students without reducing the ambiguity of the 

task. Also, when one of the students told Mrs. G. that it 

would be helpful to have little cars to use to solve the 

problem, she called for attention by clapping three times 

and had the student repeat his idea, then pointed out the 

strategy "Act out or use objects" that was on the bulletin 

board. Mrs. G. often acknowledged a student's contribution 

by making a public announcement in this way. 

As this group of students finished the activity and 

checked answers with other groups, the other group returned 

from P.E. and Music. All the students were cued to return 

to their own seats, and Mrs. G. introduced an activity she 

called "Positive Me." For this self-esteem building 

activity, Mrs. G. asked the students to construct sentences 

about themselves that began with "I'm good at ••• ," "I 

can ••• ," and "I try. •• " She wrote several of the 

students' sentences on the board as examples. She called 

on Jerry at one point, and when he could not think of a 

sentence, she cued him to be thinking of what to say as she 

would come back to him. This response to Jerry served at 

least three purposes. First, Jerry was not "off the hook" 

and eventually had to come up with an answer. Second, this 

kept him engaged in the task, at least minimally, because 

he likely would listen to other students' answers in order 
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to formulate his own answer. And third, the message should 

be clear to other students to pay attention so they would 

have an answer if called on. This technique appeared to 

reflect what Mrs. G. understood about students and allowed 

her to predict not only what Jerry would do but also how 

her response affected the other students who observed the 

interaction. 

Mrs. G.IS directions for proceeding were very clear. 

She gave each student a colored 3 x 5 card to write three 

things, with marker, about themselves that were good. The 

cards were to be laminated and placed on the students I 

desks. Students were called by table color to pick cards 

and return to their seats. Mrs. G. told the students they 

had 10 minutes to have two things written on their cards 

and then said, "Ill1 give you a minute to check your body 

and see if youlre doing whatls expected. We canlt go to 

lunch until welre finished." When the ten minutes had 

passed, Mrs. G. clapped her hands three times, and the 

students repeated the pattern to signal their attention. 

There was no instruction from Mrs. G. to repeat the 

clapping pattern, suggesting that this was a procedure used 

by other teachers in the school and one that the students 

knew. As was the case on the preceding day, students from 

each table were cued by Mrs. G. to go to the refrigerator 

for the lunches and milk to distribute, then were called by 
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table color to line up at the door to go to the 

multipurpose room for lunch. When Mrs. G. called the last 

color she said she saved the "best group for last," 

continuing her theme of the day of building self-esteem. 

Mrs. G. sat at lunch again with her partner teachers, 

continuing the conversation about events that had been 

planned for the next several days. The third combination 

class was formed only the week before school began, and 

while Mrs. G. and Mrs. A. had already given considerable 

attention to the planning of the first week, it was now 

necessary to not only inform Miss C. about those plans but 

also to consider the logistics of coordinating three groups 

of children. These conversations took place at lunch, 

before school, after school, in the evenings by phone, and 

during breaks throughout the day. Mrs. G. has taught the 

longest of the three teachers and appeared to have 

considerable, although not absolute, influence on the 

decisions they made. Each teacher seemed to bring a 

different perspective to their tasks due to the range in 

their ages, and, from the outside, it seemed that each 

teacher's contribution to their conversations carried 

weight. 

As the students returned from lunch, the aide was in 

the room facilitating student turn taking at the water 

fountain. When Mrs. G. arrived, she took her place on her 
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chair at the front of the room, and the students joined her 

by sitting on the carpet at her feet. She read a story 

called Two Bad Ants, which was connected to the theme of 

the week, insects. 

After the story, Mrs. G. referred to the daily 

schedule on the white board and told the class it was time 

to go to the library for a lesson on proper use of the new 

computerized catalogue system. The students were called by 

table color to line up at the door, and Mrs. G. lead the 

line to the library. Once inside the library, the 

librarian took over and demonstrated the computer system to 

the students. After the demonstration, the students were 

lined up behind each of the seven computers to have a turn 

practicing what had been demonstrated. During this time, 

Mrs. G. first watched the students at the computers. Then 

as students completed their turns she supervised their 

browsing through the library books. She also asked 

questions and pointed out books she thought they might find 

interesting. Naturally, because the theme of the first 

weeks was insects, most of the students were looking for 

related books and shared their findings with Mrs. G. When 

all the students had an opportunity to work at the 

computers, Mrs. G. publicly thanked the librarian for her 

time and information and directed the students to line up 

at the door. 
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Mrs. G. led the line back to the classroom where the 

students went to their seats. Mrs. G. told the students 

that they were going to take a subtraction math facts quiz 

and that they should work in their green packets while she 

distributed the papers. When the papers were on the 

tables, Mrs. G. said, "Eyes on me" and began counting 

slowly. This is the way she introduced her management 

technique which cut across content and groups (second, 

third, and combination classes). If she counted to the 

number five before she had everyone's attention, she wrote 

a Q on the board. If she had to count to five again, 

either immediately or at any other time during the day, she 

added a U to the Q. If, over the course of one day, the 

word QUIET was spelled on the board, one letter at a time, 

the class lost break the next day "to talk about how not to 

get letters anymore." Letters were kept separately for 

each group and removed from the board at the end of each 

day. Mrs. G. used this technique consistently during the 

semester, and several times the observer noted the first 

letters on the board, but only on two observed occasions 

did whole classes lose their break (once her homeroom group 

and the other time the second grade math group). 

This explanation was followed by directions to the 

students to take a subtractions math facts quiz from the 

center of the table and put names and date on top of the 
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page. Mrs. G. asked what students could do if they finish 

the quiz early, to which several students replied, "Work in 

green packets!" Students watched the clock for the red 

hand to reach the 12 and Mrs. G. said, "Begin." She 

returned to her.seat at the front of the room, watching 

students as they work, and marking the minutes as they 

passed on her answer key. As each student finished, papers 

were handed to Mrs. G., she marked the number of minutes 

passed, and students returned to their seats to work in 

their green packets. Twice Mrs. G. reminded students to 

work quietly. 

When time was up, Mrs. G. said, "stop. Pencils down," 

and collected the remaining papers. Students were directed 

to take a seat on the floor and Mrs. G. began a discussion 

on the characteristics of insects. She taped a large sheet 

of paper to the board and began the discussion by showing 

students pictures of several different types of insects 

from three different books, asking them to describe what 

they saw. Attention then turned to the paper taped on the 

board, and Mrs. G. asked the students to list things that 

were the same about all insects as she wrote on the paper. 

Part of the conversation was extended around the topic 

"eyes," during which students discussed the difference 

between animals' eyes and insects' eyes and whether the 

eyes were located on the sides of the heads or in the 
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Mrs. G. and her students, as well as the other two 

combination classes, continued their unit on insects. 
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Mrs. G. closed the second day with another chapter 

from Incognito Mosquito. After the story, the students 

were dismissed by table color to collect their papers from 

the mailboxes, get their backpacks from the hooks, and line 

up at the door to be dismissed. Mrs. G. stood at the door 

and said goodbye to each student by name, ending the day on 

a "positive" note. 

Summary. By the end of the second day, Mrs. G. has 

introduced a management technique, practiced procedures 

introduced on the first day, presented and practiced new 

procedures, gathered more evaluative information from the 

students, and begun the insect unit that would last about 

the first two weeks. She also appeared to be making an 

effort to encourage the students while they were working by 

giving them hints through the questions she asked. Again, 

directions for activities were very clear, ensuring that 

the students achieved some degree of success by reducing 

the ambiguity of the tasks. At the same time, the tasks 

required some independent thinking, suggesting a dichotomy 

between developing the students' thinking skills and giving 

explicit directions so they would be successful. Students 

in this classroom were accountable, not only for completing 
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their work, but also for paying attention to and 

participating in discussions. These patterns became more 

apparent in the days that followed. 

The third day. On the third day of school, a clear 

pattern began to emerge of the connections between 

activities related to the insect theme. That is, the 

students will see a video and have a discussion about 

insects, begin a picture for a story about insect homes, 

and use the survey completed with their families to make a 

graph about insects. Another pattern that began to take 

shape was that in Mrs. G.'s classroom, the agenda was hers. 

That is, the students accomplished the work that Mrs. G. 

set out for them and were not involved in the decisions 

pertaining to the work. Also on the third day, Mrs. G. 

demonstrated that the rules installed for the class to 

follow carried consequences. Mrs. G. encouraged compliance 

from the students by constantly moving around the room, 

monitoring both the students' work and their behavior. 

There was little opportunity in this classroom for the 

students to deviate from Mrs. G.'s agenda. 

When the bell rang at the beginning of the third day, 

the students came into the classroom from the playground. 

They put their lunches in the refrigerator and snacks in 

the blue tub, and unpacked their backpacks. During this 

time, Mrs. G. was collecting notes and answering students 
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questions. Half the group left for P.E. or Music, and the 

other half went to their seats to listen to Mrs. G.'s 

directions for completing the reading evaluation packets 

that were on their desks. In the middle of her directions, 

the principal used the public address system to say he had 

no special announcements, he just wanted to tell everyone 

to "have a wonderful day." 

On the chalkboard was a list of activities for the 

students to complete during this time frame: 

1. Reading 

2. "Positive Me" 

* Trace your writing. 

* Decorate 

3. Green packet 

While the students worked quietly, Mrs. G. read through the 

stack of notes students brought from home, filled out the 

attendance papers, moved about the room answering students 

questions, and organized her things for the day. The 

organization included arranging papers in stacks on the 

horseshoe table, collecting materials from the cabinets in 

the back of the room, and checking with her partner 

teachers on some last-minute details. 

When the students returned from P.E. and Music, Mrs. 

G. stopped the other students and asked all the students to 

be seated on the floor as she began an activity about 
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insects in preparation for the video they were to see with 

the other combination classes. For this activity, Mrs. G. 

had two large pieces of paper taped to the board. One had 

the heading "What we think we know ••• " and the other had 

"What we want to know •••• " Mrs. G. told the students 

they would be seeing a video at 10:00, and she wanted them 

to make these lists before they went to watch it. The 

students were given three minutes to tell everything they 

knew about insects as Mrs. G. recorded their answers on the 

first piece of paper. Then she gave them three minutes to 

list everything they wanted to know about insects and 

recorded those answers on the second piece of paper. This 

is a clear example of Mrs. G.'s efforts to ensure that the 

students profit from an instructional activity, in this 

case watching the video on insects. It is also an example 

of the way activities were connected. 

On the way to the library to watch the video, she told 

the observer that the students would feel successful 

because the video would reinforce the list they made about 

what they think they know, and they were also prepared to 

look for information they wanted to know about insects. 

This activity was also connected to the previous day's 

activity when Mrs. G. showed pictures of insects and the 

students listed characteristics they observed from the 

pictures. This activity exemplifies how Mrs. G. planned 
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carefully to connect activities both backwards and 

forwards; that is, activities were connected to previous 

activities or students' prior knowledge and/or to future 

events. 

At 10:00 a.m., all three combination classes walked 

the short distance down the sidewalk from their pod to the 

library where two monitors were set up for the students to 

view the video. As the students found seats on the floor, 

Mrs. G. clapped three times, the students repeated the 

pattern, stopped talking, and looked at her. Mrs. G. 

praised the students for responding so quickly and 

suggested that they might want to be sure they were sitting 

next to someone they could listen quietly with. She 

reminded them that they would be removed from the library 

if they interfered with other students' learning and fun by 

being noisy or disruptive. Several students looked around 

at this point and made the decision to move to a different 

spot. Not knowing the students well makes it hard to say 

whether they moved because they were unsure of their own or 

another's potential behavior, but the responsibility was 

given to them by Mrs. G. and they seemed to accept it. 

Mrs. G. continued by telling. the students that she was 

excited about the video because they had so many good 

questions. Mrs. G. started the video for the students and 

teachers to watch together, and no students were removed 
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from the library while the video played. The students 

appeared excited when the video confirmed what they thought 

they knew about insects and more excited when information 

was presented that answered their questions. They 

indicated their pleasure by turning to each other and/or 

Mrs. G., smiling and giving the "thumbs up" sign. However, 

their excitement was quiet and contained according to the 

rules Mrs. G. set. 

When the video was over, each teacher called her class 

to stand in line near her, and together they returned to 

their classrooms. Mrs. G.'s students returned to their 

seats as she distributed lined paper. She gave them seven 

minutes before break to write down everything they 

remembered from the video or what was most interesting to 

them. She said, "Do you think I'm worried if you spell 

every word exactly right? No, your ideas are what's 

important." While the students wrote, Mrs. G. walked 

around the room, talking about what they saw in general 

terms, her way of helping the students to think about what 

they might write and also her way of monitoring both the 

students' work and behavior. 

The ambiguity and risk of this activity were quite 

low, but the accountability was high as she told the 

students they must have more than one "thing" on their 

paper before they went out for break. At 10:45 a.m., all 
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the students who had "two things" from the video written 

were dismissed to get their snacks from the blue tub and 

went outside for break. Only Susie, a second grade 

student, remained inside. Susie's paper was blank, and she 

sat at her seat, crying. Mrs. G. went next door to talk to 

Mrs. A. When she returned, Susie told her she was hungry. 

Mrs. G. said to her, "You can go out as soon as you finish. 

And you can't go to lunch 'till you finish." Mrs. G. 

walked around the room, gathering materials for the next 

activity. susie was still crying but began to write 

something, and Mrs. G. walked by and said, "I can help you 

with the writing, but not with the ideas." Susie asked 

Mrs. G. how to spell a word, and when she had the help from 

Mrs. G., she continued to write, finishing in time to grab 

her snack from the blue tub and run outside for a few 

minutes. 

After break the second group of students left for P.E. 

and Music, and the first group was assigned the same tasks 

of completing the reading evaluation packets, the "positive 

Me" cards, and working in the green packets. As the 

students worked quietly, Mrs. G. told the observer that 

even though the film had "lots of information," she was 

really excited because it "got the students' brains going." 

She said that this afternoon they were going to diagram an 

insect body and "really start pulling things in." The 
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connection of the activities helped Mrs. G. and her 

students to "see the big picture" in the insect theme. 

This is important because of its connection to Mrs. G.'s 

personal history, reported in Chapter V as an influence on 

her curriculum script. 

The second group of students returned to the 

classroom, and Mrs. G. called all the students to the floor 

for an "imaginary trip." She told the students to close 

their eyes and think about yesterday's story, Two Bad Ants. 

She asked them to imagine themselves as ants in a forest. 

Then she showed them a picture of ant "quarters," or living 

spaces. Mrs •. G. handed out a worksheet that needed a 

picture and a story (blank on the top half and lines on the 

bottom half) about an ant and asked only that they design 

an ant home today. She said, "Give all your imagination to 

designing this ant's house." The students returned to 

their seats, got out their pencils, crayons, and markers 

from their desks and backpacks and began working on their 

ant homes. This activity continued until Mrs. G. clapped 

three times for the students' attention, directed the lunch 

and milk distribution, called the students to line up by 

table color, and walked the students to the multipurpose 

room for lunch. 

The aide brought the students in from lunch to find. 

Mrs. G. seated in her chair at the front of the room. Mrs. 
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G. asked her students to be seated on the floor near her. 

She showed pictures from a book about ants that Dolly, a 

student, checked out of the library during lunch. 

(students were free to use the library during their lunch 

period to work on reports or look at and check out books.) 

Mrs. G. gave the students a chance to talk about ants. 

Pedro had suggested to Mrs. G. earlier in the day that the 

class might want to set up ant colonies in jars, so she had 

Pedro begin the discussion. Several times during the 

discussion Mrs. G. told that students that "we need to read 

about ants" to learn more about them. The discussion lead 

to a vote about studying ants and setting up ant farms, so 

Mrs. G. asked the students to bring in to school any 

information they could find about ants. Over the next few 

weeks, students did bring in a few books about ants, but 

ant colonies were not set up in the classroom. Two 

possible reasons for this are that either the students' 

interest waned or that because it was not part of Mrs. G.'s 

agenda, she did not pursue or encourage it. As part of the 

unit on insects, the students did grow grass in terrariums 

and catch grasshoppers to put in them for study, but this 

was part of Mrs. G.'s agenda for the unit, suggesting that 

while Mrs. G. accepted the students' ideas, it was her 

agenda that was accomplished. 
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After the discussion on ants, Mrs. G. read a book 

called A Friend is Someone Who Likes You. She chose this 

book in response to a note from Carissa's parents which 

expressed their concern about their daughter's seeming lack 

of friends in the classroom. Mrs. G. used the book to show 

Carissa that she needed to be a friend in order to have 

friends. Mrs. G. read carefully the notes that came from 

home and responded in ways that appeared to be helpful to 

the child without being direct. Mrs. G. did not mention 

Carissa's name; she just read the book to the entire class. 

This reflected Mrs. G.'s continued efforts to provide the 

best environment for her students and her attention to 

information she received about her students from their 

homes. 

Mrs. G. sent the third grade students back to their 

seats to complete a multiplication facts timed test. Mrs. 

G. seemed to sense that they were somewhat apprehensive 

about this test, and she suggested to them that they go 

through and do all the easy ones first and after that to do 

what they could in the time allowed. The third graders 

were to work in their green packets if they finished before 

the time was over. The second grade students were also 

sent back to their seats from the floor and asked to work 

quietly in their green packets so they would not disturb 

the third graders. Mrs. G. gathered the materials she 
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needed for the next activity, laid them on her chair, and 

then circulated about the room, looking over the students' 

shoulders as they worked, monitoring their progress and 

behavior. Her presence in all parts of the room appeared 

to keep the students focussed on their work. 

At 1:30 p.m., Mrs. G. told the students to put their 

green packets away and focus their attention on her. The 

next activity, she said, would prepare them for a future 

report they would do on specific insects. She told the 

observer later that she also used the activity as a group 

unifier, pulling together the second and third graders. 

The students stayed in their seats as Mrs. G. drew a 

diagram of an insect on a large piece of paper taped to the 

board. She slowly drew each part of the insect, and then 

the students drew the same part on their papers. After'the 

insect was drawn, Mrs. G. labeled each part, one-by-one, 

and the students followed her lead, labeling their own 

diagrams. When the diagrams were complete, Mrs. G. 

encouraged the students to outline and color their insects. 

During this time, the students were free to move about the 

room, sharing tools and ideas, showing off their work to 

each other and to Mrs. G., visiting their' friends. 

Throughout this process, Mrs. G. continued to encourage and 

praise the students, pointing out what she had done to 

enhance her diagram, and answering questions. Although 
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this was a very complicated drawing, a quick walk around 

the room revealed a great measure of success for all the 

students, a credit to Mrs. G.'s task design and explicit 

directions. Activities such as this one communicated Mrs. 

G.'s high expectations for all her students and the success 

they enjoyed together, partly due to the step-by-step 

directions she gave the students. 

At the end of the activity, Mrs. G. gave the students 

two minutes to collect their papers and put the crayons and 

markers away. Then she began the new activity by passing 

out sheets of plain paper and making remarks about getting 

done in the time she gave them. She told the students to 

get out the social studies homework they had taken home the 

day before to discuss with their families (an "insect 

survey"). It had two questions on it: "What bugs you 

about insects?" and "What are the benefits of insects?" 

Mrs. G. asked for responses from their papers to the first 

question, wrote them on the board as the students wrote 

each response on their new papers. She then did the same 

with the second question. She tied the activity together 

by talking about surveys and the information that can be 

gained from them and asked the students what they might do 

with the information from this survey. Answers from the 

students included such things as "write a report," " make a 

graph," and "learn more about insects." Mrs. G. suggested 
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that the students keep both papers to use as they began 

work on their insect reports, told them to put their papers 

away in their desks, and then called them to sit on the 

floor near her chair. 

Mrs. G. ended the third day with another chapter from 

Incognito Mosquito, dismissed the students from their 

places on the floor by table color to get their things from 

their mailboxes, gather other belongings including 

backpacks, pack up, and line up at the door where she told 

them goodbye and sent them on their way home. 

Summary. During the third day of school, a pattern of 

connecting activities for the "uniting theme" of insects 

emerged. The students saw a video about insects, started a 

picture for a story on ant homes, looked at pictures and 

drew diagrams of insects, completed an insect survey at 

home and made a graph with the information in class, heard 

several stories about insects, and talked about setting up 

ant colonies. Another pattern that emerged was that, in 

general, the work that was accomplished in this classroom 

was from Mrs. G.'s agenda, rarely from student initiation. 

Through these activities, Mrs. G. gave explicit directions 

that allowed the students to be successful, and while she 

lead the activities, the students were always encouraged to 

think through her careful questioning. 
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Also on the third day, the students (and especially 

Susie) were given a demonstration of consequences for not 

completing work. Even this early in the school year, 

Mrs. G. consistently followed through with her rules. 

Also, Mrs. G. monitored the students behavior and their 

work by her presence, constantly moving around the room. 

This eliminated many opportunities for the students to 

disengage from their work. 

The fourth day. Finally, on the fourth day, Mrs. G. 

and the students engaged in the first math lesson that was 

not for evaluation purposes. Also, the movement of 

students between the three combination class rooms occurred 

more often for different activities. The focus on 

practicing rules and procedures continued as did Mrs. G.'s 

step-by-step directions. On the last day of the first week 

of school, Mrs. G. 's pattern of being organized and well

prepared for instruction had clearly emerged. 

Mrs. G. oversaw the students' entry to the classroom 

as they put away their lunches and snacks, turned in 

homework (in another blue tub on a table beneath the 

outside windows) and notes from home. She said, "Very soon 

you'll be able to come in and right away go to where you 

need to go," but for this day she read aloud the names of 

the students who went to P.E. and Music and also read over 

the daily schedule written on the white board. 
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Mrs. G.'s third grade students went to Mrs. A.'s room 

for a language activity and Mrs. A.'s second grade students 

came to Mrs. G~'s room for a phonics evaluation. Mrs. G. 

told the second graders to sit where they wanted, asked 

Andy from her room to tell the others what to put at the 

top of their papers (names), and asks Dolly to tell them 

where to find today's date (on the white board). She 

thanked these two students for helping her out and then 

proceeded to go over the directions, step-by-step, for the 

worksheets. Mrs. G. did the first item with them, saying 

"I'd like you to write the letter that hand (pause), the 

sound you hear at the beginning of hand." Then she 

directed the students to complete the worksheet. 

While the second graders worked quietly at this task, 

Mrs. G. said aloud "Trust your own thinking" and "Trust 

yourself" to signal students who were either looking at 

other students' papers or asking others for help. She also 

gave encouragement by saying, "You're really hangin' in 

there. Good for you!" When this activity was over, 

Mrs. G. took the time remaining to review the morning 

schedule with the second graders since all three 

combination classes were following the same format. 

When all of Mrs. G.'s students were back in the room 

and at their seats, she showed them, step-by-step, how to 
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fold the white paper on their desks into thirds. There was 

a bucket of colored pattern blocks on each table, and 

Mrs. G. put the overhead on a desk at the front of the room 

upon which she placed her transparent, colored pattern 

blocks. Mrs. G. then began this activity on patterns by 

clapping and having the students repeat the patterns. The 

hand clapping was followed by a discussion of how to 

represent the clapping patterns with letters (i.e., AAA, 

ABABAB, ABCABCABC, etc.). In the first row on their 

papers, the students were to build an AB pattern with their 

blocks. Mrs. G. put an AB pattern on the overhead 

projector and then walked around the room checking each 

student's work. The students talked and checked with each 

other as they worked, and Mrs. G. had not said they mayor 

may not do this. After Mrs. G. checked and every student 

had an AB pattern on their papers, she told the students to 

build an ABC pattern in the second row. She put an ABC 

pattern on the overhead projector and then walked around 

the room again, checking the students' progress and asking 

questions which helped them to complete this part of the 

task successfully. 

When all the students had an acceptable pattern laid 

out on their papers, Mrs. G. said, "Now put your hands in 

your lap so you can listen," thus effectively eliminating 

the possibility that students would play with the blocks 
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while she talked. At the same time, this gave the students 

the signal for the next phase of this activity to begin. 

Now the students were asked to use the same blocks to build 

AB and ABC patterns, but this time they were to draw and 

color the patterns on their papers, so they had a product 

to submit. Mrs. G. told the observer the goal for this 

part of the activity was to prepare the students for the 

drawing of different types of materials they would have in 

the next phase of the activity. Again there was a 

connection in the activity both backwards and forwards. 

Mrs. G. clapped her hand three times and told the students 

to pick up the blocks from their desks and the floor and 

return them to the buckets on the tables. 

Mrs. G. turned the lights on and clapped three times, 

again, to gain the students' attention. She said, "You 

really need to pay extra close attention to what I want you 

to do next." The students were to work in color groups, 

moving from station to station, to create patterns using 

the different materials found at each station. The five 

materials they found were pattern blocks, unifix cubes, 

building blocks, seeds, and noodles. The task required the 

students individually to construct patterns using the 

different materials found at each table and then draw and 

color the patterns on their papers. 
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As Mrs. G. finished the directions, she called on 

students who obviously had not been listening to answer her 

procedural questions (i.e., students who were talking to 

each other or fidgeting). When they could not supply the 

answer, she asked another student to help and then went 

back to the first student to repeat the answer, using an 

even, non-judgmental tone throughout. Rarely did Mrs. G. 

proceed with an activity unless she was sure that all the 

students listened to and, at some level, understood the 

directions, as suggested by this incident. She reported to 

the observer that her goal for this part of the activity 

was for the whole group to do increasingly complex work and 

for the second graders it was preparation for looking at 

Navajo rug designs and matrixes which came later in the 

semester. 

The students had worksheets divided into three parts 

for recording their work, and after about ten minutes, Mrs. 

G. cued the students that they needed to have three 

patterns finished and "that will be your ticket for break." 

As students finished, they gave their papers to Mrs. G., 

retrieved their snacks from the blue tub, and went outside 

for break. All the students went outside today, including 

susie who managed to finish her work, too. 

During the break, Mrs. G. picked up the materials from 

the students' tables, talked with Mrs. A. and Miss C. about 
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the events they had planned for the afternoon, distributed 

the papers for the next activity, and gathered materials 

for the third grade students' spelling test (paper and the 

list of sentences which contain the week's spelling words). 

When the students came in from break, all of Mrs. G.'s 

students left the room (some to Mrs. A.'s room and the 

others to Miss C.'s room) and Miss C.'s second graders came 

to Mrs. G.'s room for the same phonics evaluation she gave 
. 
to Mrs. A.'s second graders earlier in the morning. 

Mrs. G. sent her second grade students to Miss C.'s 

room for spelling, and half of Miss C.'s third grade 

students came to Mrs. G.'s room (the other half went to 

Mrs. A.'s room) for spelling. (This constant movement 

reinforced the need for Mrs. G., and the other combination 

class teachers, to review the daily schedule with the 

students early on. In fact, Mrs. G. remarked to the 

observer that within a few days the students would know the 

schedule better than the three teachers.) The spelling 

test that Mrs. G. gave to the third grade students required 

them to write the sentences which contained the week's 

spelling words as Mrs. G. read them aloud. The sentences 

were included in the packet of spelling worksheets the 

students took home on Tuesday and were required to be 

returned, completed, on Friday. This is the format that 

was followed weekly thereafter. During the test, Warren 
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raised his hand and said to Mrs. G. that he noticed she 

read the sentences in a different order from the way they 

were printed on the homework pages. In a typical response 

referring to the students' need to think, Mrs. G. said, 

"Sometimes, when I say them out of order it causes your 

brain to think a little harder." 

When spelling was over and all the students had 

returned to their homerooms, Mrs. G.'s students were seated 

and ready to go to lunch. Mrs. G. directed the appropriate 

students to distribute the lunches and milk from the 

refrigerator and then called the tables of students who 

were ready (by sitting quietly) to line up at the door. 

Mrs. G. carried her own lunch and led the students to the 

multipurpose room. Then she walked to the administration 

building, checked her mailbox, and sat with Mrs. A. and 

Miss c. to eat her lunch and finalized plans for the 

popsicle break they had proposed for afternoon break. The 

three teachers agreed that the students worked very hard 

this week and deserved a special break. 

The students came in from lunch and went directly to 

sit on the carpet around Mrs. G.'s chair. She read another 

chapter from Incognito Mosquito. After the story, she 

informed the students about what they would be doing during 

the next 45 minutes which she had labelled on the white 

board as "Potpourri." First, she showed them how they 
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would add yarn for hair to their birthday balloons. Then 

she read aloud the list she had written on the chalkboard 

of all the work that needed to be completed during this 

time. This work included the green packets they had worked 

on all week, insect diagrams, ant homes, and Positive Me 

cards. While the students worked, Mrs. G. finished her own 

birthday balloon, collected the students' completed work, 

answered questions, reminded the students what they should 

be doing (Le., "If you finish the balloon, what 

should/could you do next?"), watched the clock, and finally 

gave the directions for cleaning up. Mrs. G. moved around 

the room often as a constant reminder to the students to 

keep working. 

After a question from Mrs. G. to see if they 

remembered where to find the art room and teacher, the 

second grade students left to go to art class. The third 

graders sat on the floor in front of the chalkboard as Mrs. 

G. pulled down the united states map and began a lesson on 

the Southwest: Arizona, Texas, Oklahoma, and New Mexico. 

This was the first Social Studies lesson of the year. 

First, Mrs. G. traced the boundary of each state with her 

finger and asked the students to name the states and then 

she wrote the word "Southwest" on the board to name the 

region where the four states are found. Second, Mrs. G. 

talked with the students about how many groups would be 
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needed to work on the next activity if there were four 

states in the Southwest, and asked how many students would 

be in each group. Once the students were divided into four 

groups, each group was assigned a state and given a large 

piece of butcher paper, folded in half. Finally, the 

students were directed to write the name of their state at 

the top of the paper along with the names of the students 

in the group and then they were to make a list on each side 

of the paper. On one side they were to list "all the 

things we know about (the state)," and on the other side 

"all the things we know from the map about (the state)." 

The students then moved to tables with their paper and 

began the task. Mrs. G. monitored by moving from group to 

group, asking questions, helping some groups get started, 

and checking their progress. 

with about 15 minutes left until the second graders 

returned from Art, Mrs. G. clapped her hands three times, 

said, "Eyes on me," and then asked each group to report a 

few of the things they had listed about their state. Each 

group had a turn to make their report and when all had 

finished, Mrs. G. showed the students how to roll up their 

charts, and each group did so as the second graders 

returned. When all the students were seated, Mrs. G. 

praised the students for all their hard work during the 

week as she walked to the refrigerator to pull the 
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popsicles from the freezer. She announced the extended 

popsicle break to the delight of the students, called the 

students by table color to line up at the door, and then 

took the students and the popsicles out to the playground. 

Mrs. G. allowed the students to choose the popsicle flavor 

they wanted, reminded them about where to put their trash, 

and then had a popsicle herself. 

At the end of break, it was time to pack up on the 

last day of the first week of school. Again, Mrs. G. stood 

at the door as the students leave, praised them for their 

hard work, and wished them goodbye and have a good weekend. 

Summary. During the last day of the first week of 

school, Mrs. G. continued her emphasis on practicing 

procedures, on giving explicit directions, on encouraging 

the students to think, on establishing the routines and 

schedules that would be followed all year, and on the 

students' accountability for their work and their behavior. 

Mrs. G. did not raise her voice or change her tone when 

students deviated from expected behavior and she praised 

students when they worked hard and followed directions. 

All through the week, the transitions were smooth and 

quick. Mrs. G. was prepared for activities and maintained 

her own schedule as well as the schedule with the other two 

combination classes. She was consistent in her follow-
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through, demonstrating for the students her commitment to 

them and their success, and to her agenda. 

This marked the end of the full days of observations 

in Mrs. G.'s classroom. The next two sections of this 

chapter are based on the daily observations made during 

math lessons, the heterogeneous second grade group on 

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Mrs. G.'s homeroom 

combination class on Monday and Friday, from the second 

week of school until the holiday break. 

Math Lessons 

Second Grade Math 

The typical lesson presented here was constructed from 

an analysis of the task descriptions from 32 observations 

of the second grade math group. Figure 1 depicts the 

number and content of those observations. The description 

of the typical lesson that follows is the result of the 

analysis. 

For a typical lesson in Mrs. G.'s second grade math 

class, the students found their math folders (manila 

folders with each student's name written in marker on the 

edge) on their desks (seats were assigned and the students' 

names were on the desks), and usually a math worksheet on 

top of the folder or in a pile in the center of the table. 

The students were expected to come in quietly, go right to 
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their seats, and begin solving the problems on the 

worksheet. If the students finished this worksheet before 

Mrs. G. was ready to begin the day's lesson, they were 

expected to look in the folder and complete any unfinished 

work or correct mistakes that were marked by Mrs. G. since 

September 

October 

November 

December 

Second Grade Math 

# of Lessons 
Observed 

6 

10 

10 

6 

content 

Fact families 

Fact families 
Place value 
Addition/ 

regrouping 
Math facts 
Numeration 

Math facts 
Number patterns 
Addition/ 

regrouping 
Fact families 
Numeration 

Addition/ 
regrouping 

Math facts 
Place value 
Subtraction/ 

regrouping 
Fact families 

Figure 1. Number and content of Lessons Observed 
(Second Grade Math Group) 

the last class session. Students did not take their work 

home until all the problems had the correct answer. It was 
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a rare occasion when a student finished the new worksheet 

and had no other work to complete in the folder before Mrs. 

G. began the next activity of the class session. 

Also in the folders were two charts, one for addition 

timed test scores and one for subtraction timed test 

scores. The bottom half of each chart reflected the number 

of minutes taken to complete each test and the top half 

reflected the student's score (number of problems answered 

correctly) on each test. These two charts remained in each 

students' folder so progress could be noted and tracked 

across the year by both the teacher and the students. 

Often before a timed test was given, Mrs. G. directed the 

students to look at their charts, and then she led a 

discussion that helped the children understand their own 

progress and whether to work on speed or correct answers on 

the next test. This typified her efforts to help the 

children be successful, but also her desire to share the 

responsibility with them. 

While the students worked individually and quietly, 

Mrs. G. completed her preparation for the day's lesson. 

This might mean gathering and distributing manipulatives 

such as the base 10 blocks, or cutting paper for the 

students to record their work or copy problems from the 

board. She was also monitoring the students' progress on 

the worksheet as she moved about the room. When she was 
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ready, usually about 15 minutes after the students had 

arrived, Mrs. G. clapped her hands three times and the 

students responded by repeating the clapping and looking at 

her. If the students' response was "wimpy" (because all 

the students did not clap), she clapped again and stood 

quietly until all the students stopped their work and 

attended to her. Mrs. G. only began the lesson when she 

had the attention of all the students in the class. 

Next, Mrs. G. wrote or drew on the board several of 

the problems from the students' worksheet and solved the 

problems aloud with the students' help in order to check 

their thinking. During this time, the students provided 

the answers to her questions about procedures (i.e., "What 

should I do next?"). When a problem was complete and the 

answer was on the board, Mrs. G. asked if the students had 

the same answer, and if not, she asked what answer they did 

have. She wrote the incorrect answers on the board and 

showed the class how a student might have arrived at the 

answer by using the wrong procedure or making an error in 

computation, and then she checked with the student to see 

if the correct procedure was understood. This whole 

process of exposing misconceptions occurred without harsh 

words or criticism. When Mrs. G. was satisfied that the 

students understood what they were to do on the worksheet 

by checking their thinking, she directed them to place 
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their papers in their folders and reminded them they would 

have time to finish the work later. 

Next, Mrs. G. began the whole group lesson. A 

specific example of one of the activities the students 

might have engaged in was pl~ying a game with a set of 

manipulatives. One of the games Mrs. G. and the students 

played used the base 10 blocks, and its purpose seemed to 

be to give the students practice trading ones for tens and 

tens for hundreds. For this game, the students were told 

by Mrs. G. to pretend they were factory workers in a 

caramel candy factory. The ones blocks were single 

caramels to be traded in for packages, or the tens blocks, 

when ten or more singles were accumulated from rolling the 

die. When ten packages were filled, the students were to 

trade them in for a case of caramels, or a hundreds block. 

The students were also told that their supervisor in the 

factory did not like to have small pieces and packages of 

candy laying around when they could be put together in 

larger containers. 

The students sat on the floor around Mrs. G. as she 

demonstrated twice how to play the game (roll the die, add 

single caramels corresponding to the number on the die, 

trade up to tens or hundreds, pass the die to the next 

worker), first alone and then with two of the students. 

The purpose of the second practice game appeared to be to 
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practice with and for the students their roles in the 

groups (i.e., taking turns and monitoring the other 

students' work). Throughout both demonstrations, Mrs. G. 

talked aloud about what she was doing and asked the 

students questions about the procedures so that she could 

check their understanding. After the two demonstration 

games, Mrs. G. assigned three or four students to each 

"worker group" and told the students they would have to 

decide among themselves who would go first, giving some of 

the responsibility for setting up the tasks to the 

students. 

The students were free to choose a place to sit, 

either on the floor or at the desks. Mrs. G. went to each 

group and watched or asked questions to be sure all the 

students understood the task, all the while using the 

language of the caramel candy factory game. She reminded 

them to watch each other carefully "to make sure (she) only 

takes what (she's) supposed to," giving the students the 

responsibility of monitoring each others' behavior. When 

asked by the observer, Mrs. G. said she tried to put 

students in each group whom she thought would work well 

together. There were no public arguments from the students 

about the group to which they were assigned. 

In discussing her goals for this particular lesson, 

Mrs. G. expressed concern and frustration about how "tied" 
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to the manipulatives she found this group. The major 

purpose of this lesson, according to Mrs. G., was to move 

the students from the concrete (manipulating the blocks) to 

the connecting (playing the game) to the abstract 

(regrouping in base 10). Mrs. G. said that the problem was 

not that the students did not have the ability to do what 

she asked, but that they had acquired the habit of 

manipulating without having meaning attached to what they 

were doing. 

The students continued to play the game, with Mrs. G. 

moving from group to group to check their progress and 

understanding. Just before the math period was over, 

Mrs. G. clapped her hands three times, the students 

responded with the same clap and looked at her. Mrs. G. 

said she wanted to know how well the factory workers were 

able to package their candy and told the students to count 

how many caramels they each had in front of them. After 

the students counted their "caramels," Mrs. G. asked the 

student in each group who had the most caramels to stand up 

and the whole class clapped for these students. Then she 

asked the student in each group who had the least number of 

caramels to stand up and the whole class clapped. Finally, 

she asked the students in the group who did not have the 

most or least number of caramels to stand up, and again the 

whole class applauded. Mrs. G. worked on building self-
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esteem and at the same time used vocabulary (most and 

least) that the students would need in future activities. 

Mrs. G. asked the students to bring the baskets of 

"caramels" to her and then dismissed them to return to 

their homerooms. A look backward revealed that this one 

hour math lesson consisted of four "activities." First, 

the students completed worksheets (both new and those that 

were still in their folders). Second, the whole group 

checked some of the problems on the new worksheet Mrs. G. 

distributed that day. Third, Mrs. G. introduced and 

demonstrated the caramel candy factory game. And finally, 

the children played the game in small groups. The 

activities were all related, not only to each other 

(regrouping) but also to activities they had experienced in 

the past and to activities they would experience in the 

future. Also, the transitions between the activities were 

quick and smooth; Mrs. G. allowed little time for the 

students to engage in anything other than the tasks at 

hand. These findings are related to the patterns that will 

be described in Chapter V, and appear to depict information 

contained is several elements of Mrs. G.'s curriculum 

script. 

Mrs. G. said her goal for second grade math was that 

the students would encounter subtraction with regrouping 

before the holiday break. Even though this particular group 
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of second grade students was not progressing as quickly as 

students Mrs. G. had taught previously, she did not change 

her goals or expectations for the students. She simply 

said she "would have to take an alternate route to get 

there." When asked to describe that alternate route, she 

replied: 

• But I really don't feel that I still know that 
math group that comes in very well. So a lot of it, 
I'm experimenting to see, I still am, there's just not 
that continuity necessary, when there's that two days 
skipped, four days for a weekend. So I'm really 
experimenting, seeing what they'll bear, and then part 
of it, too, they just don't know, so I'm trying 
different things. (10/31) 

One of the things she tried, described here, was the 

caramel candy factory game. The students were able to play 

this version of the game successfully, but when Mrs. G. 

changed the game the next week so that tpe students were 

candy store clerks selling the caramels, the students had 

to do subtraction with regrouping, and they were not as 

successful. After the second activity, Mrs. G. went back 

to more concrete manipulations and also "worked from the 

other end," doing more abstract activities on worksheets 

and at the board, trying to work towards the "connecting" 

from both "ends," the concrete and abstract. This was part 

of the alternate route she travelled to enable the students 

to attain her goal of reaching subtraction with regrouping 

before the holiday break. 
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Mrs. G. planned for her second grade math group alone, 

often in her head, from day to day. However, she planned 

for her homeroom math group with the other combination 

class teachers during their weekly planning sessions. The 

observer's inability to be in three places at one time made 

it difficult to watch each teacher's introduction to the 

lessons, but the lesson described in the final section of 

this case is typical of the math lessons planned and taught 

by the three teachers on Mondays and Fridays, and the ways 

in which their planning together influenced classroom 

events. 

Homeroom Math 

The homeroom math group was observed 29 times during 

the course of this study (see Figure 2). In contrast to 

the second grade group, each class session consisted of 

only one activity (except on one occasion) and that 

activity might continue across four or five sessions. The 

types of activities used across the three units covered by 

the teacher and the students were different, making it 

difficult to "typify" a homeroom math group lesson. 

Therefore, the last section of this case presents a lesson 

that might be considered "typical" for the homeroom math 

group. 

This lesson was from a unit on geometry that the three 

combination teachers planned together and taught to their 
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Geometry 

Problem solving 
Number Patterns 

Figure 2. Number and content of Lessons Observed 
(Homeroom Math Group) 

homeroom groups, consisting of both second and third grade 

students. The lesson topic was perimeter, and Mrs. G. 

began by walking around the room tracing her finger around 

many objects in and features of the room (i.e., desk tops, 

windows, bulletin boards). After several m~nutes, Mrs. G. 

asked the students, who were seated on the carpet in the 

front of the room, what they thought perimeter was. She 

called on several students who each attempted a definition 

and then asked several other students to outline other 

objects in the room. Mrs. G. then asked the students what 

the builders of their school had to think about perimeter 

and in what ways. This part of the discussion focussed on 

the walls and windows of the building and the use of bricks 

and glass to define perimeters. Then Mrs. G. asked the 

students again to define the term perimeter. Finally, she 
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directed them to sit on the perimeter of a circle and 

asked, "Are you on the perimeter? Well, you've become the 

perimeter!" This illustrated Mrs. G.'s typical lesson 

introduction that used information the children had and 

objects they were familiar with to build a base from which 

the lesson continued. 

Mrs. G. began her description of the students' task by 

saying, "I'm going to challenge you to find perimeters." 

Their task was to use one inch tiles to find the greatest 

perimeter for all combinations of one tile, two tiles, 

three tiles, up through 10 tiles. She did a lengthy review 

of how to measure perimeter, checking their understanding 

that each side of the tile was one unit and that only the 

outside edges of the configurations were counted. She then 

proceeded to make and fill in a graph on the chalkboard for 

one, two, and three tiles, drawing squares to represent the 

tiles and the different configurations possible with each 

number of tiles. This was an example of Mrs. G.'s 

continuing effort to ensure that the students understood 

her directions and their task. She told the students, 

"This job is not an easy one. It takes a good detective to 

examine all the angles to come up with an answer to the 

problem." Quite often Mrs. G. used this kind of reference 

to real jobs (i.e., the detective) not only to motivate the 

students, but also as a reflection of her conviction that 



it was her responsibility as a teacher to prepare her 

students for life, a pattern discussed further in 

Chapter v. 
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The students were sent back to their seats to be 

assigned partners for this task. Once the students were 

seated, Mrs. G. said, "The person sitting next to you is 

your partner." This directive paired a second grader with 

a third grader. Then the five students who sat at the ends 

of each of the tables were put in two groups, one pair and 

one group of three, all third graders. Mrs. G. distributed 

large sheets of bright yellow paper, tiles, pages of one

inch grids, glue, and markers for the students to make 

their charts. Mrs. G. suggested that the students first 

decide how to divide their paper into columns, then the 

students spread out around the room and began working. The 

chart they began to construct during this lesson was the 

basis for the next three homeroom math lessons on perimeter 

and area, once again portraying the connectedness of a 

lesson to future lessons. 

When asked what her goals were for this lesson, Mrs. 

G. replied, "Let's see. Problem solving, starting with 

perimeter, measuring, looking for pattern [the first unit 

of the semester], predicting, checking with each other, 

setting up the problem themselves, for a start!" Mrs. G. 

spent her time for the remainder of the lesson moving 
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making subtle suggestions about how to get organized. 

Once the students were working, both Mrs. A. and 
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Miss c. came in to see how Mrs. G.'s students were 

"progressing," and Mrs. A. said, "Oh, they're progressing 

faster than we are." She returned to her room and Mrs. G. 

went to both of the other combination classrooms to see how 

the teacher and students interpreted the task the three 

teachers designed together. In each class, the students 

approached the task a little differently, likely dependent 

on the teacher's presentation and introduction to the 

lesson. It seemed that the three teachers devised a 

general outline of an activity together, and then each used 

her own method of introduction. The influence on each 

other's teaching, then, seemed to occur during the planning 

sessions and post-lesson conversations these three teachers 

shared. 

The students, for the most part, worked together to 

solve the problem Mrs. G. set out for them. In a few 

cases, one student in the pair did the majority of the 

work, even though Mrs. G. had encouraged everyone's 

participation by reminding the students not to let another 

"do all the work." The pairs of students were also 

encouraged to check with other pairs to see if solutions 

matched and to consult about how to best approach the 
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problem. Much more sharing was encouraged in Mrs. G.'s 

homeroom math group than in her second grade group. This 

was due in part to Mrs. G.'s recognition that the second 

grade students started the year with the attitude that to 

work together meant "people were stealing their 

information." Mrs. G. thus paired second graders with 

third graders in her homeroom math group to encourage the 

third graders to be models, "guardian angels," to the 

second graders. In the second grade group, she slowly 

encouraged the students to work together. 

Summary. This information presents an interesting 

contrast between the structures of the two groups and the 

ways Mrs. G. designed tasks for each group. For example, 

in the caramel candy factory game described earlier, the 

students sat in groups and shared materials, but their work 

was their own. But in the perimeter problem just 

described, the students worked together to construct just 

one chart. This contrast appeared over and over again (and 

is described in more detail in Chapter V) during the course 

of the semester and would seem to indicate differences in 

her curriculum script for the way Mrs. G. taught each 

group. 
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Chapter Summary 

Mrs. G. appeared to be a teacher who possessed a well

developed set of procedures and rules. She introduced the 

procedures and rules early, during the first days of the 

school year. She modelled for the students and provided 

opportunities for them to practice the procedures which 

became classroom routines. Once the routines were 

established, they required little maintenance on Mrs. G.'s. 

part. One reason for this success can be attributed to 

Mrs. G.'s constant effort to make sure the students 

understood the procedures and rules through questioning and 

consistent enforcement and reinforcement. Also, Mrs. G. 

used the green packet during the first week as a time

filler, until the procedures and rules were firmly in 

place. 

Mrs. G. used her physical presence to serve several 

purposes. First, she moved about the room to monitor 

student behavior, by asking and answering questions, or 

gathering'her own materials, ensuring that the students 

remained on task throughout the duration of the activity. 

Second, she appeared to gather informal evaluative 

information about her students as she passed by their 

tables, looking over their shoulders as they worked. 

Finally, her presence in a particular place in the room 



cued the students that a new activity, or a new phase of 

the current activity, was about to begin. 
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other management techniques were initiated during the 

first week of school. Mrs. G. spelled the word "QUIET" on 

the board, one letter at a time when the students were not 

giving her the attention she sought, which resulted in the 

loss of a break. Also, rather than focus on a student or a 

particular behavior, Mrs. G. made general comments to the 

whole group like "Trust your own thinking," or "Thanks for 

your help by listening quietly," resulting in a positive 

"ripple effect." Importantly, Mrs. G. was well-organized 

so that transitions between class sessions or activities 

were smooth and quick, allowing little or no time for 

transgression. Mrs. G. was not observed consulting a plan 

book between activities, indicating her familiarity with 

the day's schedule and her own plans and goals for 

instruction. 

Mrs. G. made many demands on the students. From the 

beginning, she demanded their attention, to her and to each 

other. She demanded that they be accountable for their 

behaviors and their work. Moreover, while she listened 

attentively to students' suggestions and comments, she 

demanded that her agenda be followed and accomplished. In 

sum, Mrs. G. appeared to be an experienced teacher who 
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demonstrated an experienced understanding of students and 

classrooms. 

The purpose of this case was to provide the reader 

with a look inside Mrs. G.'s classroom, including the math 

lessons which were the focus of this study. The case lays 

the foundation for the explication of Mrs. G.'s curriculum 

script, drawn from the daily observations in her classroom 

and the five interviews conducted during the study. The 

findings reported here add to the description of Mrs. G.'s 

curriculum script and it's functions as reported in the 

next chapter. 
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ANALYSIS OF DATA AND FINDINGS 

Introduction 
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Studies that investigate the content and character of 

teachers' knowledge have captured the attention of the 

research on teaching ~ommunity for the last 15 years. 

Results of these studies to date have suggested that 

teacher knowledge is "experiential, procedural, 

situational, and particularistic" (Carter, 1990). This 

study employed the task model developed by Doyle (1980, 

1983, 1986) which was expanded to include activity 

organization and materials used as well as the teacher's 

goals for lessons in order to determine the nature of one 

teacher's knowledge for one content area, mathematics. 

What is it about the tasks and activities that are 

introduced by this teacher and enacted in her classroom 

that suggests what she knows about teaching math? This 

chapter presents findings which generate possible answers 

to this question and lead to the description of the content 

and functions of and the in~luences on this teacher's 

curriculum script. 

The first section of the chapter provides a 

description of the patterns that emerged from the analyses 

of (a) the task descriptions from daily observations, (b) 
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the letters that were sent to the teacher, and (c) the 

interview protocols. First, patterns that emerged from the 

analysis of the daily task descriptions center around the 

components of the tasks: the content covered in the 

activities, the materials used by the students, the 

instructional techniques used by the teacher, the 

procedures installed for completing the task, the products 

generated by the students, the goals for teaching and 

learning, the significance of the task in the work system, 

the activity organization involving the students, and the 

cognitive operations required for the students to complete 

the task. Second, 'the letters sent to the teacher in 

advance of each interview were analyzed to reveal patterns 

of task components across units for the homeroom math group 

and between the second grade math group and the homeroom 

math group, and to examine possible differences in the 

curriculum script for the two math groups this teacher 

taught. Third, the five interview protocols were analyzed 

to generate propositions that emerged from the analysis of 

the teacher's shared dialogue as related to the curriculum 

script. The entire data set was analyzed with the 

following questions in focus: 

1. What is the content of the teacher's curriculum 

script? 



2. What are the functions of the curriculum script 

for this teacher? 
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3. What are the influences on her curriculum script? 

The second part of the chapter then describes the 

content, functions of, and influences on the curriculum 

script as suggested by the findings reported in the first 

section of this chapter and the findings from Chapter IV. 

The categories chosen as labels for the content and 

functions of the curriculum script were derived from an 

analysis of the data itself as well as from the analysis of 

the scholarly literature from which the study is drawn (see 

Appendix F). The presentation of the content, functions, 

and influences of the curriculum script are enhanced by 

illustrative examples selected directly from the data 

sources. 

The final part of the chapter portrays the curriculum 

script in an ecological classroom model, tying the findings 

from the case presented in Chapter IV to the findings 

presented in this chapter. The model is accompanied by a 

description of the complexity of this teacher's knowledge 

as it is grounded in repeated experiences with classroom 

events. 
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Analysis and Findings from Task Descriptions 
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A total of 61 daily observations of one hour duration 

were made during the time Mrs. G. taught math. For 32 of 

these observations, Mrs. G. was teaching the second grade, 

homogeneous group of students, and for 29 observations she 

was teaching her heterogeneous, combination second and 

third grade group of students. 

within the 61 class sessions, a total of 120 

activities were observed. Ninety-two (77%) activities 

were observed in the second grade math classes and 28 (23%) 

of those activities were a part of the homeroom group 

curriculum. This difference in numbers of activities 

between the two groups can be explained in two ways. 

First, the second grade group met three days per week 

(Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday) while the homeroom group met 

only two days per week (Monday and Friday). Second, the 

second grade group engaged in two to four different 

activities each day they were observed. On the other hand, 

on only one of the 29 occasions observed for the homeroom 

group was more than one activity introduced by the teacher. 

Task description components. Each day a task 

description was constructed from the observation field 

notes (see Appendix B). The components of the task 

description included were: (a) the date; (b) the time; (c) 
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the activity; (d) the activity organizatipn; (e) the 

materials used by the students; (f) the teacher's 

instructional technique; (g) the directions for completing 

the task(s); (h) the cognitive operations required to 

accomplish the task; (i) the products generated by the 

students; (j) the significance of the tasks in the 

accountability system; and (k) the teacher's goals, either 

for herself or the students. components (c) through (k) 

were analyzed and findings will be presented here with a 

look toward the description of Mrs. G.'s curriculum script. 

Content analysis of activities. The 61 task 

descriptions were carefully analyzed to detect patterns in 

content representation in the activities Mrs. G. used to 

engage her students in the mathematics content. In the 

task descriptions, a total of 120 activities were recorded, 

within which 23 different ways to present content surfaced. 

Math facts content, with the second grade group, was the 

focus of the most activities (N=21), followed closely by 

the folder work (N=20) and addition with regrouping 

activities (N=13) accomplished by the same group. Of the 

23 representations, only 4 were used with both groups and 

appeared to be content-free. Those four activities were: 

finding patterns (N=9), number patterns (N=2) , logic 

problems (N=6), and games (N=10). with the homeroom group, 

the tangram-related activities were used the most 
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frequently (N=6), followed by logic problems (N=5) and 

geometry activities (N=5). Of the 120 activities recorded, 

12 were used only one time each, and 5 were used only 

twice. 

The analysis suggests, then, that because the content 

covered with each 'group was different, the types of 

representations used were also different. The 

representations used with both groups were generally not 

related to specific content (i.e., finding patterns), but 

within groups the representations were connected to the 

content being covered. For example, using the cuisenaire 

rods to find relationships was one way Mrs. G. represented 

the fact families to the second grade group. The 

cuisenaire rods were not observed being used in the 

homeroom group. Another interesting finding is the large 

number of representations Mrs. G. used, suggesting a wide 

repertoire available to her, possibly accumulated over her 

11 years of teaching experience. Additionally, the number 

of representations that were used only once or twice 

suggests an ability on Mrs. G.'s part to present the same 

content repeatedly, but in different contexts. It will be 

interesting to explore whether her selection of 

representation might be related to her understanding of the 

process of her students' learning, suggesting a connection 

between the elements of her curriculum script. 
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Activity organization. A distinct pattern emerged 

from the analysis of the task descriptions in examining the 

organization, or participation structures, of the students 

for each activity. The second grade group worked 

individually for 76 of the activities, in pairs for 2 

activities, in large group for 11 activities, and in small 

groups for 3 activities. In stark contrast, the homeroom 

group worked individually only 5 times, in pairs 6 times, 

in large group once, in small groups on 10 occasions, and 

in some combination of individual, pair, or small groups 

(students' choice) an additional 6 times. 

This important finding suggests some major differences 

in the ways Mrs. G. structured activities and tasks for her 

two math groups. The analysis suggests several possible 

reasons for these differences. First, it might have been 

the difference in the content that prompted Mrs. G. to 

decide whether or not to use groups. For example, the 

second grade group took timed tests on 11 different 

occasions, which necessitated an individual format. On the 

other hand, the "Last Bean" game played on 10/29 by the 

homeroom group required that students work together. 

Second, it might have been Mrs. G.'s understanding of the 

students that caused her to choose group or individual 

structures. For example, this possibility is highlighted 



in the second interview (10/31) when Mrs. G. had this to 

say about the second grade group: 
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Their attitude coming in was that people were stealing 
their information. So that tells me that they're used 
to working alone a lot and so I don't think that it 
(working in groups) would be that successful. I really 
don't, to put them in groups that were not very 
structured or for a certain design. So again, one way 
of getting at that is teaching them the games where 
they eventually have to have a partner to play, they 
have to have a triad to play. And so slowly I'm trying 
to build that in without threatening them, their 
territoriality. Because they really do have it. And I 
don't know if that's the way to go about it, but it 
should be an easing in to where they're going to feel 
more comfortable. Right now, they're very protective, 
they really are. Because I know, Julie hasn't said 
this for a long time, but at the beginning it was 
like, "She was copying," and Ellen, too, "She took my 
answer," and just a lot of that. And so it wouldn't 
work well in cooperative groups, I don't think. I 
mean, I can structure it so heavily, but then I'd 
always be putting out fires, I think. So at this 
point, I think it's better to move from the group base 
where everyone is kind of working alone to slowly 
moving • • • pretty soon I will have them start 
consulting with each other when they finish 
assignments, and check. I think I've done that once, 
not very much. But to consult and to begin to discuss, 
but it will always be something that they can direct 
towards, so there really isn't much room where they 
can slip. Be very structured and then slowly build 
that. Because I really don't think they are real 
confident, I really don't. 

And the third reason Mrs. G. might have concentrated on 

individual work for the second grade group and used a 

variety of structures with the homeroom group is that one 

of her goals with her homeroom group (which consisted of 

both second and third grade students) was ~o build a sense 

of "community." In the interview conducted before school 

began (8/31), Mrs. G. said, 
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Well, I think when they are put together with two 
grades mixed • • • if it's only one classroom you do 
that within one. But when it's a whole block, just as 
you would with a whole second grade or a whole third, 
you need to have that feeling of community. 

Of the 22 homeroom group activities in which Mrs. G. had 

students work in pairs or groups, she arranged the pairs or 

groups 15 times, each time including both second and third 

grade students in each group. 

The analysis suggests that the decisions Mrs. G. made 

when she planned for instruction in her classroom were 

likely based on more than one factor, suggesting the 

complex interaction of the elements of Mrs. G.'s curriculum 

script. It also suggests that what Mrs. G. understood 

about a particular group of students affected the choices 

she made from among a repertoire of available strategies 

and techniques which have been accumulated over time from 

repeated encounters with similar classroom events. 

Materials. The analysis of the 120 activities 

recorded during the 61 daily observations in Mrs. G.'s 

classroom revealed a clear pattern in the materials she and 

the students used during instructional activities. In 71 

of the activities, commercially made math worksheets 

(including math workbook pages) carried the content to the 

students. An interesting contrast is that plain paper was 

the second most frequently use material and was found in 22 

activities. The plain paper served as a place for the 
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students to "record" their work, and could be folded in a 

variety of ways to address the needs required by the task. 

For example, the paper was folded in thirds lengthwise for 

a pattern finding activity with the homeroom group, and 

then each space was labelled to record a different pattern 

(i.e., ABABAB or ABCABC) found during an excursion around 

the school campus. Or frequently (in 18 activities), the 

second grade students folded their pieces of plain paper in 

fourths and wrote a different addition or subtraction 

problem in each section. 

For a dozen activities, Mrs. G. made a worksheet, 

because as she said in the last interview held on February 

27, "Other times I do sit down and make up the sheets 

myself that if I don't have something that addresses that 

or I can't find something •••• " One reason why Mrs. G. 

might have had to make up worksheets was that she did not, 

for either group, use a commercially produced textbook, 

other than the workbook mentioned above. In the district 

in which Mrs. G. worked, the teachers and administrators 

constructed the math curriculum together which came to the 

teachers in the form of a large binder-type notebook with 

the objectives to be covered listed for each grade level. 

The teachers at each grade level then worked as a team to 

organize the information in their notebooks in a fashion 

they deemed appropriate for their students (8/31). 
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According to Mrs. G., the notebooks were arranged so that 

the objectives were sequenced from concrete to connecting 

to abstract concepts at every grade level. 

Another pattern that emerged was the frequent eN=17) 

use of manipulatives in different kinds of activities. The 

kinds of manipulatives Mrs. G. used for teaching math 

included cuisenaire rods, one-inch tiles, unifix cubes, 

pattern blocks, base 10 blocks, geoboards and bands, and 

beans. The cuisenaire rods and pattern blocks were used 

early in the school year with the second grade group for 

five different activities to explore number relationships. 

The tiles were used for four activities with the homeroom 

group in the unit that included perimeter and area. The 

base 10 blocks were used exclusively with the second grade 

group on 6 occasions for concrete manipulation of the 

regrouping concept. Only the unifix cubes and beans were 

used with both groups, for discovering patterns with the 

former and for games with the latter. The geoboards and 

bands were used with the homeroom group in the geometry 

unit to explore geometric shapes. 

These findings suggest that Mrs. G. not only had 

access to but also employed a wide variety of materials in 

her presentation of the math content to her students. 

Additionally, as with the activities described above, the 

materials generally were tied to the content for which they 
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were used. However, no clear patterns of differences 

emerged between the two math groups in regards to the types 

of materials used. This suggests that some elements of 

Mrs. G.'s curriculum script may be shared across different 

contexts. 

Instructional techniques. A careful analysis of the 

activities observed in Mrs. G.'s classroom revealed the use 

of a variety of instructional techniques and patterns of 

use within and across the two math groups. In this 

analysis, instructional techniques are defined as the ways 

in which Mrs. G. introduced the tasks to her students and 

maintained the tasks through the activities. Ten different 

instructional techniques were observed in the 120 

activities recorded. The technique used most frequently 

involved the teacher working problems on the board or 

overhead projector as the students watched from their seats 

(N=30) followed by the teacher giving oral or visual 

examples (N=19) and the teacher repeating instructions 

given previously, either on the same day or in a prior 

lesson (N=13). Other techniques included the teacher 

reading through the directions and problems on a worksheet 

(N=12), the teacher and students together working and 

checking sample problems (N=10), the teacher providing many 

examples and/or non-examples (N=5), the teacher using fun 

or familiar terms (N=4), the teacher asking the students to 



repeat her explanation (N=2) , the teacher and students 

practicing the task (N=2), and finally, in one instance, 

the teacher had the students experimenting with 

manipulatives to discover relationships. 
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These findings suggest a classroom in which the 

teacher clearly has control over the ways in which the 

content is introduced. In only one technique on only one 

occasion were the students afforded an opportunity to 

explore and discover rather than having information 

presented by the teacher. For six of the techniques listed 

above, the teacher worked alone, and in three the teacher 

and students worked together. A comment Mrs. G. made 

during the second interview (10/31) serves to illustrate a 

possible explanation for this finding. Mrs. G. said, "I 

think part of it is, well, one, I'm the oldest of seven, so 

part of it, I've always been directing, you know. I'm 

pretty good at being an assertive person." This 

illustration also suggests that there may be influences on 

Mrs. G.'s curriculum script that come from outside the 

realm of classroom events. 

A second pattern found in Mrs. G.'s instructional 

techniques suggests that what Mrs. G. understands about the 

ways students learn math leads her repeatedly to provide 

examples, both visual and audio, of the work they are to 

accomplish. In 6 of the 10 techniques described above, 



Mrs. G. either presented sample problems on the board or 

wall, or aloud by describing the task or reading through 

the worksheets. 
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Two other examples illustrate Mrs. G.'s understanding 

of the ways primary students learn. One of the techniques 

Mrs. G. used often was borrowing terms that the students 

were familiar with to describe mathematical concepts and 

relationships. She called the patterns they made with the 

cuisenaire rods "trains made out of engines and cars." The 

relationship between specific groups of three numbers 

(i.e., 3,7, and 10) were identified as "fact families" or 

"fact cousins." Regrouping in subtraction was called "tens 

busting." And the commutative property of addition (i.e, 

3+7=7+3) she and the students referred to as "the old 

switch around trick." 

Another technique Mrs. G. used with her students was 

to share strategies that made the work easier or organized 

it in some way. Generally, Mrs. G. developed the idea for 

a strategy she wanted them to use in a discussion format by 

asking the students questions about their work. Other 

times, as she walked around the room monitoring the 

activity, a student told her about an idea (strategy) and 

she asked the student to share the idea with the class. In 

subsequent class sessions, then, Mrs. G. reminded the 



students about the strategies by having the students 

themselves describe them to each other. 

These findings also suggest, again, the connections 

that might be present among the elements of Mrs. G. 's 

curriculum script. That is, there appears to be a 

connection, in these examples, between Mrs. G.'s 

understanding of her students and the choices she makes 

about the use of instructional techniques. 
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Directions. Across all 120 activities that were 

observed in Mrs. G •. 's classroom, only 3 types of directions 

were observed. The first type of direction Mrs. G. used 

might be described as step-by-step, and was observed in 45 

activities. The second type of direction Mrs. G. used was 

to outline the procedure and then have the students repeat 

the directions back to her, or give them "a quiz" which 

required them to, answer questions about what they were to 

do in order to accomplish their task. This direction was 

observed in 24 activities. Finally, on 9 occasions, Mrs. 

G. gave directions to her students by offering a hint for 

completing the task. The remaining activities, such as the 

second grade group's folder work, required little or no 

direction once the procedure was established and practiced 

until it had become a routine. 

This finding is best explained by Mrs. G. herself. 

During the second interview (10/31), Mrs. G. was asked 



about the specific directions she gives to the students 

followed by her questioning them about those directions. 

She responded, 
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••• That's conscious, it really is. Because I just 
want to be sure that they're clear or I can sure get 
rid of a lot of behavior problems and stuff if the 
kids know exactly what they're to do. And then if 
they don't do what theY're asked, then I view it as a 
choice. So then I handle that differently than if 
it's an understanding problem. So then I just assume 
from then on out that it's a ·choice problem. 

Therefore, as suggested by the finding reported above, 

while Mrs. G. is clearly in control of some pieces of 

classroom events, she also encourages the students (albeit 

implicitly) to be in control of their work and their 

behavior. 

This finding is strongly supported by her own view 

that one of her roles as a teacher is to prepare her 

students for "life." This theme resurfaces in three of the 

five interviews conducted over the course of the study. 

For example, in the second interview (10/31) she said, "And 

early on, I think in the beginning of the unit when they 

started logic. I said that these were skills that they 

would use all of their lives." And in the fourth interview 

(12/01) she said, "I think it's healthy to do that, and you 

work with people of varying abilities all of your life, and 

you have to deal with that, and you can't deal with it if 

you've never had an opportunity .•• and so I like to keep 

things as close to what real life is like as I can ••• " And 
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finally, in the fifth interview (2/27) she said, "It's 

partly the nature of the kid, but I think, too, it's just 

sort of the human nature, too, if you don't keep something 

before someone you become outdated as to what you have to 

take care of." Thus, part of Mrs. G.'s curriculum script, 

as reflected in the choices she makes which encourage her 

students to take control of themselves, seems to be based 

on her goal to prepare her students for future experiences. 

Cognitive operations. The results of the analysis of 

the activities observed in Mrs. G.'s classroom suggest a 

preponderance of recall and memory type tasks, particularly 

in the second grade group where the focus was on learning 

the basic math facts to the point of automaticity. 

Learning the math facts was the focus of instruction in 42 

of the 92 activities observed with the second grade group. 

Importantly, Mrs. G. felt it was necessary for the students 

to "know the facts" rotely so that they could go on to 

tasks that required more thinking. She said in the last 

interview (2/27), 

• • • It seems awful to have such a focus on facts, 
but if they don't know it, it just clogs up everything 
else. It really does • • • I just think, I mean when 
your mind can only remember so many things, when 
you're working up something ••• I mean I think you 
just try to get rid of all the stuff that you can. 

The folder work activit.ies in the same class, which 

accounted for 22 activities, included worksheets on basic 

facts, two-digit addition and subtraction, and addition and 



subtraction with regrouping. These were all practice 

worksheets supporting other tasks introduced by Mrs. G. 
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The time spent on addition and subtraction with 

regrouping (N=28) with the second grade group was focussed 

on understanding the trading and borrowing concepts in the 

regrouping process. Thus, these activities might be 

classified as comprehension tasks. Therefore, the math 

facts activities along with the addition and subtraction 

with regrouping and related activities accounted for all 

the work accomplished by the second grade group. 

In contrast, for the homeroom group nearly all the 

activities required cognitive operations related to 

comprehension or understanding. Finding patterns was the 

focus of five activities, identifying and using strategies 

to solve logic problems was the focus for five activities, 

and finding relationships in geometry (with tangrams and 

perimeter and area activities) accounted for thirteen 

activities. 

These findings suggest a clear distinction between the 

types of thinking required to complete tasks in each of 

Mrs. G.'s math groups. A possible explanation for this is 

that the way the teachers organized the district math 

curriculum was by organizing objectives by grade level, 

between the homogeneous and heterogeneous groups. Thus, 

Mrs. G. and the other two combination class teachers, who 
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planned together for homeroom math, had the opportunity to 

plan activities that required more than memorization 

because of the types of objectives they needed to meet for 

their heterogeneous groups. In both cases, then, this 

information about the cognitive operations required to 

complete academic tasks might be a part of Mrs. G.'s 

curriculum script which aided her in making decisions as 

she planned for instruction. 

Products. The analysis of the task descriptions 

yielded a total of twelve different types of products 

generated by the students. Not surprisingly, the most 

frequent product was the set of answers on a worksheet 

(this includes the math facts timed tests taken by the 

second grade group 11 times). Across both groups, this 

occurred a total of 72 times. other kinds of products 

included the problem sets constructed on plain paper (N=12) 

as well as graphs, pattern drawings, place value mat, 

tangram and perimeter charts, number puzzles, and holiday 

decorations. The worksheet answers and problem sets were 

the only patterns detected in this analysis, as the other 

products surfaced only one or two times each. 

This finding suggests a tendency on Mrs. G.'s part to 

rely on paper and pencil type responses. However, the 

analysis did not reflect the number of times the second 

grade group's tasks involved making patterns on their desks 
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with different types of manipulatives, since there was not 

a product to be turned in for evaluation. These tasks 

generally led to a follow-up lesson which did require the 

students to record their work to be evaluated by Mrs. G. 

This is an example of the structure of the second grade 

math curriculum which went from concrete to connecting to 

abstract concepts, and working at the concrete level with 

manipulatives might not require a tangible product. 

Task significance. The significance of the tasks is 

the value assigned to the work in the accountability system 

in Mrs. G.'s classroom. When there was a product to be 

submitted at the end of an activity, the analysis of the 

data revealed that the work was collected by Mrs. G. to be 

evaluated for 65 of the activities observed. The homeroom 

group submitted individual work on 7 occasions, and for 15 

activities, even though the students worked together in 

groups, each student turned in her or his own work to be 

evaluated. On all 15 occasions, Mrs. G. clearly stated 

that the students were to work together with their partners 

or in their groups, but each student was responsible for 

completing the work and submitting it to her. 

In contrast, the second grade group worked on a folder 

system (described in Chapter IV) and the analysis discloses 

that on 43 occasions, the students turned their work in to 

Mrs. G. to be "marked" and returned via the folder. In 
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this group, no papers were taken home by the students until 

all the problems had been answered correctly. Thus, a 

worksheet might be checked and rechecked several times 

before it was taken home, but Mrs. G. only took a grade on 

the first attempt. The grades were in the form of a 

checkmark, a plus (+) or a minus(-) which Mrs. G. recorded 

for assigning report grades. The significance, or value, 

of the work was directly tied to the students' grades for 

each trimester. It is important to note, however, that not 

once during an observation was Mrs. G. heard to say that 

she would be taking a grade or that the work the students 

accomplished in the classroom was tied to their grades. 

She sa id ( 10/31), "So I don't think grades are a re'al 

motivator at this point, other than to discuss what it 

means, and to put it in a context of what they're doing in 

the classroom. But yet they know it's important to perform 

well, or whatever." 

groups. 

This finding applies to both math 

Even the charts that were kept in the students' 

folders that reflected their math facts test scores and 

times were only explicitly used as a guide for the students 

to track their progress during the school year. However, 

during the fifth and final interview, Mrs. G. shared the 

charts she had developed to record the students test score 

and time averages for the first two trimesters and the 
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grades assigned to students within particular score and 

time ranges. While this grading was not explicitly a part 

of any classroom event during the first two thirds of the 

year, Mrs. G. had this to say about the final trimester, 

" ••• Essentially a third of the year is left. This 
is our goal, this is what we want to reach. To get 
the highest grade, I mean this is when I will tie it 
to grades, this is what the goal is, you have to have 
those (scores)." 

These findings suggest that while an accountability 

system was in place in Mrs. G.'s classroom, it was an 

implicit system that received little or no public 

acknowledgement from the students or the teacher. In Mrs. 

G.'s curriculum script, however evaluation does appear to 

play an important role, as will be seen in the findings 

from the analysis of the interview data. 

Goals. The analysis of the 61 task descriptions 

revealed a number of goals for both the second grade group 

and the homeroom group. The goals were inferred most often 

from the observer's understanding of the task, but when 

possible, directly from Mrs. G. While 15 goals were noted 

for the homeroom group and 14 goals were recorded for the 

second grade group, the two groups shared 11 goals. For 31 

activities the goal was recorded as practice (particularly 

to gain speed in recalling the basic math facts). Thirty 

of the activities were with the second grade group and only 

one was with the homeroom group. The goal for 14 
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activities was recognizing patterns, moving from concrete 

to abstract concepts was the goal for 10 activities. other 

goals (for less than 10 activities) included organizing 

information, preparation for future activities, working 

with other students, finishing old work, using strategies, 

recognizing relationships, and problem solving. other than 

the practice goal, no clear pattern emerged either within 

or across groups. However, the kinds of goals recorded 

were categorized to reveal patterns among them. 

The goals were sorted into three categories: 

cognitive, behavioral, and teacher-related. The cognitive 

goals, not surprisingly, are nearly the same as the 

cognitive operations reported above: organizing 

information, recognizing patterns, transfer knowledge 

across mediums, using strategies, moving from concrete to 

abstract concepts, recognizing relationships, and problem 

solving. The behavioral goals identified were learning to 

work with others, recording work, practicing skills, and 

learning new games. An interesting findi~g was the 

category of task goals that related to the teacher: 

creating dissonance, motivating the students, evaluating 

students' knowledge and abilities, follow-up to previous 

lessons, "upping the stakes," and having students finish 

old work. Nearly every activity included two or more of 

these goals. 
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There are two plausible interpretations of these 

findings. First, the tasks Mrs. G. presented to her 

students which enabled them to engage in the content, also 

presented opportunities for the students and/or Mrs. G. to 

accomplish other goals. For example, in the Last Bean 

game, the cognitive goal inherent in the task is to 

identify and use strategies to win the game. A behavioral 

goal present in the task as enacted was that the students 

were to keep a record of their "ideas" of ways to win the 

game. Also, the nature of the task required that students 

work in pairs to play the game. And finally, the teacher

related goal for the activity was that it was both a 

follow-up lesson to previous activities on using problem 

solving strategies .and a precursor to future similar 

activities. 

Second, the lack of a pattern either across or within 

the two math groups might suggest that Mrs. G. had similar 

goals for both groups of students, regardless of the 

content they encountered. Either interpretation, or both, 

hint at the complex nature of teachers' knowledge, which is 

difficult to capture and even more difficult to portray. 

However, Mrs. G.'s curriculum script, to be defined and 

described in detail later in this chapter, seems to 

represent her knowledge in all its rich particulars and 

complexities. 
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Summary 

A large number of patterns emerged from the analysis 

of the task descriptions derived from the 61 daily 

observations in Mrs. G.'s classroom. The patterns can be 

summarized as follows: 

1. There were distinct differences between the two 

math groups in the types of activities chosen to engage the 

students in the math content. 

2. There were distinct differences between the two 

math groups in the ways the students were organized for 

instruction. 

3. There appeared to be heavy reliance on 

commercially produced math worksheets for both groups, 

which resulted in similar student-generated task products. 

4. A variety of manipulatives were used frequently 

with both groups. 

5. Across both math groups, the instructional 

techniques employed indicate the teacher was in control of 

the content and the process of instruction. 

6. An almost exclusive use of step-by-step explicit 

directions for each task was observed for both groups. 

7. There were distinct differences between the two 

math groups in the types of cognitive operations required 

for the students to complete the tasks. 
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8. An implicit accountability system was discovered 

that was not publicly acknowledged by the teacher or the 

students, nor was it publicly tied to the students report 

card grades. 

9. Three types of goals surfaced: cognitive, 

behavioral, and teacher-related. 

The findings presented above suggest that tasks 

provide a window to some aspects of Mrs. G.'s classroom 

knowledge. These findings will be utilized, along with the 

findings presented in the next two sections from the 

analyses of the letters sent to Mrs. G. and the interview 

data, to define and describe Mrs. G.'s curriculum script. 

Analysis and Findings from Letters 

Over the course of the study, a total of four letters 

were sent to Mrs. G. (see Appendix D for an example). 

These letters were composed from the task summary 

statements for each unit. The summary statements were 

derived from the analysis of the daily task description 

components. The purpose of the letter was to focus the 

interview, but also to afford Mrs. G. an opportunity to 

examine the investigator's interpretation of the classroom 

events observed for each unit. The purpose of this 

analysis was to examine the letters for patterns of 

similarities or differences across the units that were 



encountered by the homeroom group and for patterns of 

similarities or differences between the two math groups. 
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Because the letters were based on information from the 

task descriptions, the categories used to analyze them were 

the same as those reported above for the analysis of the 

task descriptions. First, the three letters about the 

units on pattern, logic problems, and geometry for the 

homeroom group were examined for patterns of similarity or 

difference. Second, because there was only one letter 

about the second grade group (because Mrs. G. did not 

present content to this group in the form of units), the 

patterns that emerged from the homeroom group letter 

analysis were compared to information in the second grade 

group letter. These findings will be presented next. 

Analysis and Findings Across Homeroom Group units 

The categories for this analysis were activity 

content, activity organization, materials and products, 

instructional techniques, directions, cognitive operations, 

significance, and goals and patterns across units will be 

described here. 

Activity content. Because the three units encountered 

by the homeroom group focussed on different content, the 

differences in this component are obvious. That is, the 

content from the pattern unit includes finding patterns in 
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blocks and numbers, looking for patterns around the school 

grounds, and constructing patterns with various media. The 

content covered in the unit on logic problems consisted of 

naming and using problem solving strategies for a set of 

different kinds of logic problems. The content covered in 

the unit on geometry began with an introduction using 

tangrams, followed by an extensive examination of the 

relationship between perimeter and area. This finding 

suggests a focus on content for each unit that did not 

overlap the other units. 

Activity organization. As reported above, the 

students in the homeroom group worked in pairs or groups 

for the majority of the activities observed (23 out of 28) 

for all three units, and that pattern remained the same for 

the across unit analysis. An interesting finding from this 

analysis, however, is that due to the duration of the 

activity on perimeter and area (charting configurations), 

the students were in the same pairs for the five class 

sessions used to complete the task. This was not the case 

for the units on logic problems or patterns, when the 

students were allowed to choose a partner or group or could 

work alone. The difference is due to the nature of the 

product. For the perimeter and area task, each pair 

constructed only one chart, while for the tasks in the 

other two units, each student was responsible for 
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completing and submitting the work, even though the 

students might have worked with someone else. This finding 

suggests a strong tie between the components of a task and 

thus it appears to have an effect on Mrs. G.'s curriculum 

script and the choices she made in designing tasks. 

Materials and products. These two components were 

combined because of their obvious connection and because 

the findings can be reported in one place. One major 

difference emerged from the across unit analysis of the 

letters sent to Mrs. G. As just reported, the activity on 

perimeter and area required the students to construct a 

chart depicting different configurations for successively 

larger numbers of one-inch tiles. In contrast, the 

materials for the units on pattern and logic problems were 

generally commercially produced worksheets. This finding 

might be explained by a comment Mrs. G. made, as reported 

above, that she made up a sheet (in this case the students 

made up the sheet) if she could not find, or did not have, 

something suitable for the task. Therefore, the products 

generated for these tasks were either sets of answers on 

worksheets, or the area and perimeter chart configurations 

produced by the students. 

Instructional techniques. The analyis of the letters 

sent to Mrs. G. revealed no differences across units in her 

use of instructional techniques. In all three units she 
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employed a variety of techniques that allowed her to 

introduce and maintain the tasks. In. particular, for the 

perimeter and area chart the students constructed, Mrs. G. 

began the lesson (11/09) by drawing a chart on the board 

and filling in the first three columns with the help of her 

homeroom group students. She maintained this activity by 

adding to, or having the students add to the chart 

occasionally, or by asking students to share strategies 

they discovered in the process of constructing the chart. 

It appears from this finding, then, that Mrs. G. 

consistently maintained control over the instructional 

process. 

Directions. Again, no new patterns across units 

emerged from this analysis of the letters. The theme 

across the first two trimesters of Mrs. G. using step-by

step directions was recognized and noted in the first 

letter (see Appendix D) and recurred in the other two 

letters as well. For example, from the letter sent 11/27: 

" ..• One thing that seems very important to you is giving 

clear, precise directions and then 'testing' the students 

to check their understanding. II Again, this finding 

suggests a consistency in Mrs. G.'s approach to her task of 

teaching, an approach that may be the result of a well

developed curriculum, acquired from her years of experience 

in the classroom. 
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Cognitive operations. A theme across all three units 

encountered by the homeroom group, as reported above, was 

that the tasks required more than memory or recall type 

cognitions. The activities in these units required the 

students to organize information, to think logically, to 

examine information for patterns, and to use information in 

new situations. Mrs. G. reported that a cognitive goal for 

all her students was that they would leave her classroom as 

thinking individuals. She responded to an interview 

question before she started working in the district about 

"what would be "the single most thing that I'd want from the 

children when they left. And my answer was, I still 

remember it because it was quiet after I said it. But that 

they were thinking individuals that could make decisions, 

and that's what I said. So I really feel that it's still 

holding true" (10/31). The types of tasks Mrs. G. designed 

for her homeroom group appear to lead towards that goal, 

suggesting that Mrs. G. held information in her curriculum 

script that allowed her to make choices that move the 

students toward her goals. 

Significance. As reported above, the accountability 

system in Mrs. G.'s classroom was implicit and therefore, 

difficult to describe or examine. with the homeroom group, 

Mrs. G. did say at the beginning of each new activity (with 

the exception of the perimeter and area chart) that even 
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though students worked together, either by her choice or 

their own, they would be responsible for submitting their 

own work. However, on no occasion was there any mention of 

grades for the work, neither by the students or Mrs. G. 

There is no clear explanation for this finding, other than, 

as mentioned above, Mrs. G. said the students understood 

they were to "perform well." 

Goals. The analysis of the three letters sent to 

Mrs. G. for the three homeroom group units revealed no 

patterns across the units, except that, as would be 

expected, the goals related to the content were different 

within each unit. This again suggests a connection between 

parts of a task that might be stored in Mrs. G.'s 

curriculum script and affected the decisions she made 

concerning instruction for the homeroom group. 

Summary. A comparison of the three letters sent to 

Mrs. G. that focussed on the pattern, logic problems, and 

geometry units with her homeroom math group revealed 

several new findings. They can be summarized as follows: 

1. The content covered in each unit was different and 

did not overlap with the other units. 

2. For one activity in the geometry unit, the 

students remained paired with the same person for five 

class sessions. 
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3. Across units, the cognitive operations required to 

complete the tasks were at the comprehension level. 

Analysis and Findings Between Math Groups 

The patterns and findings reported above for the 

homeroom group, across the units of instruction, were 

compared to the letter constructed from the summary 

statements based on the task descriptions of the 

observations of the second grade group. This systematic 

comparison revealed no new or different patterns from those 

reported throughout the discussion of the analysis and 

findings of the task descriptions. 

Summary. This analysis away from the data reflects a 

repetition of the same themes that emerged from the earlier 

analysis in addition to several new patterns that emerged 

from the across homeroom group unit analysis. The analysis 

provides strong support for the findings presented above 

and will be used to inform the description of Mrs. G.IS 

curriculum script later in the chapter. 

Analysis and Findings from Interviews 

Five interviews were conducted for this study: one 

before the school year began (8/31), three at the end of 

the homeroom group units (10/31, 11/15, 12/15), and one at 

the end of the study (2/27). Each interview was audio-
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taped and transcribed for analysis. The interview 

protocols were analyzed in three stages as reported in 

Chapter III: the interviews were read and coded, 

transferred to index cards by dialogue topic, and then 

sorted by emerging themes. Four broad themes (content, 

students, classroom context, and community) emerged which 

included related sub-themes. The findings from these 

analyses will be presented next. 

Theme 1: Content 

The topic that dominated all five interviews was 

content. Mrs. G.'s ]{nowledge of teaching mathematics was 

the focus of this study and it is math that Mrs. G. spoke 

most often about. Also, because Mrs. G. taught two math 

groups, her heterogenous homeroom group and her homogeneous 

second grade group, the difference in content across groups 

emerged as the first pattern within the broad content

related theme. 

concepts. Over the course of the study, the following 

concepts were taught for each group (see, also, charts 

presented in Chapter IV): 

1. Second grade group - addition and subtraction 

facts to ten, addition and subtracting with regrouping, 

place value, and numeration; 



2. Homeroom group - pattern, logic problems, and 

geometry. 
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The decisions made to include these concepts at the second 

and third grade levels was made at the district level with 

the input ,and cooperation of teachers who desired to 

participate in the writing process (8/31). The teachers at 

each grade level were then provided the opportunity to 

organize the objectives to meet the needs of their 

students. According to Mrs. G., the problem with the 

original framing of the second grade curriculum by the 

district was that 

it was' set up by units and time frames, and it was 
funny that across the district most teachers, 
particularly in the primary grades, found that it 
wasn't a functional set-up. We found that we needed 
to have a unit that would be across the year where it 
would keep popping up here and there. (12/01) 

This comment serves as the introduction for the first theme 

that emerged from Mrs. G.'s discourse about the way she 

taught second grade math - "cycling in and out." 

Mrs. G. introduced the notion of cycling in and out in 

the first interview: 

I plan to start in basic facts and starting very 
concretely with cuisenaire rods and all that kind of 
thing. And working through that and then looking for 
patterns in the number itself. Then what you'll find 
we'll do after a while is we'll drop it. So when 
you're talking about the concept of unit, you'll see 
me cycling in and out of things, not necessarily just 
all facts for a month or something, but rather, we'll 
drop it because I think it gets overkill. I found, 
too, if you leave something and come back to it, 
sometimes you're better ••• you wind up doing a lot of 



those units, the ideas you do in those units, 
simultaneously. (8/31) 
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The metaphor she used in the second interview for "cycling 

in and out" was that of a braid. She said she "can't do 

something and just leave it, you just can't. You have to 

keep it before them all the time. So it has to keep going, 

almost like a braid, you're braiding hair and it keeps 

popping up" (10/31). These data suggest that Mrs. G. did 

not consider this approach best for second grade students. 

In other words, one reason for IIcycling in and out" might 

be related to what Mrs. G. understood about how children 

learn. 

A review of the topic calendar (presented in Chapter 

IV) constructed to keep track of the observations revealed 

that in september, the second grade group worked with 

cuisenaire rods as an introduction to fact families and 

pattern blocks. In October, they worked with fact 

families, base 10 blocks, place value, addition facts to 

ten, and addition with regrouping. November involved 

subtraction facts to 10, 2-digit addition and subtraction 

without regrouping, number patterns, addition facts to 10, 

addition with regrouping, and fact families. The second 

grade students, in December, worked with addition and 

subtraction with regrouping, addition and subtraction facts 

to 10, timed tests, and place value. It is clear from this 

data that Mrs. G. made efforts to "keep the information 
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flowing before them" (2/27). She went on, "Maybe they 

didn't get it the first time around, but if you bring it up 

again, they had something that they picked up from that 

first experience. . . ." However, within the recycling, 

the concepts that seemed to garner the most attention were 

the addition and subtraction facts to 10. There were very 

few days (N=3) in those four months when the students did 

not engage in some work related to the math facts, either 

with the cuisenaire rods, fact families, or timed tests. 

But, Mrs. G. said, 

It seems awful to have such a focus on facts, but if 
they don't know it, it just clogs up everything else, 
it really does • • • I mean it has to be there, all of 
the research shows it, you have to know your facts, 
you have to. (2/27) 

She also remarked in the last interview (2/27) that the 

teachers in the upper grades complain when the students do 

not know their facts, demonstrating the potential influence 

of other teachers on her curriculum script. 

In contrast, three thematic units were presented to 

the homeroom group in succession: pattern, logic problems, 

and geometry. She talked about these "strands" in the 

first interview (8/31): "So our first strand to work on as 

a heterogeneous group will be pattern. So we'll be doing a 

lot of pattern activities that will lead into geometry 

then. So those will be our two major, those will be units, 

that we'll do up through the holidays for the heterogeneous 
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grouping. II Interestingly, Mrs. G. did not mention the 

logic problems unit that was observed between the units on 

pattern and geometry. Mrs. G. did not explain why there 

was a difference between the groups in the way she 

presented the concepts (units as opposed to IIcycling in and 

out"). The interview data suggest a possible reason for 

the difference is that Mrs. G. planned for the second grade 

group alone but planned for the homeroom group with the 

other two combination class teachers (8/31). This finding 

offers another indication of the influence other teachers 

might have had on Mrs. G.'s curriculum script. 

Examples and strategies. Another theme that emerged 

from interview data analysis related to the broad content 

focus was the discussion of the examples and strategies 

Mrs. G. used to present the content to her students, 

particularly to the second grade group. The terms examples 

and strategies are used to describe the same category 

presented earlier as instructional techniques. The latter 

term was chosen at the beginning of the study to describe 

that particular phenomenon in the task descriptions and 

summary statements. However, at the time the interview 

data were analyzed it was decided to use the terms already 

found in the literature (Putnam, 1987; Shulman, 1986) to 

describe the same phenomenon in order to avoid further 

plurality of similar terms. 
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The analysis of the interview data revealed that the 

kinds of examples and strategies Mrs. G. talked about using 

were, indeed, similar to those that were observed in use in 

her classroom. She talked, for example, about record 

keeping (8/31), uniting themes (8/31), teaching the 

students games (10/31), questioning the students to check 

their understanding of the procedures for the task (10/31), 

having the students "mimicking" her and following the 

pattern (11/15), and using bigger numbers as an 

exaggeration of the concept (2/27). 

In the first interview (8/31), Mrs. G. explained one 

of the strategies she used to keep the concepts previously 

introduced "flowing before them." She said, 

••• Maybe when they enter the class, I'll have on 
the overhead, using transparent cuisenaire rods or 
something, I'll have something set up and we'll do a 
little quiz. I'll ask them to .•• by the time we're 
starting to translate those sentences into number, 
we'll start doing that or as soon as they come in I'll 
ask someone to set up a certain train with cuisenaire 
rods, all the trains they can with maybe only two 
numbers or something like that. So we'll do little 
practices every now and again. 

This finding suggests that Mrs. G. used a variety of 

techniques to present the math content to her students. 

This accumulation of examples and strategies can be 

acquired from years of experience teaching the content and 

might be stored in Mrs. G.'s curriculum script. 

Difficulties and misconceptions. This category also 

comes from the literature on teachers' knowledge, mentioned 
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by both Putnam (1987) and Shulman (1986) as a part of what 

teachers know about teaching the subject matter. That is, 

the likely difficulties students will encounter and 

misconception students m~ght hold about a particular topic 

are part of what teachers know about teaching that topic, 

and for purposes of this study, might be contained in 

Mrs. G.'s curriculum script for teaching math. By imposing 

this category as part of the interview analysis, it has 

been determined that there is sufficient evidence from the 

data to suggest another emerging pattern related to the 

content theme. 

Earlier, it was reported that Mrs. G. "cycles in and 

out" of the content in order to keep the information in 

front of the students, even if the concepts are not the 

current focus of her instruction, because "maybe they 

didn't get it the first time around" (2/27). This finding 

suggests that Mrs. G. understood that her students might 

have difficulties acquiring a concept the first time it was 

presented and her reaction is to "cycle in and out." 

She spoke, too, about where the students might 

encounter difficulty with the math facts (11/15) and that 

understanding subtraction with regrouping was hard for 

second graders to understand (2/27). In fact, she said, 

" ••• We had third graders and the other day we were doing 

some problem solving on the board and they're still making 
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the same kind of mistakes that the second graders were 

making" (2/27). She went on to say that second graders 

usually become consistent in their ability to do the 

regrouping in subtraction, but that they "hit mastery" in 

the third grade. These comments demonstrate her 

understanding not only of what the potential difficulties 

are but also when they might be overcome. The findings 

also suggest that this knowledge is accumulated from 

experiences with previous groups of second grade students 

and might be stored in her curriculum script for teaching 

math. 

Evaluation. Another theme that emerged from the 

analysis of the five interview protocols was evaluation, or 

methods Mrs. G. used for tracing her students' movement 

through the curriculum. This pattern Mrs. G. called 

"dipsticking." In three different interviews (10/31, 

12/15, and 2/27) she made reference to the ways in which 

she tracks the students' progress. One of her dipsticking 

methods was to ask the students to write her a note at the 

end of the class period telling how they felt about the 

work that they were doing. She said, 

I look and see how they are performing, and I look and 
see what they are saying. I look first to see if 
there is a match. And if there's not, say their work 
is really not at the caliber you'd want it, but yet 
they're saying, "I feel great, I feel great," well, 
it's a cover-up, for sure. (10/31) 
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Another dipsticking method she used was to "throw in a 

problem" that required the students to use what they knew 

in a different way. For example, in addition with 

regrouping early in the school year, most of the problems 

used as examples or found on the worksheets required only 

regrouping in the ones column. In order to dipstick, then, 

Mrs. G. presented a problem that required the students to 

regroup in the tens or hundreds column, in order "to see if 

they're picking up the abstraction." Third, Mrs. G. took 

grades only on certain pages, or "the first two rows, or 

whatever •• and every now and again I just decide I'm going 

to dipstick, and so I take the grade. You know, which 

probably is a more valid way than just grading everything" 

(2/27) • 

On the surface, the "dipsticking" appears to be 

evaluation of the students only, but closer examination 

reveals that Mrs. G. uses the information she gains from 

these methods to judge her own teaching performance and to 

make decisions about whether to proceed with the content or 

to go back and reteach something the students did not 

understand. She said, 

When I start looking at, umm, keeping track of my 
little checks and plusses and minuses and stuff like 
that, and beginning to look and see if I have, see if 
its real polar in a class, which that happens 
sometimes, too, as far as kids catching on to 
something. Let me verify that. Umm, if it looks too 
good to be true, let me verify that. If it looks 
really bad, we'll need to go back and probably work on 
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it in another way, and then take a dip again and see 
where we are. (2/27) 

This finding suggests that Mrs. G.'s knowledge of the 

content and of the students informed her as to when to 

"take a dip" to evaluate the students' as well as her own 

progress, suggesting yet another connection between 

elements of her curriculum script. 

Goals. Over the course of the study, Mrs. G. 

encountered a group of second grade students that did not 

meet her expectations which were based on her years of 

experience teaching second grade (10/31, 2/27). This is 

important because Mrs. G. spoke in all five interviews 

about what the second grade students should be able to do, 

and in the last four interviews about the difficulties the 

current group of second grade students was experiencing. 

Excerpts from two interviews will illustrate how Mrs. G. 

talked about this problem. 

In the first interview (8/31), Mrs. G. said, 

And from my feel of the kids in the past, I probably 
just will be cycling in and out of regrouping, place 
value, facts, numeration, clear up to the holidays. 
Then when we come back, it depends, too, on the kids, 
what their level is and how well they understand 
addition with regrouping, if we'll start at all on 
subtraction with regrouping before our break or not. 

Later in the trimester, during the second interview 

(10/31), Mrs. G. was asked about her comments in the first 

interview that she would begin subtraction with regrouping 

either just before or just after the holiday break in light 
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of the difficulties the second grade students were 

experiencing. She responded, 

See, I don't think I change the expectation though, I 
just change the route I will take to get there. So 
the expectation will stay high, because I will still 
expect the same outcome and I think it's a mistake if 
you don't. Because I may be short-changing the kids. 
So all I have to think of is a new way to engineer it. 

She went on in the same interview to explain that she 

usually progresses through the curriculum from concrete to 

connecting to abstract concepts, but because these students 

were so "entrenched in manipulatives" without having 

meaning attached to what they were doing, she decided to 

work from the ends, concrete and abstract, and work towards 

the middle. She also said, during the same interview, that 

she had tried this method with another class, reinforcing 

the notion that her curriculum script might be at least 

partially based on prior experiences and the information 

from the earlier events helped her to make decisions about 

current and future. 

An important finding from the analysis of the 

interviews was that, as can be seen in the examples 

presented, Mrs. G. rarely talked about content without also 

making reference to the students. This finding suggests 

that what Mrs. G. knows about content generally does not 

stand in isolation, apart from what she understands about 

students. The findings also suggest, once again, the 
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connections among the elements of Mrs. G.'s curriculum 

script. 

Theme 2: Students 

The second major theme that emerged from the analysis 

of the five interview protocols involved information Mrs. 

G. had about her students: the students' prior knowledge 

about the math content, how students learn, and students' 

abilities and disabilities as a group and as individuals. 

Content knowledge. In order for Mrs. G. to design 

tasks related to the concepts covered in the homeroom group 

and the second grade group, it was essential for her to 

have information about the concepts the students were 

exposed to previously. The analysis of the interview data 

suggests that in both cases, her experiences as a first and 

second grade teacher provided her with that vital 

information. For example, she said, n ••• A lot of it is 

having worked with kids, I think, and seeing what their 

potential is, some things that they can do. • • • So I 

guess a lot of it does come from experience, just how the 

kids have beenn (10/31). 

Specifically related to the group of second grade 

students she taught during the course of this study, she 

talked about the experience they had in first grade: 

I think they've been trained just to trade things. 
Particularly lim talking about regrouping now. I 
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think they've been trained to do a trick, and I mean I 
have to classify it that way at this point, without a 
real hook to a progression. • • • And I think that was 
taught as an end in first grade. I mean, that is just 
my opinion, but I really think so. So I essentially 
have to break a habit. (10/31) 

This proved to be a real problem for Mrs. G. throughout the 

first and second trimester, one that she often expressed 

frustration about (10/31, 11/15, 12/15). The following is 

an excerpt from the third interview (11/15), conducted two 

and a half months after school began: 

MG: They're not, they're an average group. A lot of 
it is a lack of exposure to things. And part of 
it is trying this idea of curriculum where you do 
everything heterogeneously. They did that last 
year in first grade. .And so as a result, many of 
the children weren't stretched, and you hate to 
say this group was a guinea pig, but in a way it 
sort of was. So we're finding that, and a lot of 
it could be they had to spend so much time on the 
concrete level that they never really got to 
connecting. 

DA: Because they had the whole group together? 

MG: That's what I think, and didn't pull kids out. 
But again, I don't know, I'm hypothesizing. But 
that would be my feel. 

DA: From what you've experienced this year? 

MG: Yes, and having taught first grade. (11/15) 

She went on to say that other teachers were having the same 

problem and also recognized that the students' level coming 

in "just doesn't match anything that we've had before" 

(11/15) • 

This finding indicates that there was not "a match" 

between what this particular group of children understood 
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about the concepts she was covering with what groups of 

children she had taught in the past understood. The 

analysis suggests that one possible r.esul t was that Mrs. G. 

might have had to search her curriculum script for 

information about past students who had exhibited similar 

problems and adjusted her procedures and strategies 

accordingly. 

Abilities. The evaluation measures administered by 

all the teachers the first week of school determined the 

placement of the students into homogeneous grade level 

groups. Of the four second grade groups, Mrs. G. taught 

the second highest group. Her homeroom group was a 

heterogeneous mix of second and third grade students. The 

data analysis of the task descriptions suggests that Mrs. 

G. thought about students' abilities as a whole group, 

particularly in light of the fact that all the students in 

both groups were given the same tasks to accomplish during 

each class session. However, the analysis of the 

interviews reveals that Mrs. G. also thought about students 

as individuals as well as members of a group. 

She spoke most often about "the little group," the 

second grade students (2/27). She talked about them trying 

anything to succeed; she said they were not less 

intelligent (than other groups) but they just had a 

different orientation; she said they were immature based on 
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behaviors like the way they sat in their seats (10/31). 

Mrs. G. said this lilittle group" was "atypical," and this 

appeared to affect her actions. For example, she talked 

about worksheets she had pulled out for them that she had 

not used yet because she did not feel like they were ready 

"to go there yet" (2/27). She also talked about meeting 

them where they were and then using their strengths to 

"flip them into what you want to do" (11/15). Her 

"intuitive feel" and "sense" of the group might explain her 

reasons for being so explicit with directions (10/31, 

12/15). Mrs. G. also recognized that when the students 

were able to explain their errors, she knew they finally 

understood the concept (2/27). Her curriculum script, 

then, seemed to provide her with the information she needed 

to interpret the behaviors and abilities of this group in 

order to plan for their instruction. 

Mrs. G. talked at length, in three of the five 

interviews, 'about individual students from both groups, 

always in connection with math and their abilities. She 

talked about three different students, one in her homeroom 

group and two from the second grade group, who were having 

trouble in their homogeneous math groups and were moved to 

other groups. She said she talked to the students and 

their parents about their comfort level and opportunities 

to be successful (10/31). Two other students were having 
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"severe home problems" and Mrs. G. talked about how their 

problems affected their school performance (11/15). She 

talked about two students in her second grade group who 

appeared not to know what was going on, another who 

understood but she saw no output, another who had problems 

last year but was not referred so she made the referral 

this year because she had the same problems, and yet 

another student who was able to talk through concepts but 

not able to put his thoughts in writing (10/31, 12/15). She 

gathered her information about the students in three ways: 

First and second, she said, "When I'm looking over the 

things that they're doing, if I can't notice what it is 

they're doing, then I'll ask them and see" (12/15). Third, 

she said she also talked to the students, parents, and 

other teachers when she needed more information. 

These findings suggest that Mrs. G. noted and stored 

information about her students that was sometimes, but not 

always, based on classroom behavior. She also acquired 

what appeared to salient information about the students 

from their parents and other teachers. This information, 

then, might have been stored in the curriculum script and 

informed her as she went about her task of teaching. 
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Theme 3: Classroom Context 

The analysis of the interview data revealed a pattern 

related to what Mrs. G. knows about her classroom as a 

context for learning. In the first interview, Mrs. G. 

talked about the arrangement of the students' desks (see 

Appendix A) in groups of five, and each group included 

three third grade students and two second grade students. 

This arrangement was originally chosen to facilitate a 

motivational game called "Honey, I Shrunk the Kids." Each 

group of desks was a team that competed with the other 

teams to move on the gameboard (to be located on the large 

chalkboard behind the horseshoe table) from the yard to the 

back porch. Team pushpins were to move according to weekly 

spelling test scores and fate cards drawn at random by the 

teacher. The color nametags on each students desk matched 

his or her team's pushpin color. (The table color names 

were also used by Mrs. G. to move students in small groups 

during transitions.) This game was not initiated during 

the course of the study, but the desks remained in the same 

places for the first two trimesters. The students were 

assigned to their seats from the first day, but in the last 

interview (2/27), Mrs. G. said that the students chose new 

seats when they returned from their holiday break. After 

they chose their own seats, she said, she "shuffled them" 

once within the table groups. 
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Also in the first interview (8/31), Mrs. G. spoke 

about the classroom schedule and the yearly schedule. Due 

to the three combination classes, she said the students 

would be moved around frequently and she and the other two 

combination class teachers wanted to be sure the schedule 

was the best for the students. She also spoke in this 

interview about setting up a schedule to have parents in 

the room, and this will be explained in more detail in the 

section on community. 

Finally, in regards to her classroom, she talked about 

making sure that the classroom was ready when the students 

arrived on the first day of school (8/31), that the 

underlying structures were in place. She said, 

If the perception is such, they don't know what my 
goal was for it to look like, and I know that, and I 
can work towards that even if it's not done. But I 
can make sure that the environment is ready. But it 
doesn't have to be. It's not the main thing. 

The analysis suggests that, from her years of experience, 

Mrs. G. knew exactly what had to be in place before the 

students arrived for the school year (desks, schedules, the 

underlying structures) but that she could continue to put 

other pieces in place once the school year had started. 

This finding appears to be consistent with the finding in 

Chapter IV that Mrs. G. put the rules and procedures in 

place from the beginning of the school year, and taken 

together suggest that information from previous years of 
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teaching, that could be contained in her curriculum script, 

guided her decisions about preparing the classroom 

"environment." 

Theme 4: community 

The fourth theme that emerged from the analysis of the 

interview data was about the community in which Mrs. G. 

worked. Two sub-themes emerged; the first concerned the 

parents of Mrs. G. 's past and current students, and the 

second concerned the school district in which Mrs. G. was 

employed. 

The analysis of the interview data suggested that what 

Mrs. G. understood about the parents in the community in 

which she worked, which includes the district and it's 

policies and guidelines, was acquired during the eleven 

years she worked there. Two patterns emerged from the 

analysis related to the parents of the students in her 

classes, one about the parents' roles in the classroom and 

the second about involving the parents in their children's 

education. 

First, the parents Mrs. G. had worked with in the past 

appeared to give her "sense" of what to expect from the 

parents she worked with currently. Mrs. G. and the other 

combination class teachers sent home a newsletter each week 

to inform the parents about what the students were studying 
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in each subject, what homework was due during the week, 

special events that week and in the near future, a quote 

for the week, and other items that would be of interest to 

the parents. In one of the newsletters early in the year, 

the teachers asked parents to volunteer to work in the 

classroom on a regular basis (i.e., Monday mornings from 9 

to 10), or for special events like holiday parties. When 

all the responses were in, each teacher made up a schedule 

which went home to all the parents in each class. Mrs. G. 

talked about what the parents might do in her classroom: 

They might work with children, say, in the writing 
process, going through editing or revision. We might 
have a parent take a couple of children over to the 
library and help them research a topic. We may have 
them, when we're making volcanoes in second grade, mix 
up the plaster of paris and help them coat their 
cones. My feeling is, I don't like to ask parents 
particularly what they want to do, but to use them 
where we need them. So it's often, anything. I 
usually don't have them in a teaching capacity. A 
reinforcement is okay, or something that I've already 
gone over the task myself, and they've usually heard 
the message, too, and I'll usually model it so they 
can see and then I'll feel free to turn it over unless 
it's a parent I've worked with and they've done it. 
But I really like to almost treat them as one of the 
students to begin with and then let them spin off. 
The kids learn from that, too. And pretty soon they 
start being able to take over some groups like that, 
too. (8/31) 

She also talked later in the same interview about the 

parents who sign up to help with the holiday parties and 

how she meets with them 

• • . because there are just specific things that we 
like to have happen at certain parties. For example, 
in celebrating the state birthday, she wanted the 
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students to make the cake in the shape of the state, 
frost the regions, and put a candle where the capital 
is located. 

Because the teachers asked for money every year from every 

child to pay for the parties, she said, " ••• We really 

want a party that engages the children in something that 

they're doing (content-related)" (8/31). This pattern is 

consistent with a pattern reported earlier that suggested 

that Mrs. G. maintained control over all classroom events, 

even those that involved the parents. 

The second pattern related to parents reveals 

Mrs. G.'s efforts to have the parents involved in their 

children's education. First, Mrs. G. sent home a page, 

with the second grade students, which she made up that 

contained all the fact families that contained the number 

seven. She did this to encourage the students to practice 

with their families because they needed the drill and she 

didn't "think that it would be the most exciting thing to 

do for an hour every day" (11/15). She wanted the parents 

to see where the children were having problems so they 

would understand why she was asking them to help with the 

facts as homework. She said, 

• It's a meaning base, too, for the parents as 
well as the kids. So I think it was time to, you 
know, to do that to push it and be very direct. So it 
takes some ownership, and I don't think it's only my 
job. I think it's their job and the kids' job, too. 
I don't think it's only mine. (11/15) 
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Second, on one occasion Mrs. G. sat down with the 

second grade group and went over one of the timed tests 

they took. She talked with them about how she had marked 

them, why certain problems were circled, what some of the 

comments she wrote meant, and that this paper was going 

home. What appeared on the surface to be a motivational 

speech, turned out to contain a "hidden agenda." Mrs. G. 

said, 

I'm rehearsing it, because when their parents see 
that, the first thing they're going to say is, 'Wow! 
Why would your teacher write this?' So I'm also 
rehearsing their answer. I mean you have to look at 
the parent end of it all the time and how the parents 
are going to react. So I fully expect to get some 
calls, but I don't want the kids to go home and not 
know what to say. So in effect I prepped them, you 
know, that may be devious, but I did. (11/15) 

This finding suggests that Mrs. G. held information 

about parents which guided her to prepare stUdents for 

likely questions about this particular set of papers. The 

curriculum script, then, seems to have enabled her to 

predict what the parents' response would be to the comments 

she made which in turn helped her in deciding how to 

approach the situation with the students. 

Mrs. G. had worked in the district long enough to 

understand the district's guideline and policies, and the 

district was not unusual in that it provided the teachers 

with a set of objectives and guidelines for teaching 

content to stUdents. What may be unusual in this case, 
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however, was that Mrs. G. reported in the fourth interview 

(12/15) that the curriculum was written by the teachers 

with help from the administrator, that the teachers were 

expected to meet the listed objectives, but that the 

curriculum document was meant as a guide (Mrs. G. said she 

uses it as a "road map" 12/15) and did not restrict the 

teachers or students as to when the objectives must be met 

and it did not keep teachers from moving students forward 

when they are ready. She said the district guide was "an 

instrument in response to what the kids need" (12/15), and 

that she was "less concerned about that (the guide) than I 

am about getting through to (the students)" (10/31). 

Further, when the guide for math came out it was written by 

"units and time frames," and, as reported earlier, the 

teachers found that it wasn't a functional set-up, so the 

district gave the teachers the curriculum guide in a large 

binder and the "freedom" to organize it as they chose. 

Mrs. G. reported in the first interview that the teachers 

then organized the guide so that the curriculum went from 

concrete to connecting to abstract at every grade level and 

was less restrictive in the time frame aspect, an approach 

they felt was more in line with the way children learn 

(8/31). Mrs. G.'s understanding of students, then, seemed 

to guide her organization of the district curriculum and 

then the objectives and guidelines appeared to become part 



of her curriculum script, informing her decisions about 

math instruction. 
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Summary. The analysis and findings from the interview 

data reported here resulted in a number of propositions 

about Mrs. G.IS classroom knowledge. They are: 

1. There appear to be connections between the 

elements of Mrs. G.IS curriculum script, particularly 

between information on the content and information on the 

students. 

2. The curriculum script appears to be based, in 

part, on classroom events Mrs. G. experienced during her 

eleven years of teaching. 

3. The curriculum script appears to have aided Mrs. 

G. when she made decisions about the teaching and learning 

in her classroom. 

4. There appear to have been influences from within 

the classroom on Mrs. G. IS curriculum script that affected 

the decisions she made and the actions she took. 

5. There appear to have been influences from outside 

the classroom on Mrs. G. IS curriculum script that affected 

the decisions she made and the actions she took. 

Summary of Analysis and Findings 

In this section, finding have been reported from the 

analysis of the daily task descriptions, from the analysis 
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of the letters sent to Mrs. G. in advance of the 

interviews, and from the analysis of the interview 

protocols. These findings, in conjunction with the 

findings from Chapter IV, have broadly defined the content 

of Mrs. G.'s curriculum script for teaching mathematics. 

The findings have also suggested how the curriculum script 

enables Mrs. G. to go about her task of teaching; that is, 

they suggest the functions of the curriculum script. And 

finally, the findings reported have also suggested that 

there may be influences, both inside and outside the 

classroom, which affect Mrs. G.'s decision-making process. 

The next section will combine the findings reported 

above with the findings reported in Chapter IV to present 

the content of Mrs. G.'s curriculum script, as well as the 

functions of and influences on her curriculum script. 

Part 2: Mrs. G.'S Curriculum script 

In this section of the chapter, the findings that have 

been reported thus far in this chapter and in Chapter IV 

will be synthesized to present what the analysis has 

suggested as the content of Mrs. G.'s curriculum script. 

Additionally, as suggested by the analysis, the curriculum 

script appeared to have enabled Mrs. G. as she accomplished 

her task of teaching, and these findings will be reported 

in second section as the functions of the curriculum 
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script. Finally, patterns that emerged from the analysis 

that did not appear to be part of the content or functions 

of the curriculum script, but were too substantial to 

ignore, are reported in the third section as the influences 

on Mrs. G.'s curriculum script. Findings from all three 

sections will then be used to construct the model of the 

curriculum script presented in the final part of this 

chapter. 

The Content of Mrs. G.'s curriculum script 

In order to present the content of Mrs. G.'s 

curriculum script, the findings from Chapter IV and the 

findings from the first part of this chapter were examined 

to determine the focus of each finding. For example, one 

of the propositions from the section which reported the 

analysis and findings from the interview data is: There 

appear to be connections between the elements of Mrs. G.'s 

curriculum script, particularly between information on the 

content and information on the students. The foci of this 

proposition are content and students and they became part 

of the list of categories from the findings. The 

categories were then subjected to a taxonomic analysis 

(Spradley, 1980) which will be used in this section to 

present the content of Mrs. G.'s curriculum script. 
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The taxonomic analysis revealed that the categories 

could be sorted into four broad concepts which matched the 

themes from the interview analysis: content, students, 

classroom contexts, and community. These will be referred 

to now as the major "slots" of Mrs. G.'s curriculum script 

(see Figure 3). The categories that were sorted to suggest 

these four broad concepts will be referred to now as the 

"sub-slots" of Mrs. G.'s curriculum script. Each major 

slot and its corresponding sub-slots will be presented 

next. 

Content (see Figure 4) 

Students (see Figure 5) 

CURRICULUM SCRIPT 

Classroom Context (see Figure 6) 

community (see Figure 7) 

Figure 3. Major Slots in Mrs. G.'s Curriculum Script 

Content 

The first major slot to be described in Mrs. G.'s 

curriculum script is Content. The purpose of this study 

was to observe in Mrs. G.'s classroom and interview her in 

order to discover her curriculum script for teaching 
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mathematics to one homogeneous group of second grade 

students and one heterogeneous group of both second and 

third grade students. Previously reported findings from 

the analysis have suggested that there were some 

differences in the ways she taught each group. However, 

there were also a number of similarities. The differences 

and similarities will be highlighted throughout the 

discussion of the content of the SUb-slots related to the 

major slot called content. The sub-slots to be presented 

are concepts, materials, ~xamples and strateqies, 

evaluation and accountability, activity orqanization, 

difficulties and misconceptions, and qoals (see Figure 4). 

concepts. There were differences between the two math 

groups in the concepts that were taught. As reported in 

the charts in Chapter IV and in the section above on 

concepts, the concepts covered by the second grade group 

included basic addition and subtraction facts to ten, 

addition and subtraction with regrouping, place value, and 

numeration. The concepts covered with the homeroom group 

were included in three units on pattern, logic problems, 

and geometry. Mrs. G. had information about these concepts 

and also about those the students had encountered in the 

past and would encounter in the future. 

Materials and products. No differences between groups 

in types of materials used were revealed by the analysis. 
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Rather, it was clear that Mrs. G. relied heavily on 

commercially produced worksheets for both groups. 

Additionally, she had access to and used a wide variety of 

manipulatives for representing different content. These 

included base 10 blocks, unifix cubes, pattern blocks, 

tangrams, geoboards and bands, and natural materials such 

as beans, noodles, and rice. There were always enough 

materials for each student to have what s/he needed to 

accomplish the task. 

Not surprisingly, the most frequently observed 

products generated by the students were sets of answers on 

commercially produced worksheets, followed by sets of 

answers to problems the students copied from the board to 

plain white paper. 

Examples and strategies. Examples and strategies were 

also termed instructional strategies in the analysis and 

findings from task descriptions. They are included here 

under one term, again to offer some continuity with the 

terms used in the literature. The analysis suggested that 

Mrs. G. used a wide variety of examples and strategies to 

introduce and maintain activities, but she most often 

presented problem samples on the chalkboard or with the 

overhead projector in order to facilitate instruction with 

the whole group. Another strategy she used frequently was 

repeating the instructions that had been given in previous 
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lessons, and had the students repeat the instructions or 

she questioned them about the instructions. She also used 

oral and visual examples on a number of occasions. Again, 

the analysis revealed similar use of examples and 

strategies across the two groups. 

Evaluation and accountability. Clear patterns of 

informal evaluation emerged from the data analysis. First, 

Mrs. G. engaged in what she called "dipsticking." There 

were three ways she did this: (a) by asking the students 

to write notes about how they were feeling about the work; 

(b) by using an example that required the students to 

extend the concept they were covering; and (c) by taking 

grades from only a portion of an occasional worksheet. 

Another method of informal evaluation she used was to move 

around the room, looking over the students' shoulders as 

they worked. 

As reported earlier, the accountability system was 

difficult to locate in Mrs. G.'s classroom, possibly 

because it was implicit and not publicly acknowledged by 

the teacher or the students. However, a system did exist 

in which the students submitted their work for evaluation 

on a regular basis (i.e., in the folders for the second 

grade group) • 

Activity organization. A major difference between the 

two math groups was revealed by the analysis. For the 
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majority of the activities in the second grade group, 

students worked individually at their desks. On only a few 

occasions did the second grade students engage in small 

group activities, and even then they generated their own 

work or products. 

CONTENT 

commercial 
MaterialS~ 

teacher-made 

~~~ ____ -------------------Examples and strategies 

Evaluation & Accountability 

. groups 
organization ---------

6~individuals 

Difficulties and Misconceptions 

Figure 4. Sub-slots of the Content Slot 

In contrast, the majority of activities observed with 

the homeroom group included small group structure. 

Additionally, this group of students was often given the 

opportunity to choose partners or groups, an opportunity 

not afforded the second grade students. 

Difficulties and misconceptions. This category has 

been used in the literature to suggest that part of what 
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Difficulties and misconceptions. This category has 

been used in the literature to suggest that part of what 

teachers know about the content is where their students' 

will encounter difficulties and what misconceptions the 

students might bring to instruction. The category was 

imposed on the data for this study and revealed that Mrs. 

G. had this information. Not only did she understand where 

the students would have problems, but she also seemed to 

understand when the difficulties might be overcome. For 

example, Mrs. G. said that in her experience second grade 

students typically had trouble when they encountered 

subtraction with regrouping (2/27). One of the ways she 

approached this difficulty was reported earlier through her 

description of "cycling in and out," in which she presented 

the content to the students over and over again. Another 

way she approached this difficulty was by using a variety 

of activities and tasks to represent the content to the 

students. These two approaches offered the students 

multiple opportunities to encounter the content and 

multiple representations of the concept in case the 

students "didn't get it the first time around." 

When Mrs. G. encountered misconceptions, she used the 

information from the students as a demonstration showing 

how students arrived at the wrong answer, thus exposing the 

misconception and at the same time modelling error analysis 
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for the students. When the students were able to identify 

their mistakes, Mrs. G. said she knew they understood the 

concepts. The most common misconception exhibited by the 

students in the second grade group had to do with what Mrs. 

G. called "over the hill subtraction." In this process, 

students always subtracted the smaller number from the 

larger number, even if the smaller number was on top in the 

problem. 

For example, in the following problem the student arrives 

at the wrong answer by using "over the hill subtraction:" 

63 

-29 

46 

Mrs. G. called this "over the hill subtraction" because the 

students subtracted up the right side of the problem, over 

the top, and down the left side of the problem. When she 

put an example on the board to show the students, she drew 

the line up the right side, over the top, and down the left 

side, which, when finished looked like a hill. Whenever a 

student gave an answer in class that suggested "over the 

hill subtraction," Mrs. G. wrote the problem on the board 

and showed the class how the student arrived at the answer. 

She used these occasions, then, to stress the proper 

procedure of always subtracting the bottom number from the 

top number. If the top number was the smaller of the two, 
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then the procedure calls for borrowing from the next column 

to the left. This Mrs. G. called "tens busting," because 

one group of ten had to be "busted" and added to the ones 

in order to proceed. In both cases, Mrs. G. used fun or 

familiar language to help the students remember the 

procedure. 

Goals. The goals suggested by the tasks and reported 

by Mrs. G. could be sorted into three categories: 

cognitive, behavioral, and teacher-related. Anyone task 

design could potentially contain all three types of goals. 

The cognitive goals were usually related to the content or 

reflected her overall goal of encouraging the students to 

be "thinking individuals." The behavioral goals generally 

were associated with the group activities and, for example, 

required the s'tudents to learn to work with others. The 

teacher-related goals usually involved some type of 

evaluation. 

students 

The second major slot that emerged from both the 

interview and taxonomic analyses is about the students. 

The categories that are the sub-slots which make up this 

slot are difficulties and misconceptions (reported above), 

content knowledge, learning, abilities and disabilities, 

cognitive operations, prior knowledge and experiences (see 
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Figure 5). These categories were lifted from the findings 

reported in Chapter IV as well as in earlier sections of 

this chapter. 

content knowledge. As reported above, Mrs. G. had 

information about the concepts students had been exposed to 

in the past. This information came not only from her years 

of teaching both first and second grades, but also from her 

knowledge of the district curriculum guide and from 

conversations with other teachers. Chapter IV provided an 

account of the extensive evaluation during the first week 

which yielded this information for Mrs. G. and the other 

teachers. 

Learning. The kinds of examples and strategies 

Mrs. G. employed along with her use of step-by-step 

directions seemed to provide a window to what Mrs. G. 

understands about how students learn math. Her use of a 

wide variety of strategies suggests that she was able to 

represent the content in many ways for the students which 

gave them the opportunity to grasp a concept. Also, her 

pattern of "cycling in and out" with the content was a 

clear reflection of her notion that the second grade 

students needed to have information "flowing in front of 

them" often, in the event they did not understand a concept 

the first or second time it was presented. 
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Abilities and disabilities. It was apparent from the 

analysis of the interview data that Mrs. G. wanted to 

provide opportunities for students. This is demonstrated 

in the homogeneous grouping of the students and the 

practice of moving students from group to group as they 

exhibited the need to be moved in their abilities or 

disabilities. Several students were moved in and out of 

her second grade group during the course of this study, 

some early in the year because they had been misplaced, 

others later in the year because they had missed school or 

because they could not keep up with the pace of 

instruction. 

Mrs. G. also referred to abilities and disabilities of 

the students as a group, which is demonstrated by her 

seeming preoccupation during the interviews with the 

"little group" of second grade students. She also talked 

about the abilities of her homeroom students as a group. 

The data analysis supports this finding in that all the 

students in both groups were given the same tasks to 

accomplish at the same time. 

Cognitive operations. Differences between the two 

math groups appeared in that the tasks designed for the 

second grade group typically required recall, or memory, 

type cognitions, and the tasks encountered by the homeroom 

group generally required comprehension level cognitions. 
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Part of this difference can be attributed to the 

differences in concepts covered with the two groups. As 

reported earlier, another possible reason for this 

difference is that Mrs. G. planned alone for the second 

grade group and had specific objectives to meet according 

to the district guidelines, while she planned with the 

other two combination class teachers for her homeroom group 

and the objectives for this group were less specific 

because of the combination of the two grade levels. 

Difficulties and Misconceptions 

content Knowledge 

Learning 

STUDENTS~~~~ ________ __ 
Abilities & Disabilities 

Cognitive Operations 

Knowledge and Experiences 

Figure 5. Sub-slots of the Students Slot 

Prior knowledge and experiences. Mrs. G.IS 

understanding of the community in which she worked provided 

her with information about the kinds of experiences 

students who live in the district usually encounter. This 

information comes from her past experiences teaching in the 
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district, conversations with parents and other teachers, 

and stories from the students themselves. This information 

is then accessed in combination with other information 

Mrs. G. holds about students to make classroom decisions. 

Classroom Context 

The data analysis strongly suggests that Mrs. G. has 

information based on her 11 years of teaching about 

classrooms as contexts for teaching and learning. In 

particular, the sub-slots included here are: rules and 

procedures, time, and management (see Figure 6). 

CLASSROOM CONTEXT 

Rules and Procedures 

< schedules 
Time 

transitions 

< monitoring 
Management 

counting 

Figure 6. Sub-slots of the Classroom Context Slot 

Procedures and rules. The powerful patterns that 

emerged throughout Chapter IV suggested that Mrs. G. had 

information from past teaching experiences that led her to 

introduce, model, and practice with the students the rules 

and procedures during the first week of school. The 

procedures quickly became routines; the rules were 
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enforced early and consistently. There was little room for 

doubt on the students' parts as to what was expected of 

them in Mrs. G.'s classroom. 

Time. Two themes emerged in this category. The first 

is that, because of the different groupings of the students 

for several subjects across the combination classes and 

other second and third grade classes, the daily and weekly 

scheduling tasks might have been insurmountable. However, 

the experiences Mrs. G. had in the past with time schedules 

allowed her to make decisions, with the other teachers, 

that resulted in schedules she said worked best for the 

students. Even though the schedules were quite confusing, 

as reported in Chapter IV, Mrs. G. also said that the 

students would catch on quickly, which ties in with her 

understanding of her students' abilities. 

The other theme that emerged in this sub-slot was time 

within and between activities. The detailed report of the 

first four days of school presented in Chapter IV depicted 

Mrs. G.'s adherence to the daily schedule; indeed, she 

often reviewed the schedule with the students to promote 

adherence and lessen confusion among the students. In 

part, this was necessitated by the collaboration with the 

other two combination classes. Second, as portrayed in 

Chapter IV, the transitions within and between activities 

were quick and smooth, leaving students little room to 
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deviate from the program or to engage in non-task-related 

behaviors. 

Management. Two major management techniques were used 

by Mrs. G. which suggest what she knows about classrooms. 

First, Mrs. G. was in constant motion around her classroom 

during activities. As reported, one function of this 

monitoring behavior on her part was to gather informal 

evaluative information. The second function appeared to be 

the demonstration of a physical presence that encouraged 

the students to stay on task or to return to the task if 

students strayed. This technique cut across grade level 

and content. 

The second management technique, which also cut across 

grade level and content, was that of counting to five 

before writing each letter of the word QUIET on the 

chalkboard. This technique suggests that Mrs. G. 

understood that she needed all the students' attention in 

order to proceed with instruction. This technique 

potentially eliminated the students' need to have 

instruction or directions repeated. 

community 

The data analysis suggested that Mrs. G. had 

information about the community in which she worked. It 

appeared that she took this information into account as she 
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planned and helped to enact tasks in her classroom. In 

addition to the two sub-slots that will be presented here, 

parents and school district (see Figure 7), as reported 

earlier in the sub-slot on students' prior knowledge and 

experiences, Mrs. G. had information about students based 

on the community in which they lived. 

Parents. The data analysis suggested that Mrs. G. had 

information about the parents of her students which came 

from her past teaching experience as well as from 

conversations with and notes from the parents of her 

current students. The fact that Mrs. G. used this 

information in her teaching was demonstrated by the use of 

examples from both the classroom observations and the 

interviews. Additionally, Mrs. G. involved the parents in 

two ways: by sending home work for students to do with 

their parents and families, and by encouraging and having 

parents volunteer in the classroom. 

District. Mrs. G. taught all of her 11 years in the 

same school district. This suggests that she had 

accumulated information regarding district curriculum 

guides and policies over the course of those years as she 

was involved in committee work and as she taught the 

suggested curriculum. She reported that she was given the 

opportunity to participate in the curriculum decision

making processes as well as opportunities to attend 
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workshops and seminars that she said enriched her knowledge 

base for teaching. She also reported many conversations 

not only with the principal and teachers in the school 

where she taught, but also she had conversations with other 

teachers across the district. This information, too, has 

been demonstrated to be a part of Mrs. G.'s classroom 

knowledge. 

Parents 

COMMUNITY 

District 

Figure 7. Sub-slots of the Community Slot 

Summary 

This section of the chapter reported the content of 

Mrs. G.'s curriculum script as major slots and 

corresponding sub-slots. The slots and sub-slots were 

identified by using a taxonomic analysis of the findings 

presented in Chapter IV and earlier in this chapter. The 

presentation of the content of Mrs.'G.'s curriculum script 

is consistent with findings reported throughout this 

document that there are connections between and among the 

elements of the curriculum script, suggesting that pieces 

of what Mrs. G. understands about her task of teaching do 

not stand in isolation. The combination of elements 
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enabled Mrs. G. to participate in classroom events through 

the functions of the curriculum script. 

The Functions of Mrs. G.IS Curriculum script 

In the work on event knowledge, Nelson (1986) 

portrayed the functions of scripts as (a) the prediction of 

action and interaction; (b) support for the interpretation 

of discourse, action, and task demands; (c) organization of 

memory; and (d) development of plans. The information that 

is stored in the knowledge representation level of the 

script (Mandler, 1984) supports these functions. The 

content of Mrs. G.IS curriculum script, stored as 

information in the knowledge representation level rather 

than at the action level of the script, has been defined 

and described in the preceding section. This purpose of 

this section is to define and illustrate the functions of 

Mrs. G.IS curriculum script as suggested not only by the 

cognitive science literature, but also by the analysis of 

the available data sources. This analysis was initiated to 

determine whether the functions identified in the cognitive 

science literature were appropriate for describing what a 

teacher knows about teaching. The functions identified 

through the analysis that seem to account for how the 

curriculum script enables Mrs. G. are: (a) planning, 

(b) prediction, (c) interpretation, and (d) reflection. 
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Each function will be illustrated with examples extracted 

from the data. 

Planning. The analysis of the data suggests that 

Mrs. G. engaged in the types of planning reported in the 

literature on teacher planning (Clark and Yinger, 1979). 

During interviews, she spoke specifically of daily 

planning, unit planning, semester/trimester planning, and 

yearly planning. Examples of each follow. 

Daily planning. Mrs. G. was asked during the last 

interview (2/27) to explain the absence of written plans in 

her plan book for the second grade math group. (Plans for 

her homeroom math group were typically written for Monday 

and Friday, possibly because she planned with Ms. C. and 

Mrs. A. for that group each week.) She responded: 

I think it comes a point in the year where you simply 
react to what the kids are doing, and you almost need 
to have the prior day's lesson. And I couldn't 
predict probably what I would be doing, although in my 
mind I still have a road map where I need to go. But, 
day by day, I really don't. So much depends on what 
happens that one day. For the beginning of, in 
January, almost every night or every other day that 
we'd have math, I took home little quizzes and papers 
that we had done and I charted all of their scores of 
how they did just on regrouping. I just have one 
sheet there. So I would get a trend for how the class 
is going. So I would come in, and I would think, "All 
right now." You know sometimes I hadn't solidified it 
in my mind what activity I want to do, but I knew what 
I wanted to get at, and I'm the type of person that 
things don't often come to me just like that. I have 
to let them kind of percolate through my head. . . . 
So often during the morning when I'm doing reading and 
all that kind of stuff, in my mind, I'm really 
thinking, "Well, let's see. I need to get at this. 
But what should I do?" And it happened, too, that we 
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would have other teachers come in, or I'd ask them. 
Umm, one teacher came in and said, "Well, we're doing 
chips trading." It was like, "Chips trading! That's 
what I need to use, is that manipulative, I need to 
use the chips." A different way to look at the same 
problem, or whatever, and then I would be on a roll 
for a while. And.then I would want to look back at my 
data and see, "How are they doing? Where is it we 
need to focus? Can we do on to another level?" Umm, 
so a lot of it is day to day, and then I begin to 
think, "Well, I need to start inserting these things." 
That is then that I have to sit down and look at 
things a little more, but then I can go for a while 
again. (2/27) 

In this excerpt, we see Mrs. G. contemplating the content 

(regrouping), the students, classroom (time in terms of 

meeting goals), and outside influences (other teachers). 

She went on: 

• A lot of it is, I do walk in, and I really don't 
know sometimes what I'm going to do when I enter. I 
really don't. I have my stand-by things that I need 
to do. I know we need to practice on some things, so 
we'll hit that, and sometimes I'll just be planning 
right when I'm going, right in the middle of class. I 
really am, and I would guess that a lot of people are 
like that, too. Other times, I know. I already have 
in my mind exactly what I'd like to accomplish on 
certain dates. (2/27) 

This finding suggests that what enables Mrs. G. to "be 

planning right when I'm going, right in the middle of 

class," is her well-developed curriculum script, acquired 

through years of teaching experience. The script enables 

her to use information obtained from previous classroom 

events to plan for future lessons based on encounters with 

similar events from her past teaching experiences. 
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unit planning. As reported earlier, Mrs. G. planned 

with the other two combination class teachers for their 

homeroom group math. The three units covered during the 

study were pattern, logic problems, and geometry. Earlier 

analysis also suggested a difference in the use of units 

between the two math groups taught by Mrs. G. This 

difference is explained further here. 

During the first interview (8/31), Mrs. G. said that 

she did not think teaching by "units" was the best way for 

second graders to learn math. Even the district curriculum 

guide was originally written in "units and time frames." 

However, when the teachers were given the freedom to 

organize their handbooks, they chose to do what Mrs. G. 

called "cycling in and out." She said: 

I plan to start in basic facts and starting very 
concretely with cuisenaire rods and all that kind of 
thing. And working through that and then looking for 
patterns in the number itself. Then what you'll find 
we'll do after a while is we'll drop it. So when 
you're talking about the concept of unit, you'll see 
me cycling in and out of things, not necessarily just 
all facts for a month or something, but rather we'll 
drop it because I think it gets overkill. (8/31) 

This finding supports the previous finding that a 

difference existed in the ways Mrs. G. taught her two math 

groups, which necessitated a difference in her planning. 

Her curriculum script enabled her to make choices which 

reflected the information she had about the content and 
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students and whether or not to use units as an organizing 

factor for each group of students. 

semester/trimester planning. The year in which this 

study was conducted was the first year the school where 

Mrs. G. taught went from semesters to trimesters. This 

seems to account for her use of both terms as she talked 

about planning. The information contained in her 

curriculum script allowed her to plan ahead for the time 

period from the beginning of school through the holiday 

break, because it was based on what she had experienced as 

a second grade teacher for six years prior to this study. 

She said: 

And from my feel of th~ kids in the past, I probably 
just will be cycling in and out of regrouping, place 
value, facts, numeration, clear up to the holidays. 
Then when we come back, it depends, too, on the kids, 
what their level is and how well they understand 
addition regrouping, if we'll start at all on 
subtraction regrouping before break or not. • • • So 
that's kind of what you'll see through the first half 
of the year. (8/31) 

Yearly planning. Unfortunately, Mrs. G. did not 

mention the units that would be covered with the homeroom 

group after the holiday break. But in the first interview, 

before the first day of school, Mrs. G. went into some 

detail about the content that would be covered with her 

second grade group over the course of the school year: 

And then when we come back from the break in January, 
cause you'll be here through the semester, I think 
what we start with next is fractions. I believe 
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(8/31) 
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Mrs. G. did not have a curriculum guide or any other 

materials in front of her as she talked. The information 

she shared came from her knowledge of the second grade 

curriculum after having taught second grade for six years. 

These findings suggest that Mrs. G.'s curriculum script 

provided information about content· and stUdents as she 

talked about all four types of planning and enabled her to 

plan instruction for the day, the unit, the semester, and 

the year. 

Prediction 

Analysis of the data suggests that it was the 

combination of information stored in Mrs. G.'s curriculum 

script, which was partly based on repeated experiences in 

classroom events, that enabled her to predict the likely 

sequence of actions within an event and also what the 

outcome of the event might be as a result of her decisions 

related to task design and activity choices. The findings 

also suggest that the curriculum script allowed her to 

predict students' progress with respect to some particular 

content over the course of a school year. 

When Mrs. G. talked during interviews about using 

cooperative groups with the second graders, she was 

concerned about their attitude that if they worked together 
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someone would steal their work. She predicted that if she 

tried to use groups, it wouldn't be very successful, unless 

the groups were very highly structured. She said, "And so 

it wouldn't work well in cooperative groups, I don't think. 

I mean I can structure it so heavily, but then I'd always 

be putting out fires, I think" (10/31). Her curriculum 

script enabled her to predict, in this case, that the 

likely outcome of using this particular activity 

organization with this particular group of children would 

not be successful until they had practiced, similar to the 

practice she did with her students in order to install 

procedures and rules at the beginning of the year. 

with respect to specific content, such as regrouping 

and math facts, it appeared that Mrs. G.'s curriculum 

script enabled her to predict the probable time when 

students would achieve certain goals. She talked about the 

second grade group being "solid" with regrouping: 

If things go how I would like them to, I would say 
that they would be pretty facile, umm, I would say by 
the end of February, beginning of March, that they 
would be able to work pretty confidently. I would say 
so, so we'll see. (11/15) 

She also talked in the last interview about the second 

grade group's timed test scores. It seemed her curriculum 

script allowed her to predict what she would "expect to 

see." She said that when the school operated on quarters, 

she would be pushing the students to have 90 addition 
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quarter. "This is what I expect to see. I really would 

have liked to since we're on trimesters that with 
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addition, that we didn't have any children below 90" 

(2/27). In fact, when she shared the chart which depicted 

the students and their average scores for the addition 

timed tests, only 2 students were under the score of 90 for 

the second trimester, when there were 15 under 90 at the 

end of the first trimester. 

In these special but instructive illustrations, 

Mrs. G.'s curriculum script seems to have provided her with 

information about content, students, and classrooms which 

enabled her to make predictions grounded in her past 

experiences with the same content and different groups of 

students. In two of the examples presented above, the 

predictions made by Mrs. G. used information about both 

content and students, suggesting again that content, at 

least in this classroom, does not stand in isolation, 

either from students or prior events. 

Interpretation 

Analysis of the available data suggests that her 

curriculum script enabled Mrs. G. to engage in two types of 

interpretation. First, as the events we~e occurring, she 

took cues from the students (behavioral and verbal) to 
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guide her subsequent actions and decisions about where to 

go during the class session. Second, she interpreted the 

students' written work to inform her decisions about 

whether to continue, proceed, or reteach the content. The 

information in her curriculum script about students and 

events she encountered in the past helped her to interpret 

the current situation. Examples are provided to illustrate 

these patterns. 

When Mrs. G. was asked in the first interview how she 

decided, in her cycling in and out, whether to stay with a 

topic or leave it to go on to another, she said, 

It's just like a feel that you get with the way 
they're responding. Sometimes it's a frustration, 
maybe. If they're terribly frustrated I think it's 
better just not to say anything else about it and just 
let it go. Maybe that's it. If they're doing okay, 
say "Let's just leave this for a bit, we'll come 
back." Maybe it's because they enjoy it. That could 
be. (8/31) 

She also talked in the last interview about another 

type of interpretation: how she knew the students were 

understanding a concept. One way she knew the students 

understood was when they were able to make connections with 

other math topics. She said, 

• • • And you can tell that they've understood it when 
we deal with, umm, addition and subtraction with 
larger numbers, that all of a sudden they go, "Oh, 
yeah!," particularly if they see all three numbers (in 
the fact family). They've been able to talk in other 
content areas, the ones that we have, "Oh, this is 
like addition and subtraction," you know, it works 
together like that. So I know that they are 
understanding the concept behind it. (2/27) 
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Another way Mrs. G. interpreted the students 

understanding was when they were able to identify their 

mistakes. In talking about the second grade group and 

their understanding the regrouping concept during the last 

interview (2/27), Mrs. G. said that she thought it was 

"pretty sophisticated for them" and while the second 

graders probably wouldn't master regrouping, they could 
• get it where they are pretty consistent. I think in 
third is where they really hit mastery. I don't think it's 
in second, but where you would get it 80 to 90 per cent of 
the time where they are right, and they can look at their 
problems and say, "Oh, I made a regrouping error," or it 
was a fact mistake. But they can analyze their errors. 
(2/27) 

Mrs. G. modelled error analysis during class sessions 

when a student gave an incorrect answer. She would accept 

all answers and then show the students what might have been 

done algorithmically to arrive at the incorrect answers, 

pointing out mistakes such as "over the hill" subtraction. 

This finding suggests that she first practiced with the 

students an analytical skill that, when they were able to 

exhibit that skill, she could use it to interpret the 

students' comprehension of the concepts being covered. 

Second, Mrs. G. used several techniques to gather 

evaluative information from the students which allowed her 

to interpret their progress. One technique she used was to 

give the students a worksheet when they came into the room, 

watch the time, and then take the work that was done in 

that amount of time. She said in the last interview, 
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"I've done that a couple of times where I, things have to 

be done within a certain time period, you know, I'm going 

to take what you have then. That's good information, too, 

to see speed II (2/27). Another technique she used with the 

second grade group to gather information that allowed her 

to interpret their progress, was to ask them to write a 

note to her describing how they were feeling about what 

they were doing. Mrs. G. used these (as noted in the 

section on evaluation above) to look for a match between 

what they were doing and what they said they were feeling. 

She talked briefly about this technique in the second 

interview, 

Cause otherwise, I mean you can see just from that it 
really isn't a planned thing on my part. It may even 
be that there is a minute or two left so "What can we 
do in that time?" I mean, it really was not planned 
but it sure has given me good information, plus it's 
helped me to keep a good dipstick on where they are 
emotionally. (10/31) 

A third technique Mrs. G. used to gather information 

for interpretation was the follow-up to the technique just 

described of having the students write to her. She said, 

" ••• when I'm looking over the things that they're doing, if 

I can't notice what it is they're doing, then I'll ask them 

and see II (12/15). It appears that Mrs. G. trusted that 

what the students told her was an accurate representation 

of their thinking and feelings, and her years of experience 

allowed her to interpret that information in useful ways, 
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such as making matches between what the students wrote and 

what they can do in class. 

It appears, then, that combinations of information 

contained in Mrs. G.' s curriculum script enabled he'r to 

interpret students' actions: behavioral, verbal, and 

written. Her interpretation then seemed to guide her 

decisions about what course to pursue in terms of designing 

tasks and activities in a particular content area and with 

a particular group of students. This finding suggests, 

again, that this teacher's knowledge is "particularistic" 

(Carter, 1990), and at the same time acquired over eleven 

years of teaching experience with different groups of 

children. 

Reflection 

While the literature from the field of cognitive 

science does not include reflection as one of the functions 

of one's script, information that led to this pattern 

continued to surface throughout the data analysis. 

Evidence for this pattern will be presented next. 

The data analysis suggests that Mrs. G.'s curriculum 

script, as an accumulation of information about teaching 

math, supported her reflection about classroom events and 

the students she encountered in those events. It is should 

be apparent from the previous discussion of Mrs. G.'s 
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curriculum script that she talked about her second grade 

math group quite often during this time period. Her verbal 

reflections seemed to indicate her frustration with the 

students' abilities, with the experiences they did or did 

not have in first grade, with their immaturity. She said 

in the second and third interviews (10/31, 11/15) that she 

was doing things with this group of students that she 

either had not done before or that she had done with first 

graders. She compared this group of students to other 

groups she had in previous years in order to figure out 

what techniques to use with them how to get to them to the 

same place as past groups (she did not want to change her 

expectations) which was subtraction with regrouping before 

the holidays and no students with scores of less than 90 on 

facts tests by the end of the second trimester (10/31, 

11/15, 2/27). She also talked in the second interview 

(11/15) about how she could use their strengths to overcome 

their weaknesses. She seemed disappointed in the things 

she had to change in her own behavior, like making threats 

or setting ultimatums in order to motivate the students to 

do their work (12/15), a feeling she said she shared with 

at least one other teacher. She said in the same interview 

she would rather have the students in control of their own 

motivational processes. 
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The result of these reflections became apparent in her 

approach to the content, that is, working from the ends 

(concrete and abstract) to the middle (connecting) rather 

than the approach she said (11/15) she typically used, the 

approach she and the other teachers had constructed with 

the district curriculum guide, of moving from concrete to 

connecting to abstract. Another result of her reflections 

became apparent in her demands that the students complete 

the work in their folders or stay in at break to do so 

(12/15). A result of her reflections became apparent in 

her attempts to involve the parents in working with the 

students on their math facts by sending home study sheets, 

something she said she had not done with previous groups of 

students (12/15, 2/27). 

These findings suggest that Mrs. G.'s curriculum 

script subsidized her reflection by providing information 

that would allow her to make the changes necessary to "meet 

the students where they were" and proceed with instruction. 

Additionally, it seemed that this group of second grade 

students, who did not appear to be able to meet Mrs. G.'s 

original expectations, required her to confront her 

"typical" approach and use the information she had acquired 

from her teaching experiences to devise new approaches that 

would allow her to keep her expectations high (10/31). 
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Summary 

The functions of the curriculum script as reported in 

this section of the chapter include planning, prediction, 

interpretation, and reflection. The findings presented 

suggest that the information Mrs. G. had accumulated over 

the eleven years of her teaching experience enabled her to 

plan instruction around the math content for the day, for a 

unit, for a semester/trimeste~, and for a year. From the 

planning, Mrs. G.'s curriculum script seemed to enable her 

to predict not only what the likely sequence and outcome of 

a single event might be, but also to predict what content 

would be covered over the course of a school year and in 

what time frames. Experiences with similar classroom 

events seemed to enable her to use the verbal, behavioral, 

and written clues from her students to interpret their 

progress in understanding the concepts that were covered 

and whether to proceed or alter the course of instruction. 

Reflection on the events and on her interpretation of the 

events and her students then enabled her to plan future 

events. These findings will also be used in the 

presentation of the curriculum script model in the last 

section of this chapter. 
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The Influences on Mrs. G.'s Curriculum Script 

Analysis of the interview data revealed a theme of 

influences on Mrs. G.'s curriculum script that continually 

resurfaced. While these influences clearly were not a part 

of the content of the curriculum script, they did appear to 

influence the decisions Mrs. G. made using the information 

from the script and at times appeared to influence what 

factors she chose to emphasize as she went about the task 

of teaching. The two outside influences that emerged from 

this study of Mrs. G.'s curriculum script were school 

personnel and Mrs. G.'s personal history. 

School personnel. Analysis of the data suggests that 

the school personnel that Mrs. G. referred to most 

frequently in the interviews were other teachers and the 

principal of the school where she worked. At times, she 

spoke of the teachers apart from the principal and at times 

she spoke of each individually. These patterns will be 

reported next with examples from the data as illustrations. 

In Chapter IV, it was reported that Mrs. G. sat with 

the other two combination class teachers at lunch time. It 

was also reported that their conversations generally 

focussed on the planning and decisions they made for their 

homeroom groups. Those conversations become important in 

this discussion in that they reveal the potential 

influences of other teachers on Mrs. G.'s curriculum 
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script. Mrs. G. also frequently referred to her 

conversations with other teachers during the interviews 

(8/31, 10/31, 11/15, 12/15). From the content of the 

conversations reported by Mrs. G., two patterns emerged: 

concerns about the second grade group and working with the 

other combination class teachers. 

In the second interview, Mrs. G. said she was not the 

only teacher in her school, or even in her district, who 

expressed frustration and dissatisfaction with the 

abilities of the second grade students as they began the 

school year. She shared the following in an interview late 

in october: 

And it's not something that's only me dealing with, 
because we've talked with grade level, ~oo, not just 
(Ms. C.), but also the other second grade teachers. 
So we've had to regroup in our thinking, which in turn 
we hope will regroup the thinking of the grade level 
before us across the district, because we're seeing it 
across the district. (10/31) 

As reported earlier, Mrs. G. attributed the problems with 

the second grade group to "this idea of curriculum where 

you do everything heterogeneously. They did it that way 

last year in first grade" (11/15). In other words, the 

conversations Mrs. G had with other teachers appeared to 

convince her she was not alone in her frustration and that 

other teachers also looked to the first grade curriculum as 

the source of the problem. 
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Secondly, Mrs. G. reported in the first interview 

(8/31) that she and the two other combination class 

teachers planned together, before the school year began, at 

least one uniting theme (i.e., insects) for the three 

classes and "communication with home." The three teachers 

continued to plan together for homeroom math, social 

studies, and special activities for holidays, those 

sessions in which each teacher usually taught her homeroom 

group (sometimes they separated the second and third grade 

students for certain units). Mrs. G. said, "And then with 

the three of us, it really is good, 'cause we can 

brainstorm and it just makes the program richer" (8/31). 

Many times, the three teachers were observed talking about 

activities they had planned together that were yet to be 

implemented, making last minute decisions and working out 

logistics, particularly during the first week of school as 

reported in Chapter IV. None of the three teachers seemed 

to dominate these conversations, even though Mrs. G. was by 

far the more experienced, at this grade level and in total 

number of years teaching. Her conversations with other 

teachers, then, would seem to have had an influence, to 

some degree, on Mrs. G.'s understanding of her students, 

the district curriculum, and planning for instruction. 

Principal. Even though Mrs. G. was not in an 

"evaluation cycle" during the school year in which this 
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study was conducted, the principal still made regular 

visits to her classroom and offered her feedback. Mrs. G. 

also said the visits did not bother her because she was not 

in the evaluation cycle, and in fact, she appreciated his 

visits and comments. She said she valued having the 

freedom to try things "that aren't real conventional" and 

implied that freedom came from having "a principal, too, 

who is right on top of things all of the time" (12/15). For 

example, she reported a conversation she had with the 

principal in which they discussed the value of using a 

student's ability to think abstractly about fact families 

in learning the math facts as a predictor of success in 

learning math. She said that together they came to the 

conclusion that, " ••• over the years it's been a very 

accurate placement, it really has" (2/27). The timed tests 

on addition and subtraction facts to 10 were a part of the 

math evaluation Mrs. G. gave to her students during the 

first week of school (see Chapter IV). 

On the other hand, she complained that the principal 

often asked her questions, when she was being evaluated, 

that caused her to "burp up definitions" about ideas she 

had internalized (2/27). She said she could not understand 

the value of this type of exercise as it made no sense to 

her, and her teaching, she said in the last interview 



(2/27), is "a reflection" of the way she feels about her 

own learning. 
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A note to the file dated 10/15, recorded an informal 

conversation in which Mrs. G. talked about a time when she 

and a few of the other teachers could not obtain any 

results from the principal regarding the situation with the 

second grade students and the first grade curriculum. She 

said they went to a group of "militant parents" who 

complained loudly enough that the principal began to take a 

serious look at the situation. This finding suggests that 

the principal and other teachers (not only in her school, 

but also across the district) have an influence on Mrs. 

G.'s curriculum script and the decisions she makes about 

what she understands to be in the best interest of her 

students. Clearly, Mrs. G.'s frustration about the 

situation with the second grade students was acknowledged 

by other teachers, and her frustration led her to take 

action she felt was in the interest of the students. 

Doing what was best for the students was a recurrent 

theme in Mrs. G.'s classroom. This may be due, in part, to 

her own experiences as a students in addition to her 

teaching experiences. Information about Mrs. G.'s personal 

history will be presented in the next section. 

Personal history. While this study was not intended 

to be an exploration into Mrs. G.'s personal life, there 
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were occasions when information from her past that seemed 

to be pertinent to her thinking, surfaced. While the data 

is too thin to be considered a "finding," there was, at the 

same time, too much to ignore. Thus, there are two 

"chapters" from Mrs. G.'s personal history that would seem 

to be relevant to this study of her curriculum script and 

are being presented here as influences. 

First, Mrs. G.'s experiences in classrooms over the 12 

years of her teaching career have been demonstrated to have 

had an impact on her thinking about content, students, 

classrooms, and community. Throughout the previous 

discussion of the content and functions of Mrs. G.'s 

curriculum script, references to her past experiences in 

the classroom were used, when appropriate, to illustrate 

the nature of the slot entries. Second, occasionally 

during interviews, Mrs. G. made references to her own life 

experiences which appear to have had a strong impact on her 

teaching. These life experiences will be recounted here. 

In response to a question about her goals for the unit 

on logic problems, Mrs. G. replied: 

Umm, one ••• one, probably the most important thing, I 
don't know, maybe just because I've felt this way when 
I was, a lot of times in school. I felt like I was 
put in situations and didn't have the tools to deal 
with it. And I was often confused, and I'd be put in 
situations and not have any idea how to approach it. 
But yet I was expected to, and, umm, and it's going 
back again to I'm a quadrant one learner ••• it has 
to have meaning. And, umm, I guess that's it. I 
don't want people to feel like fools and idiots when 
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they're put in situations,and if I'm teaching them 
strategies that can help them come through, that's 
good. Just so they don't have to feel stupid. I just 
hated that, because I knew I wasn't. But yet I had no 
clue of what to do, and that even, I mean not just 
math, but even in English. My first theme at the U of 
A, I got a D on. I mean it looked like the Gettysburg 
battle had been fought there. The professor said, "If 
you didn't know the task, why didn't you ask the 
question?" The problem was I thought I knew the task, 
and I mean I had no clue. I mean I'm a fast learner, 
so once we sat down and I understood what all the 
critical attributes of the task were and so forth, I 
mean fine, I finished the course with an A. But I 
just don't like to put people in that situation 
without a support, and if they can get enough practice 
in dealing with things like that. So I guess for that 
purpose, but also not to keep it in math, to transfer 
it over into other areas, politics, whatever. (12/15) 

It appears that Mrs. G. felt very strongly about 

preparing her students in ways that would allow them to be 

successful, even in unfamiliar territory. Evidence of this 

goal can be found in the manner in which she gave 

directions for tasks to her students, step-by-step with 

students repeating the directions back to her. Evidence is 

also found in her choice of the logic problem unit that 

created opportunities for the students to identify and use 

problem solving strategies. Additionally, she constructed 

a bulletin board in her classroom that listed problem 

solving strategies and it stayed up at least through the 

second trimester. Several times she was observed making 

reference to the bulletin board to have the students 

identify strategies that might be used in their work. 
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Mrs. G. spoke often about making things meaningful for 

her students, and presenting opportunities to learn that 

would have the potential to transfer to other areas (10/31, 

12/15). She said often that she did not see any point in 

doing something with the students if it did not transfer to 

something else (10/31). When she was teaching the fact 

family concept and sent home the worksheet on the facts 

that included the number seven, her reason for doing the 

worksheet in that manner was that it was the concept that 

would transfer, not the specific problems (11/15). Careful 

analysis of the tasks enacted in Mrs. G.'s classroom 

reveals that, without exception, every task was connected 

either backwards to previous work, or forward to future 

lessons. This effort from Mrs. G. appears to come from her 

own need to "see the big picture," that is, to have meaning 

that would transfer across her experiences (8/31). 

Mrs. G.'s goal to prepare her students for life also 

comes from her own experiences in life. She talked about 

reasons for having the students working in groups and 

checking with each other: 

I think that is more real life, it really is. I notice 
that when I'm in a group with adults I would just as 
soon consult with someone than just I, and I still 
don't like doing it myself, but I will. My first feel 
is I want to have some consulting time and I want to 
talk with people around me. (10/31) 

In a discussion about where Mrs. G. found ideas for 

the "alternate route" to move the second grade students 
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through the curriculum before the holiday break, she spoke 

about the opportunities her district had provided for her 

to attend workshops and seminars with people such as 

Madeline Hunter, "the Johnson brothers," David Pearson, and 

Bernice McCarthy "in person" (12/15). She said it was 

information from these experiences and other sources that 

can "trigger something" to develop a task or activity that 

covers the same content in a new way. 

Mrs. G.'s personal history appears to have an 

influence on the ways she structured tasks and gave 

directions so that her students would know exactly what to 

do and could be successful. Some of the tasks she designed 

(i.e., the caramel factory game, the scavenger hunt the 

first week of school) indicate her efforts to "make things 

meaningful." Using "uniting themes" such as the insect 

theme of the first week illustrate her own need to "see the 

big picture." 

These are just a few examples of occasions when Mrs. 

G.'s personal history influenced decisions she make about 

the teaching and learning process in her classroom. This 

is an area that clearly warrants further investigation, 

and, though meager in this study, seems to add another 

dimension to the complexity inherent in Mrs. G.'s classroom 

knowledge. 
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Summary of Mrs. G.'s curriculum Script 

The second part of this chapter has presented the 

content of the curriculum script as major slots and sub

slots which were formulated from the data analysis as 

reported in Chapter IV and earlier sections of this 

chapter. Also presented were the findings that suggested 

that the curriculum script enables Mrs. G. to plan for 

classroom instruction and design tasks which allow the 

students to engage in the content, to predict the likely 

sequence and outcome of classroom events, to interpret the 

events as they occur, and to reflect on current and past 

events before proceeding to the next planning session. 

Finally, influences from outside the classroom that emerged 

through the data analysis were presented and illustrated 

with examples. 

Just as the elements of the curriculum script do not 

appear to stand in isolation, neither do the content, 

functions of, and influences on the curriculum script. 

Therefore, the analysis and findings presented to this 

point in Chapter IV and this chapter indicate that the 

curriculum script is best framed in an ecological model 

that portrays the complexity of Mrs. G.'s classroom 

knowledge in an environment that is similarly complex. The 

model constructed from the analysis and findings will be 

presented and discussed in the final part of this chapter. 
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Part 3: The Curriculum script Model 

The curriculum script model (see Figure 8) was 

developed from the findings presented in Chapter IV and 

from the findings presented in the first two parts of this 

chapter. The model suggests the complexity inherent in 

both classroom events and the teacher's knowledge of those 

events. It also appears to account for many of the factors 

that influence classroom events, which heretofore have been 

researched and described as separate entities. A 

discussion of the model follows. 

This model reflects the cyclical nature of the process 

Mrs. G. engaged in when designing tasks for her students. 

For the purposes of description of the model, this 

discussion begins with the curriculum script function 

called planning. As reported earlier, the curriculum 

script seemed to provide information that allowed Mrs. G. 

to engage in several types of planning (daily, unit, 

semester, yearly). In this model, the planning Mrs. G. 

conducted is that related to designing tasks and activities 

which allowed her students to engage in the content. Mrs. 

G. might have used, at a minimum, information from the 

curriculum script about content, students, her classroom, 

and district guidelines in order to design tasks and 

activities. In the case of her homeroom group, this 
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planning was probably influenced by the other combination 

class teachers. 

Prediction of the likely sequence of events could have 

occurred either during the planning process or after, and 

was informed by the "lesson agenda" (Leinhardt and Smith, 

1985), or action level representation of the curriculum 

script. Information about past similar events contained in 

the curriculum script also allowed Mrs. G. to predict the 

likely actions and responses of the students and the likely 

outcome of the events, and this type of prediction might 

have occurred either during or after the planning process. 

In the model, the planning and prediction processes led to 

the task design that eventually was introduced by Mrs. G. 

to the students. 

During the classroom event in which the task was 

introduced, several factors were in operation. First, 

Mrs. G.'s curriculum script had provided her with the 

information about classrooms that she needed to establish 

rules and procedures which resulted in a smooth and 

efficiently run classroom, the classroom context. Second, 

the students in the classroom each brought to the event 

some level of knowledge of the content, some understanding 

of classroom rules and procedures, some knowledge of other 

students and the teacher. The students thus contributed in 

significant ways to the enactment of the curriculum event. 
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Third, each event was potentially influenced by the larger 

context in which it was enacted. This context included 

such factors as the time of year, the weather, and current 

events in the larger community (city, state, around the 

world). Finally, Mrs. G.'s knowledge of the task, the 

content, the students, and her personal history also 

influenced the event via her curriculum script. Mrs. G.'s 

curriculum script and the lesson agenda also provided her 

with the information she needed during events to interpret 

the students' responses and behaviors in order to make 

decisions about how to proceed through the activities. 

Once an event ended, Mrs. G. might or might not have 

engaged in reflection about the event. If Mrs. G. did not 

reflect on an ev~nt, the information went through a filter 

(described earlier in the cognitive science literature 

review) that sorted information about the event before 

storing any unusual circumstance that might have occurred. 

This happens because the script, according to the cognitive 

science literature, provides an economy of storage by 

ignoring the elements of an event that are similar to those 

already contained in the structure. However, if Mrs. G. 

did reflect on a particular event, the reflection might 

have been influenced by information from other teachers, 

the parents, the principal, or other events. The 

reflection then might influence what or the way in which 
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the information about the event was stored and was used to 

inform the next planning process. This begins the cycle 

over again. 

This model is clearly in the formative stage. It is 

based on the analysis and findings from this study, on the 

investigator's understanding of the scholarly literature, 

and on the investigator's own experiences in classrooms as 

both student and teacher. Future work related to this line 

of inquiry should add valuable information about the 

curriculum script which can be used in refining the model's 

accuracy in reflecting this complex phenomenon. 
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capturing and portraying a teacher's knowledge is, at 

best, a challenging and difficult endeavor. This study 

used a combination of the task framework (Doyle, 1983) and 

information about the activities used by the teacher as a 

window to one teacher's knowledge, proposing that the 

knowledge is stored in a schematic knowledge structure 

called a curriculum script. The function of the 

curriculum script is to enable the teacher as she planned, 

predicted, interpreted, and reflected on classroom events. 

Task descriptions were extracted from daily observations 

and then analyzed to construct summary statements across a 

unit of content. The summary statements served as the 

basis for letters which were sent to the teacher as a 

focus for subsequent interviews. Finally, analysis of the 

task summary statements and interview data culminated in 

the representation of the curriculum script and the 

description of its function. 

The results of this study can be categorized in three 

sections: patterns in the curricu~um script, implications 

for practice, and directions for future research. The 

discussion of each follows. 
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Patterns 

Several patterns emerged from the representation of 

the curriculum script and the description of its function. 

First, the teacher in this study rarely spoke about 

content in isolation from the students. This finding 

suggests that content in classrooms is not "free

floating;" rather, it is embedded in classroom events 

(past, present, and future) with students and therefore, 

suggests that it does not exist independently in the 

context of teacher knowledge. Second, even though 

necessity dictated description of the slots of the 

curriculum script in isolation, as separate entities, a 

careful reading reveals that, as Schank and Abelson (1977) 

argued, the slots are interconnected and have an enormous 

impact on each other. Very often the same example was 

used to illustrate more than one component of the 

curriculum script, equally appropriate in each situation. 

These two findings illustrate the complexity of the 

curriculum script and, in turn, the teacher's knowledge of 

classrooms and events. 

The third pattern that emerged involves the 

differences in the teacher's thinking about the two math 

groups she taught. The activity organization she chose 

most often for the homeroom group was a form of 

cooperative learning. That is, the students worked 
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together in pairs or small groups, occasionally generating 

a single product. On the other hand, the second grade, 

homogeneous group typically worked as individuals, but 

always on the same task. Also, the tasks the teacher 

designed for the homeroom group usually lasted for more 

than one class session, while the second grade group was 

generally engaged in three or more activities per class 

session. Finally, the teacher in this study contended 

that second grade students did not learn from units of 

content that were presented and then dismissed as well as 

they learned from a continual rotation (cycling in and 

out) of several content topics. In contrast, the homeroom 

group covered three successive unit during the first half 

of the school year. These differences in the teacher's 

choices reflect a difference in her understandings about 

the abilities and needs of the two groups of students. 

This demonstrates how information contained in one slot in 

the curriculum script affects what might be chosen from 

another slot in designing tasks for students to engage in 

the content. 

Another pattern that emerged, which supports the 

theory of curriculum script as event-structured knowledge, 

was the thread of the teacher's previous experiences with 

students in classrooms that was woven throughout the 

report of the analysis and findings in Chapters IV and V. 
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The teacher spoke of her experiences as a first grade 

teacher and how it explained what she expected from second 

grade students. She spoke about her experience as a 

second grade teacher and how it helped her to prepare for 

her combination class that included both second and third 

grade students. She spoke about differences and 

similarities between her current students and the groups 

she encountered in the past, their abilities and 

attitudes. She spoke of changes in the district 

curriculum, the freedom given teachers in the district in 

writing and changing curriculum, workshop and seminar 

opportunities provided by the district that she took 

advantage of over the years. The teacher spoke often 

about her "feel" for the students~ however, the findings 

and analysis suggest that her "feel" evolved over years of 

experience teaching at the same grade level (much as 

Grimmett and MacKinnon, in press, argue that a teacher's 

"craft knowledge" relies "heavily on intuition" p. 43). 

The teacher's curriculum script would seem to account for 

the knowledge gained from these repeated encounters with 

classroom events and students involved in them. 

A fifth pattern in the curriculum script accounts for 

what Doyle (1990) has called a theory of the content "that 

drive(s) the pedagogical and curricular decisions teachers 

make." That is, "what the content is, what it means to 
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know that content, and what goals one is accomplishing 

when one is teaching the content" (p. 71). For the 

teacher in this study, it could be argued, the content is 

those concepts to be covered over the course of a year at 

each grade level, along with the examples and strategies 

she used to represent the content to the students. 

Students "know" the content when they are able to make 

connections across topics, when the concepts transfer to 

more difficult tasks, and when they are able to identify 

their errors. The goals she hopes to accomplish when 

teaching the content are both academic and social; first, 

that students are thinking individuals, and second, that 

they are prepared for the realities of life (i.e., working 

with,others). It is possible, of course, for other 

interpretations to exist, but the data clearly suggest 

that this interpretation is quite plausible. 

An examination of the findings of this study that 

were suggested by the emergent patterns reveal several 

implications for practice as well as directions for 

further research. 

Implications 

In terms of preservice and inservice teacher 

education, the curriculum script theory appears to have 

useful implications. In training teachers-to-be, 
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describing and examining an experienced teacher's 

curriculum script, such as the one represented in this 

study, to determine the nature of the slots, the 

information contained in them, and their relationships to' 

one another, can be an insightful means to portray teacher 

knowledge. Accomplished in conjunction with field 

experiences that afford students of education the 

opportunity to observe and describe tasks as the enacted 

curriculum, these can provide a powerful lens for looking 

in classrooms. Tracking events over time can add to a 

potential teacher,' s understanding of the notion "event

structured knowledge," not only for teachers but for 

students who are also learning the curriculum. 

Self-examination of one's curriculum script can be 

beneficial to inservice teachers who desire to understand 

the choices they make or who wish to change their 

practices. Understanding the effect of information 

contained in slots on entries in other slots offers the 

practicing teacher a window into functional and 

dysfunctional decision making. For example, the 

researcher had a conversation about curriculum scripts 

with a professor who had been teaching research design for 

many years. Just prior to that conversation, the 

professor had come to understand the importance of taking 

into account her students' prior experiences and knowledge 
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for her instruction. The notion of curriculum script 

enabled her to understand how this change in her thinking 

about her students necessitated a change in her teaching 

practice. 

To take this one step farther, staff developers who 

intend to change teachers' thinking or practice might also 

think about whether an innovation matches all the 

components of teachers' curriculum scripts before 

initiating the staff development process. If there is not 

a match with the information contained in a teacher's 

curriculum script, it is unlikely the change in thinking 

or practice will occur. 

The curriculum script theory, then, would seem to 

offer educators a language with which they can describe, 

discuss, and learn about teachers' classroom knowledge. 

This initial study of one teacher's knowledge and its 

consequent representation suggests an agenda for research 

that has the potential to inform the field in significant 

ways. 

Directions 

The study reported here focussed on one experienced 

teacher and her curriculum script for one content area. 

It serves as a base upon which future studies might be 

built. The next study should focus on one experienced 
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teacher and two content areas (i.e., math and reading) to 

establish support for the claim that curriculum scripts 

are content specific. Teachers who work together in the 

same or similar contexts using the same curriculum with 

the same or similar student populations, might be studied 

together to examine similarities and differences in their 

curriculum scripts. Experienced teachers whose curriculum 

scripts are "in flux" due to self-reported changes in 

philosophical orientations might be studied to track the 

resulting changes in practice which reflect the dissonance 

in the teacher's thinking. 

Most certainly, teacher education students' 

curriculum scripts could be studied and those students 

followed into their early years of teaching to trace the 

effects of cumulative experiences on their scripts and the 

change in focus from a student perspective to a teacher 

perspective. New teachers' and experienced teachers' 

scripts might be represented as curriculum scripts in 

order to ascertain the nature of the entries in their 

slots and the differences and similarities in decisions 

which are informed by the teachers' curriculum scripts. 

Additionally, the curriculum script might be thought 

to be made up of an accumulation of Carter's (1991) notion 

of "well-remembered events" in teachers' lives. There is 



potential here for an examination of the development of 

curriculum script across time. 
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Revisiting prior studies of teacher knowledge using 

the curriculum script framework might yield some 

interesting new findings. For example, the research 

agenda of Shulman (1986) and his colleagues Grossman 

(1987, 1990) and Gudmundsdottir (1990) that pursues 

teachers' pedagogical content knowledge has the potential 

to provide a powerful lens with which to view a portion of 

teacher thinking. However, including pedagogical content 

knowledge in the context of a teacher's curriculum script 

will complete the picture of what a teacher knows by 

acknowledging the connectedness of all the pieces of 

teacher knowledge, not just what a teacher knows about 

subject matter and pedagogy. 

The accumulation of knowledge that could be gathered 

through these lines of inquiry will provide teacher 

educators with a framework for preparing new teachers and 

offer a fresh focus in the research community on the 

importance of studying teacher knowledge in the context in 

which it develops. 

General comments 

Using the task framework suggested by Doyle (1983) in 

this study as a window into teacher knowledge has once 
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again demonstrated its utility in research that looks 

"into" classrooms (Blake and Dinham, 1990; carter, 1980; 

Doyle, 1980, 1986b; Doyle and carter, 1984; Nespor, 1987; 

Sanford, 1984). As the unit of analysis, it provided this 

study with a focus that pulled together the many facets of 

classrooms and teacher knowledge into a meaningful, 

observable, researchable whole. 

The unusual combination of qualitative methods 

utilized in this study provided the investigator with two 

surprises. The first surprise was the realization that 

the teacher's curriculum script could only be discovered 

through a combination of observations and interviews. One 

without the other would have rendered an incomplete 

representation. The second surprise was the happy 

discovery that at the end of the observation period, a 

large portion of the analytical process was complete. 

This occurred because the observations were analyzed every 

day to construct the task descriptions and the task 

descriptions were analyzed by unit over the course of the 

data collection to yield summary statements in order to 

compose the letters to the teacher before each interview. 

The continual analysis focussed subsequent observations, 

letters, and interviews, thereby enriching the ensuing 

collection of data. 
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Conversations with different groups of colleagues in 

between the collection of the data and the writing of this 

document compelled the investigator to contemplate 

continuously the curriculum script theory and its 

potential for practice and research. The "backtalk" 

(Russell and Munby, 1991) from those conversations 

provided evidence for the utility of the curriculum script 

as a part of the language that allowed us to talk about 

teacher knowledge and the curriculum process. 
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APPENDIX A 

CLASSROOM MAP 
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APPENDIX B 

TASK DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE 



Date: 9/13/90 

Task Description 
unit Topic: Pattern 

Time: 12:50 - 1:45 p.m. 

Activity: Finding patterns with unifix cubes. 
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Activity organization: Information is presented to whole 
group, then students are allowed to choose partners 
for completing the task. 

Materials: Unifix cubes, worksheets, markers, and crayons. 

Instruction: students are seated .as a group on floor in 
front of chalkboard, teacher sits on low chair. 
Teacher tells students what they are going to do is 
not easy. Teacher makes trains with unifix cubes 
according to patterns on worksheet and sets them on 
chalkboard ledge. Teacher tells students they can 
never, never take the trains apart. students are to 
tell teacher now to arrange trains so that they make a 
pattern by color and teacher moves trains accordingly, 
questioning students about what works and what doesn't 
work. After a few tries, students tell teacher they 
want to do it themselves. 

Directions: First, students are given 30 seconds to find a 
partner, but they havea to make sure not students are 
left out. Teacher then explains color coding on 
worksheet and shows students how to put trains 
together according to worksheet directions and then 
how to record their answers using markers or crayons. 

cognitive operations: students use problem solving 
stragegies and move cubes around to locate and 
recognize patterns. They also have to work with 
someone else which means sharing and sometimes 
compromising to accomplish task. 

Product: Answers on worksheet. 

Significance: Although students work with partners, each 
student is required to complete and turn in a 
worksheet. 

Goal: This is the fourth lesson on pattern, so the teacher 
says she wanted to take something they knew and "up 
the stakes," or make it harder. Also, the students 
need to practice organizing information within given 
parameters and practice working with each other. 
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APPENDIX C 

SUMMARY STATEMENTS FOR LETTER #1 
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SUMMARY STATEMENTS FOR LETTER #1 

unit Topic: Pattern 

A. Activity content 

1. Finding patterns in various media. 

B. Activity Organization 

1. All instructions are given to the whole group. 

2. For half the activities on this topic, students 
were paired or grouped, once by the teacher, the 
other times the students could choose a partner. 

3. For the other half of the activities, student 
could choose to work alone, in pairs, or in 
groups. 

C. Instructional Techniques 

1. Teacher introduces pattern with hand clapping, had 
students repeat pattern. Students then used 
blocks to make AB and ABC patterns, followed by 
making patterns with different materials (cubes, 
seeds, noodles) and recorded patterns on paper. 

2. Teacher reviewed AB and ABC patterns with blocks 
before students were sent looking around school 
for patterns. 

3. Teacher presented unifix cubes to make pattern 
trains. 

4. Teacher went through first problems on worksheet 
with whole group before students began their 
work. 

5. As problems arise, teacher works at board for 
whole group. 

6. Students use manipulatives often. 

7. Teacher uses examples and exaggerations often. 



8. Teacher and students work first two or three 
problems together. 

D. Directions 

1. Teacher gives very specific, step-by-step· 
directions to prepare students for work. 
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2. Teacher reviews directions with students by asking 
them questions such as IIAnd what will you do 
next? II 

E. Products 

1. Students are expected to IIkeep records II of their 
work, whether it's predicting or answering. 

2. Students supply answers to problems on worksheets. 

F. Significance 

1. Teacher assigned work to be done (complete 
worksheet or record work on paper). 

2. Each member of group must turn in own work. 

G. Goals 

1. Students learn to work together. 

2. Teacher wants to IIUp the stakes,1I take something 
they know and make it harder. 

3. Students will recognize patterns in different 
places and things (school, nature, number), 
lIextending it to other media." 
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October 24, 1990 

Dear Marta, 

This is the first of the letters we talked about way back in August. 
I pulled together all of my observations on the topic "pattern" and 
looked at the task descriptions for types of activity organization, 
your instructional techniques, directions to the students about their 
work, the products generated and the value they were assigned, 
interactions between you and the students and among themselves, and 
some general goals for the unit on pattern. From the task 
descriptions I developed summary statements about the characteristics 
outlined above and they provided the substance for this letter. 

Activity organization refers to the general arrangement of the 
students and/or their seating for a particular lesson. For the 
lessons on pattern, I noted that the students were either at their 
seats or seated in a large group on the floor for the instructions 
given at the beginning of each activity. For the remainder of each 
lesson, students were either paired by you, paired by their own 
choice, in small groups by choice, or worked individually, again by 
choice. For three of the four lessons I observed on pattern, the 
students were given the option to work alone or with other students. 

The instructional techniques I observed from the presentation portion 
of each lesson took on three general forms. One technique was 
presenting the work of each lesson to the group as a whole, using the 
materials they would use, and engaging them verbally in the work. 
This might include asking questions or taking directions from the 
students. Another technique was the review, either verbally or with 
manipulatives, of work that had been done in previous lessons (for 
example, making AB patterns with blocks) as a precursor to the same or 
different type of activity. Going through the worksheet before the 
students began working gave you the opportunity to point out places 
where they might make mistakes or have difficulty and engage the 
students in suggesting ways they could avoid problems. Also, while 
the students were doing the work, I noticed that you would stop them 
occasionally to work a problem or two, either aloud or at the board, 
that several students were have trouble with. In each case, the 
students had the opportunity to see and hear, more than once, the work 
they were expected to do (reducing risk and ambiguity). 

The directions the students were given about their work were very 
specific and examples and exaggerations ("Can you ever pull these 
blocks apart?") were used frequently. After all the di-rections for an 
activity were given, you often "gave them a test" to see if they 
understood the directions and could answer questions about them ("What 
will you do next?"). By calling on different students to answer 
questions about the directions, each student heard the directions more 
than once and from someone in close proximity. 
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The two basic types of products generated by the students during the 
lessons on pattern that I observed were completed worksheets and 
record keeping sheets. The other product, from the lesson on patterns 
in nature, was the creation of the "Beetle Back Symmetry" bugs on 
graph paper. The value, or significance, assigned to the students 
work has been difficult for me to capture. The only reference to 
value that I can find in my notes is that when students worked in 
groups, each student was responsible for completing and turning in the 
work. For other lessons, students appeared to do the work because you 
told them to or because everyone else was doing it. They don't seem 
to have the attitude, yet, that they will do the work because it will 
be "graded" or count for a portion of their grade for math. 

The interactions during math class are typical of most interactions I 
have observed in your classroom. That is, students must raise their 
hands in order to contribute, unless you have requested group response 
and the students are required to give attention to you and each other. 
When students have questions, about directions or their work, I have 
noticed that you either respond with another question or have another 
student help out. Additionally, students seem to feel free to consult 
each other when they are not sure about something, as long as they do 
not disturb you or other students. 

I separated goals into two types: general and specific. The general 
goals that I have either pulled from the observations or you have told 
me include opportunities for the students to learn to work together, 
"upping the stakes" or taking something they know and making it 
harder, and every lesson seems to connect to a prior lesson or precede 
a future lesson. The specific goals for the unit on pattern include 
recognizing and identifying patterns in different mediums (i.e., 
around the school, in nature, in numbers), and record keeping. I'm 
sure that when we talk you'll have others to share with me. 
This letter will serve as the focus for the interview I hope we can 
have some time next week. I know that you will give it careful 
consideration, and, as always, thank you for your time and generosity. 
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DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS TIMETABLE 

Month 

8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Data Collection: 

Observations 

All Day X 

Daily X X X X 

Interviews X X X X X 

Data Analysis: 

Task Descriptions X X X X 

Task Summaries X X X X 

Interviews X X 
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TERMS FROM THE TEACHER KNOWLEDGE LITERATURE 
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Terms from the Teacher Knowledge Literature 

Barko & Livingston 
(1988) and 
Yinger (1980) 

Clark & Lampert 
(1986) 

Clark & Peterson 
(1986) 

Terms Used in 
the Literature 

improvisation 

contextual knowledge 
interactive .. 
speculative .. 
subject matter .. 

teacher planning 
teacher interactive 

thoughts and 
decision-making 

Grimmett & MacKinnon 
(in press) 

rolling planning 

Jackson 
(1968) 

Russell & Munby 
(1991) and 
Schon (1983) 

Yinger 
(1987) 

preactive planning 

reflection-in-action 
reflection-an-action 

the milieu 
the learner 
the teacher 
the subject matter 

Corresponding 
Terms Used in 
This study 

interpretation 

classroom context 
interpretation 
prediction 
content 

planning 
interpretation 

interpretation 

planning 

interpretation 
reflection 

classroom context 
students 
personal history 
content 
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